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4lntroduct ion

lntroduction

Medicine is aimed at preparing trained and trainee
doctors, and trained nurses, who intend to get a job in
medicine. It presents them with English from a wide
variety of medical fields and situations, develops
their communication skills, and provides them with
background in major medical and care concepts. This
Teacher's Book assumes that a teacher of English for
medicine is unlikelyto be a doctor, and information is
given throughout to help with medical terminology.

Check up

This is designed as a warm-up activity to the unit. It
usually consists of a number of pictures and often
introduces key vocabulary or concepts. It should be used
to get students to focus on the topic.

It's myjob

These occur regularly and are all based on authentic
interviews and sources. They are designed to be of interest
to the students as they stand with only minimal tasks.
Students wiII read about a variety of people in different
medical environments and gain insight into the skills
required.

Generalfocus questions for'It 's my job'are:What doyou
thinh his / her job involves? What skills and experience does
he / she need? Wouldyoulike to do it?

As an ongoing project, encourage the class to build up
a portfolio of other'lt's my job'features. For example,
if students have contact with someone who is fully
qualified and works in medicine, they can write their own
'lt's my job'article or interview, with photos.

Patient care

Increasingly in medicine, it is not enough to have
technical skills, qualifications, and knowledge of the field.
Doctors and nurses must also be skilled communicators -
not only with fellow care professionals, but with patients
and their family and friends - often about difficult or
sensitive matters. They also need to be able to convey
instructions to patients in a sympathetic but clearway,
which can be extremely demanding. The Patient care
feature gives students practice in these important'soft
skills'.

Top margin

This top part ofthe page contains facts, statistics, and
quotes. These are optional extras and can be used to add
variety and interest to your lessons, or provide additional
material for strong students who are'fast finishers'. Ways
of exploitation include asking whether your students
are surprised by the facts and statistics, or whether they
agree, disagree, or can identify with the quotes.

There are also definitions for difficult words or phrases
which are important to understand a text which appears
on the same page.

Vocabulary

Students meet a large amount of vocabulary during the
course.It is important to encourage good learning skills
from the start, for example:

* organizing vocabulary into word sets and word groups
rather than simple alphabetical lists

* understanding the context ofvocabulary and
whether it is a key word needed for production or for
comprehension

x checking and learning the pronunciation of a word or
phrase.

[anguage spot
This focuses on the grammar that is generated by
the topic ofthe unit and concentrates on its practical
application.

If your students need revision after completing the
Language spot, direct them to the Grammar reference,
which provides a handy check.

There is also one photocopiable Grammar test for each
unit inthis Teacher's Resource Book.

Listening, Reading, Speaking, Writing

These activities give realistic and communicative practice
of language skills needed in medicine.

* In the listening activities students are exposed to
situations related to medicine, including doctor-
patient consultations, conversations with colleagues,
and presentations. They also hear a variety ofEnglish
accents, both native-speaker and non-native speaker.
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r In the reading sections students meet a variety of
medicine-based texts (see Reading bank).

r Inthe speaking sections,tryto ensure use of English
during activities, particularly those involving some
discussion. Encourage this byteaching or revising
anyfunctional language students may need. The
photocopiable activities in this Teacher's Resource Book
also provide additional, freer discussion activities.

r Writing practice inthe units is designed as
consolidation and extension of the topic with
structured, meaningful writing tasks.

Pronunciation

This practises aspects of pronunciation which are of
maximum importance for intelllgibility.

You can repeat the recordings in Pronunciation as often as
you like until you and your students feel confident they
have mastered a particular sound or feature.

Project
This encourages students to take an active role in the
learning process, both in terms of their English language
work andthe subject of medicine itself.

Projects can be set as homework assignments, but it is
worth spending time in class preparing students for the
task. Students are usuallyrequiredto use search engines
such as www.google.com to find information, as well as
websites dedicated to medical issues. Help can also be
givenbybrainstorming some standard places where they
can gather information.

Checklist

This allows students to check their own progress. You may
want to get students to grade or assess how well they can
perform each of the'Can do' statements, e. g.'easily','with
difficulty', or'not at all'. They can also test each other in
pairs, by giving examples from the trnit of each of the'Can
do'statements.

Keywords
These are the main items of medical vocabulary
introduced inthe unit. A definition of each of these words
appears in the Glossary. You should certainly check
students' pronunciation, including the stress, of words
Iikelyto be used orally.

Usefulleference

This section provides students with useful references
to key medical handbooks where they canfind further
information on the topics discussed in the unit.

Reading bank

This is in the middle of the book and gives specific skills
practice in reading. The ability to read and understand
texts in English has never been more important in
medicine than it is today with the amount of written
lnformation available on the internet, the majority of
which is in English. The reading texts are accompanied by
pre-reading tasks and comprehension questions. They can
be used throughout the course, either in class, or as self-
study or homework. There is also an Answer key in the
Student's Book to encourage students to check their work.

Speaking activities
This section contains one or more parts of the information
gap activities from Speaking in the main units (see
Speaking).

Grammar reference

This can be used together with the Language spot, as a
handy check or revision. It shows the form of a particular
grammar point, briefly explains its use, and provides
example sentences as well as indicating likely student
errors.

listening scripts
This is a complete transcript of all the recordings. Direct
students to it for checking answers after they have
completed a Listening task, or allow weaker students to
read it as they listen to a particular recording, perhaps for
afinaltime.

Glossary
This is an alphabetical list of all the Key words. Each word
is followed by the pronunciation in phonetic script, the
part of speech, and a definition in English.

The section begins with a phonetic chart, with an
example word from medicine to illustrate each of the
sounds.

Abbreviations

A list of common medical abbreviations is included at the
end ofthis Teacher's Book for easy reference.
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Background
Patients are vulnerable when they come into contact
with medical professionals, so when taking a history
doctors and nurses need to learn to ask questions in a way
that instils confidence in patients and elicits accurate
information.

The case history begins with the presenting complaint
(PC) and the recent history. Doctors have different ways
of asking about the PC and probably stick to one or two
ofthese. The tenses that are used in the recent history
relate primarily to the present and recent past: the Present
Perfect Continuous, the Present Continuous, the Present
Simple, the Present Perfect. The Past Simple also occurs, of
course, as wlll other tenses. It is as important for doctors
to be able to use these tenses effectively at a simple level
as it is for doctors to be able to understand patients when
they use them. Any misunderstanding can affect the
doctor's or nurse's ability to make the correct diagnosis.
You will therefore have to balance accuracy with fluency,
encouraging the latter without sacrificing the former.

It is said that 80 per cent of the diagnosis comes from
taking the case history and the other 20 per cent from
investigations and so on. So being able to ask simple polite
questions using the word Can,beingable to ask about

personal details, and questions relating to pain are the
basic tools of any doctor or nurse.

In a patient-centred approach to history-taking, which
is increasinglythe focus of history-taking inthe UK and
in many other countries, the patient is at the heart of the
health care provision. AII care revolves around the patient,
not the doctor. In this situation, taking a history is not just
about asking the questions that a doctor or nurse feels
they have to ask, but about relating the history to each
patient as an individual, not as a hospital number. As your
students go through this book, they will learn the skills to
be abie to become more patient-centred.

As the first step in helping your doctors and nurses to
become more aware of the patient and of their own
behaviour in the patient's eyes, a basic analysis of body
language is introduced.

For your own further reading about asking questions
r e ad p. 4, 5, and 22 in O xf o r d H an db o ok of C lini c aI
Medicine (Murray Longmore et al.,7th edition, OUP,
2007) and refer your students to the same pages. The
handbooks are very accessible and useful source books
for you and your students.

Useful reference: Oxford Handbook of Clinical Medicine,
7th edition, Longmore et aL

x Tip

Check up
Before students do the matching task in l, ask them to describe what
is happening in each picture and to compare the scenes with similar
situations in their own countries.

Ask students to brainstorm answers to 2 in pairs or groups (e.g. inaccurate
information could lead to giving the wrong treatment, performing the
wrong operation, etc.). Collate the information on the board. Encourage
students to give at least one reason for each answer. Follow on with an open
class discussion for 3. Set a time limit.

OF la2 b3 cl  d4

listening I
Personaldetails

Q for I and 2, ask students to look at the chart before listening and decide
what possible mistakes could be made. Let them listen again to check their
answers.

C/o = complaining of
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El ldditional activity
Ask students to ask you questions using
gentle questions and / or a mixture of
gentle and shorter questions as inthe
conversation in Iistening 1. Make the
names / numbers simple or difficult
according to the level ofyour students. Ask
them to write dovun the details and then
compare them with a partner before you
check the answers with the whole ciass.

* Tip
Look at the Listen ing script to see which
type ofquestions the doctor asked.
Exper iencewi l l te l l the students howto
mix the more gentle and short questions.
A'safe' way is to start with the more gentle
o uestions a nd then mix What.. .  ? a nd short
quest ions,  ending with gent le Can.. . /  But i t
a l ldepends on the indiv idual !

El Additionalactivity
With the whole class, allow the students
a chance to take a history from you. Start
with a volunteer and then choose another
student to follow on

* Tip
Your students wil l  need to be able to use the
q uestions relat ing to pai n freq uently a nd
accurately. To hel p them remem ber, refer
them to the mnemonic SOCRATES: site,
onset, cha racter, radiat ion, associat ions,
t iming, exacerbating and al leviat ing
factors, severity. Ask them to work i  n pairs
and do the fol lowing exercise or do i t  with
the whole class. Say the letter 5 or 'si te'  a nd
ask students to give you the a ppropriate
question as quickly as possible. Try i t  again
as a warmer in the next lesson and then
several lessons later.

* Tip
Encourage students to learn two orthree
questions init ial ly for the presenting
complaint  (PC) sothattheydo not mix
them and make mistakes.

E additionalactivity
You can use a skeleton and attachthe non-
technical names for the various parts of
the body, e.g. the ribs, the skuil, the elbow,
etc. byway of follow-up. Or ask students
to draw an outline of the body and write
the names against each part they know
in pairs and then compare with other
students. From this, make a master
diagram labelled with the various parts of
the bodv.

* For 3, ask students to look at the Listening script on page 132. Make sure they
write the answers down as they wlll use them inlanguage Spot l. You can
get them to use the headings on the chart to ask each other questions, using
fictitious details if thev wish.

3 2 p.m.
4 19733045

O? | 1 Karlson
2 correct

5 7953
6 correct

7 correct
8 DrJones

Language spot
Asking short and gentle questions

Students do l-l in pairs. Set a time limit of 10 mlnutes for f, and encourage
any early finishers to do it again.

O'r I Possibleanswers
Canyoutel l  me:
your family name /whatyourfamily name is?
your first name(s) / what your first name is?
your address /whatyour address is?
when you were admitted? the dateyou were admitted?
your hospital number / whatyour hospital number is?
your date of birth / what your date of birth is?
your telephone number /  whatyour telephone number is?
whetheryou are married or single?
your job /whatyour job islwhatyou do for a living?
the name of your CPlwhoyour GP is?

2 a Where dolou getthe pain?
b Does the pain spread anywhere else?
c Does itwakeyou up at night?
d Con you tell me whatthe pain is like?
e Can you desoibethe pain for me?
f Howlong haveyou hadthe pain?
g ls there anything which makes itworse / better?
h When did it start?
i ls there anything which brings it on?
j lsthe pain constant?
k Hoveyou hadthe pain before?

t 1f  2h 3c(d/e) 4i  sb 6dande 7g 8a 9k 10j

Listening 2
Presenting Gomplaints

O Students give their orrrm answers to l, then complete 2-6. PIay the
recording as necessary.

O'r  21f  2a 3d 4e 59 6b 7c 8h
3 1 What's broughtyou here?

2 Can you tell mewhat seemsto be botheringyou?
3 Whatcanwedoforyou?

I Possibleanswers
What seems to be troublingyou? What's troublingyou? What
bringsyou here? What's the problem? What's the matter? What
can I doforyou?

51e 2i  39 4k 5d



6 a col lar  bone
b gullet
c breast bone
d tummy, belly

navel, belly-button
gut, bowels
wrist (bone)
Kneecap

shin bone
heel  bone
ankle (bone)

i
j
k

E

f
g
h

x Tip
Note American pronunciat ion and stress of
u m bi I icu s : /,,rmbrl'arkas/.

fl Additionalactivity
Put students into groups and ask each
group to choose one ofthe conditions
in 1 and describe how they would
differentiate between this condition and
something similar. Get them to discuss
each chosen condition in turn. Set a time
Iimit, but allow the discussion to continue
if it looks as if it is developing well. Try
not to interfere, and use the discussion to
build your knowledge, which wiII increase
your confidence. Give feedback on points
like pronunciation, tenses, question
formation, and vocabulary.

x Tip
Point out to st udents that, with rega rd to
pain, what is considered mild by one person
may be severe for a nother. There a re ma ny
factors involved in assessing pain, such as
age a nd cu ltu re; so mild, severe, and very
seve re ate su bjective interpretations.

&

w

Pronunciation
Medical terms: word stress

O ask students to complete I in pairs, then listen to check their answers.
Followonwith3.

Students can do 4 in pairs. The missing words are from t.

For 5, put students in groups of 3 or 4. Set a time limit of 10-15 minutes, but
if the discussion is going well, allow it to continue. Make a list of points to
correct or discuss at the end. When you have finished discussing any follow-
up, do a quick check of pronunciation by pointing to parts of the body.

Or |  1 sternum,talus,carpus 3 patel la, intest ines
2 clavic le,  abdomen, t ib ia 4 umbi l icus,  calcaneus, oesophagus

{a calcaneus d patel la f  carpus
b abdomen e sternum g umbi l icus
c oesophagus

Vocabulary
Describing pain

Students may give more than one answer for | - the important thing is that
they understand the correct meaning of the descriptive words. AIIow them
to justify their choices.

Get students to do 2 in pairs and discuss how to differentiate between the
different types of pain. They can do this by asking as many pain related
questions as possible or by encouraging patlents to talk about the pain
following SOCRATES at the top of p.7. See also OHCM7, p.22. Asking about
the site of the pain, the nature of the pain, and whether it spreads anywhere
else are the most obvious ways to differentiate between types. Students
remain in pairs for 3 and 4.

Or |  lc  2f  3e 49 5h 6d 7i  8a 9b 10j

' lM 
2V 3V 45 5V

The possible conditions described could be:
1 tension headache
2 sub-arachnoid haemorrhage
3 acute pancreatit is
4 appendicit is (or burst appendix)
5 degenerative arthrit is

4 Exampleanswer
You can ask the patient to compare it to the worst pain he/she has
ever had.

It's myjob
* Ask students to discuss I in pairs, then read the text, and complete 2.
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Otr 21
z

3
45

The highlytrained team .. .
Their work (the triage nurses, receptionists, etc.) is vitalto the
... next of kin for contact (is taken) in case of emergency.
... the potential for confusion is great unless the data that are
taken are accurate ...
... information is checked to make sure it is correct and thatthe
patients can confirm their identity.

x Tip
Set a t ime l im i t  of 15-20 m in utes for the
Speaking exercise. Al low students to discuss
freely without interfering and use the
discussion to bui ld your knowledge. Avoid
a nswering q uestions at th is stage a nd
col lect i tems for feed back.

* Tip
Use diagrams 1-4to help explain the
tenses. Often the tenses overlap, but the key
point  is  a change of  emphasis.

x Tip
Beforeyour students start,  remind them
of the mnemonic SOCRATES and the
quest ions relat ing to the present ing
complaint .  Encourage them to introduce
themselves clearly.

* Tip
Encourage students to form discussion
groups outside the class to discuss the
exercises in the units and to do role-plays
simi lar to the scenar ios in the c lass or at
work. l f  you can, provide a place in the
insti tut ion where they study. The meeting
can ei ther be informal and at  anyt ime or
formal at  a part iculart ime each week.The
students could rotate the responsibi l i ty for
orga nizat ion.

Listening 3
A presenting complaint

O C"t students to do I in pairs or small groups. For 2, ask them to write
notes while listening to the recording and then compare them with a
partner or in groups. Let them listen again to check their notes. They will
need to keep these to refer to in the Speaking exercises.

Or |  100/min l00beatsperminute
BP blood pressure
mm / Hg mi l l imetres of  mercury
JVP jugular venous pressure
CVS cardiovascular system
NAD no abnormality detected
O/E onexaminat ion
CNS central nervous svstem

Speaking
Get students to discuss l-4 freely in groups.

Or Possible answers
2 angina 4 administration of aspirin and oxygen; pain relief
3 Angina or myocardial infarction

Language spot
Tenses in the presentint complaint

Ask students to match the statements and diagrams in l, then complete 2
with a partner.

Or I  a l  b4 c ' l  d4 el  f4 92 h2 i3
2 t  has been having

2 Doyou normally go
3 has eased
4 have been lying
5 is getting / has been getting worse Look at the diagroms.The

Present Continuous emphasizes that the action is still happening
around the time of the presenting complaint.The Present Perfect
Continuous emphasizes that it has been happening before and
around the presenting complaint.

6 am nottaking
7 Has / Does the pain spread The Present Perfect relates to the time

up to now ond covers the recent history.The Present Simple covers
the recent history and asks about each time the pain happens.
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E ndditionalactivity
lJter Speaking I and 4, ask students to
explain to each other what they think
the diagnosis is in each case and to give
evidence from the patients' answers.
Then allow a whole-class discussion at
the end aboutthe diagnosis and possible
examples of cases - but emphasize the
confidentiality of the patient. Set a time
Iimit, but allow the discussion to continue
if necessary.

* Tip
Do not be afraid to al low free talking here
and do not worry about not knowing
the medicaldetai l .  Concentrate on the
language and pick up a few relevant detai ls
to feed back on. Never be afraid of saying
you don't  know the answer. The students
wil l  respectyou for i t .

E ndditionalactivity
Byway of revision, ask students in pairs
to role-play one ofthe scenarios from
the unit again. Ask them to concentrate
on their own and the patient's body
language. Ifyou have access to a camera,
video some of the role-plays and play
them back with and without the sound;
concentrate on the body language only.
You may find the students will want to do
the role-play again.

E ndditionalactivity
You can turn the internet research into a
project by putting students into groups
and asking them in the class or at home to
collect information. Ask for volunteers to
present the information to the class with
or without visuals.

E Additionalactivity
As a quick check ofyour students'abilityto
make questions, ask them in pairs or as a
class to make a verbal list of the questions
asked, using the text in l,4/riting l.

Speaking
* Ask students to work in pairs for I and 2. In 2, questions relating to pain

need to be asked for both notes, as well as questions relating to general,
family, and social history and to diet and drinking habits. Students remain
ln pairs for 3 and 4.

O.r I a Possible diagnosis: acute pancreatit is, gastrit is, duodenitis, peptic
utcer

b Possible diagnosis: (acute) appendicit is, cholecystit is, gallstones,
ureteric colic

Culture proiect
Before students do t, ask them to explain in their own words what they
think is happening. This can be done as a group or pair work exercise.
Explain how body language can mean more than one thing and how it
can be open to misinterpretation, even within cultures. Refer students to
Reading 8 intheReading bank,'What a half-smile reallymeans'.

Ask each group to produce a list for 2 and then together make a class list. As
3 requires computer access, you can set it as homework and ask students to
feed back at the beginning of the next lesson by way of revision.

Or l la 2 3 4 5 6 7
| 1 Every area of l i fe where people communicate with each othel

for example business, diplomatic service, teaching, counsell ing,
shops, buying and sell ing, etc.

2 l t  is  an approach which meansthatthedoctor needstodeal
with the patient as a person, rather tha n just the i l lness, giving
them the opportunity to speak and make decisions about their
treatment. The doctor needs to be able to interpret the patient!
body language and mood, notjusttheir i l lness.

3 The Calgary Cambridge method is a patient-centred approach to
com municating. lt teaches tools such as asking open questions,
dealing with patients'concerns and expectations, and non-
verbalcommunication such as body language.

Writing
A case report

Students do I and 2 alone or in pairs.

Or l lpresented 3radiated Ssmoked Tworked
2 was 4 had 6 was
On examination, he was sweaty, but no abnormalities were found in
the cardiovascular or respiratory systems. His blood pressure was
138 /82 and his pulse ratewas 110/ min regular. Hewas given
analgesia and streptokinase intravenouslyand his beta blockers were
continued. His pain settled and aftertwodays he beganto mobilize.

Checklist, Key wolds
See suggestions on p.5. Go throughthe iist of words to check students'
pronunciation and understanding. Remind students to transfer useful
words and phrases to their vocabulary notebooks.
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Background
Inthe UK, private health care provision exists,but most
people are treatedwithinthe National Health Service
(NHS),which provides free health care. Primary care
within the NHS is provided by general practitioners (GPs)
who work in practices / clinics called surgeries. Secondary
care is provided by hospitals. The general doctors who
work in hospitals are cal,ledgeneral physicians.Most
people in the UK are registered with a GP. There are
just over 40,000 GPs in the UK and about 250 million
consultations everyyear. (See pairwork activitles on
Student's Book pp.114 and 116 for more facts about GPs in
theUK.)

In some GP practices there is only one GB but this is
increasingly rare as many now work in teams with other
GPs and health professionals like practice nurses, district
nurses, and midwives.

GPs diagnose ilbress, treat minor illness within the
community, promote better health, prevent disease, certify
disease, monitor chronic disease, and refer patients who
need specialist attention or tests to a hospital. General
practice is the primary point of access to health care serrrices.

Although 80% of patients have seen their GP within the
Iast year, only 137" arereferred for hospital care. In order to
do this GPs must:

r have a working knowledge of the whole breadth of
medicine

a maintain ongoing relationships with their patients -
they are the only doctors to remain with their patients
through sickness and health

* focus on patients'response to illness rather than the
illness itsell taking account of personality, family
patterns, and the effect ofthese on the presentation of
symptoms

r be interested in the ecology (i.e. the science of
organisms as affected by their environments) of health
and illness within communities and the cultural
determinants of health beliefs

r be able to draw on a far wider range of resources than
are taught in medical school, including intuition,
knowledge of medicine, communication skills, business
skills, and human empathy.

There are three commonly-used definitions of general
practice covering many of the points in the list above:
Leeuwenhorst 1974, McVt/hinney 1997, Olesen 2000.
For further information on these see p.3 of the Oxford
Handbook of GeneralPractice (Chantal Simon et al,2nd
edition, OUB 2006) and for more general background on the
work of GPs inthe UK see pp.1-98 of the same publication.

Useful referencet Oxford Handbook of General Practice,
2nd edition. Simon et al.

E additionalactivity
(weaker students)
After 2, get students in their pairs to close
their books and ask each other questions
about the differences between the jobs
discussed, e.g. What does a healthvisitor
do?

* Tip
Ask students to compare procedures
between cou ntries they have knowledge
of. For example, here they could discuss the
relat ivefunctions of medical oersonnel in
hospitals /  cl inics in their own cou ntr ies.

Check up
r Ask students to work in pairs and discuss the pictures in I and the questions

in 2. This could also form a class discussion.

Vocabulary
Medicaljobs

* Ask students to match the job titles to the pictures, and complete the
sentences in 2, making sure they use the plural where necessary. They can
then do 3 as a pair or group exercise, or discuss as a class.

Of,  l l f  2a 39 4d 5e 6b 7c
2 1 practice manager 5 practice nurse

2 Healthvisitors 6 midwife
3 Receptionists 7 Districtnurses
4 general practitioner
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* Tip
Ceneral l'd3enaral/ is often pronounced as
a two-syl lable word: / 'dSenral/ .  Note also
the dif ference in emphasis between distr ict
nurse and practice nurse.

E additionalactivity
Encourage students to ask each other
questions andto develop the conversation
by explaining, giving reasons and
examples. Time limits exercises like this,
but allow some freedom for them to
develop. Let students ask you questions
- but you don't have to reveal the truth
about yourself.

x Tip
l f  necessary, get students to look back at the
questions in Unit 1 Language Spot.

x Tip
Varythe activi ty by putt ing students into
groups and askingthem to make a l ist of
their ideas on a f l ip chart or a computer. Tel l
groups to appoint one person to feed back
to the whole c lass.

Pronunciation I
Main stress

O tn l, ask students to listen and identify the main stress.

Ask students to discuss 2 and 3 in groups, then feed back their answers to
the class. The best answer is probably that they are all equally important, as
the team would not work without everybody performing their respective
tasks!

GF 1 practice manager (O....)
2 reegptionist (.o..)
3 general prac[tioner (oo rooo)

4 mlelwife (o.)

5 district nurse {' o)
6 health visitor (O'r)
7 gggtice nurse (o..)

listening I
AGP's job

O ask students to do I individually, then discuss 2 in pairs and feed back to
the whole class.

Or 1T 2F 3F 4T 5F

Language spot
Present Perfect and Past Simple

Students can do I on their own and compare their answers wlth a partner or
work in pairs.

Ask students to work in pairs for 2 and ask each other questions, using Have
... andWhat ... etg giving as full answers as they can. Then ask them to make
a list of questions for 3. You could then create a master list which the whole
class can refer to when doing the role play in 4.

O'r t 1 The coughing started five days ago and it has been so bad it has
woken me up every night.

2 When did the attacks first come on?
3 Has anything made i tworse since i t  started?
4 He has nevertaken any medicat ion in his l i fe.
5 What happened when you were near animals as a chi ld?
6 Myfather died over 20years ago.
7 Did you getthese problems every daywhenyou lived in Africa?
8 Haveyou ever had coughingattacks l ikethis before?
9 Has anyone in yourfamily ever had an i l lness l ikethis asfar as

you are aware?

Speaking
Students do I in pairs and remain in pairs for the discussions in 2. Get them
to feed back to the whole class, allowing as many students as possible a
chance to speak. Encourage students to talk to each other rather than just to
address you as the teacher.
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Or I StudentA:
1 1911
2 1948
3 free comprehensive care

Student B:
4 42,000 1 250mil l ion 414
5 10.500 2 15 5 78
6 quarter 3 2000 6 40

E ndditionalactivity
Asks your students to research
information about asthma, COPD, and
pulmonary oedema the day before you
do Listening 2 in class. Give them the
references for the Oxford Handbooks
listed in the answer key to listening 2,
exercise 3, or ask them to search on the
intemet.

* Tip
Appoint someone from each group to feed
back their a nswers to the whole class.

x Tip
COPD = chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease
PgPB = peak expiratoryf low rate
FBC =ful l  blood count
U&E = urea and electrolytes
CRP = C-reactive protein
ABG = arterial blood gas

* Tip
Students need to be careful when they ask
about ser ious i l lnesses l ike mal ignancy
(cancer) because the patient may then
th i  nk they a re suffering from this. See
OHCM7,p.22.

x Tip
Be prepared for disagreement and al low
it to ha ppen. Ask students to check their
answers in a medicaltextbook i f  necessary,
e.g. one ofthe Oxford Handbooks.

Listening 2
A case history

O Before students listen, ask them to work in pairs to discuss the topic in
l. Use this as an opportunity to bulld your own knowledge. Then play the
recording for 2 so students can complete the notes.

Put students in groups ofthree or four to discuss the questions in 3 and
4. Set a time limit, but allow extra time if the discussion seems to be
going well. Again, use the discussion as an opportunlty to build up your
knowledge of the subject. Don't be afraid of saying you don't know specific
medical answers. Make a list of grammar and pronunciation mistakes to
feed back to the class.

Or 2lbreathlessness 5atnight.  9 known
2 wheezing 6 in the morning. 10 asthma
3 cough 7 three 11 previous
4 phlegm 8 tightness 12 eczema

3 1 intrinsicand extrinsicasthma,COPD pulmonaryoedema.
2 PEFR, sputum culture, FBC, U&E, CRB ABC analysis.
3 Teach the patientto use a peakflow meterto monitor PEFR

twice a day. Use a step-by-step approach:Step 1 B-2 agonist as
required for symptom relief.
(See O H C M7, p.l 64-1 67).

I Example questions:
Doyou have any brothers and sisters/children? Arethey in good
health / alive and well? Areyour parents/close relatives alive and
well/ in good health? Havethey had any major i l lnesses in the
past? Has anyone inyourfami ly had anything l ikethis?

Vocabulary
Signs and symptoms

Ask students to do I and 2 in pairs. A sign is an indication of particular
disorder that the doctor sees but which is not apparent to the patient. A
symptom is what the patient notices him / herself. Sometimes, signs can be
classed as symptoms and vice versa. Allow sufficient time for discussion
and give feedback about grammar and pronunciation. To help expand your
knowledge, ask the class to explain the answers to you afterwards.

Students write answers for 3 on their onm, and compare in pairs.

Or I Condition a: Condition b:
1 Symptom 1 Symptom
2 Sign/Symptom 2 Sign
3 Sign/Symptom 3 Symptom
4 Symptom 4 Symptom
5 Symptom 5 Sign

Condition c:
1 Sign
2 Symptom
3 Sign
4 Sign
5 Symptom

2 a sinusi t is
6 Sign/Symptom

b asthma c gastroenteritis.
(See OHFP 2forfurther detoils on eoch of these conditions.)
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rc Tip
f latus = breakingwind
pp = psr rectum
LIF = left  i l iacfossa
sats = oxySen saturation

* Tip
(weaker students)
Al low students to read the Listening script
f  rom Listening 2 or practise reading i t  aloud.

El additionalactivity
Encourage students to keep a list of
technical words and their non-technical
equivalents. You could create a master list
on a computer, which the whole class adds
to periodically as a revision exercise. Every
time you update it, an electronic or paper
version can be given to each student.

* Tip
Point out non-technical equivalents of
technical words and purely medical words
each t imeyou come across them.

* Tip
4 = increased
PSPB = peak expiratoryf low rate
FBC = ful l  blood count
U&E = urea and electrolytes
CRP = C-reactive protein
ABC = arterial blood gas
WCC = white cel l  count

I a) Diverticulardisease:5ymptoms: abdominal pain cramps (usually
left-sided, improves with bowelopening) irregular bowel habit,
flatus, bloating, PR bleeding. Signs: increased temperature, increased
pu lse, + decreased BB LIF tenderness, + periton itis, d istension.
(See OHFP 2for more information obout this disease.)
b) Pneumonia : Symptoms: cough, increased sputum (green), pleuritic
chest pain, breathless, haemoptysis, fever, unwell, confusion. Srgns;
Increased temperature, increased RR, increased pulse, decreased
sats, unequal air entry, bronchial breathing, dull percussion, reduced
expansion.

I

a

7 stickto
8 admitted
9 booked

OF | 1 lsyourappetiteokT
2 Bowels OK?

3 Waterworks OK?
4 Sleeping OK?

Speaking
Ask students to work in pairs to do the role-play in I

Put students in groups for 2 and 3. Ask them to make a master list of gentle
and short questions for 2 to feed back to the class. Set a time limit and ask
one person to be responsible for ensuring the questions are written down.
A different student can give feedback to the whole class.

OF 2 Possible questions:
a Canyou describethe painfor me? Haveyou had anyfever? ls

there a nyth i n g that ma kes the pa i n better/worse ?
b What seemsto be botheringyou? Canyou describethetightness

a bit more for me? ls there anything else associated with the
tightness? When is the coughing worse?

c Areyour bowels OK? Any diarrhoea/vomiting? What is the pain
l ike?

3 Main investigations:
a CT scan, but rarely necessary
b PEFR, sputum culture, FBC, U&E,CRB blood cultures, ABG analysis
c ,IWCC, 4CRB stoolcultures, and possibly an abdominal X-ray

Vocabulary
Non-technical language

Ask the whole class to answer t as a warm-up. Then get students to work
in pairs for 2 and 3. Listento as many pairs as you can and give feedback on
question formation.

OF l lstart  2precipi tate
21do 4orone

2 hasgot 5 comesandgoes
3 avoid 6 there al l the t ime

Listening 3
Short questions in the general history

6) Ask students to listen and write down the questions.



E ldditionalactivity
Ask students to work in pairs and take a
historyfrom each other about pneumonia
or another condition oftheir choice.
If you can, video one or more of the
conversations and playthem back to the
students. If this is the first time you use a
video with your students, be positive in
giving feedback. Allow students to feed
back about themselves first.

E ldditionalactivity
Check at the end ofthe class that
students can make short questions as
automatically as possibie. Ask them to
listen out for examples of short questions
on TV / radio, etc. Point out that they are
used in all types of communication. You
can begin your subsequent checking with:
Foundany?

rc Tip
In some class discussions, you may want to
make the d iscussion as free as oossible and
not provide feedback at the end.

* Tip
Socia I class I refers to people with
professiona I occupations, e.g. doctors,
cha rtered accountants, engi neers. Socia I
class l l  refers to people with manageria I
or technical occupations, e.g. managers,
journal ists, school teachers.
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Patient Gare
Students do I on their own, then compare answers with a partner before
you check with the whole class.

Ask students to work in pairs for 2 and I to practise shortening and
lengthening the questions. You may want to play the recording again
before they do 4.

Or | 1 Areyou/ Haveyou been eatingwell?
2 lsyour appetite OK/ Hasyour appetite been OK?
3 Areyou/ Haveyou been sleeping OK?
4 Areyou/ Haveyou been passing water a lot?
5 Areyour periods/ Haveyour periods been OK?
6 Haveyou had anydiarrhoea?
7 Haveyou lost any weight?
8 Haveyou been livingthere long?
9 Haveyou been keepingwellT

10 Areyou/ haveyou been OK inyourself?
11 Areyou/ haveyou been lookingafteryourself?

Pronunciation 2
Questions: rising and falling intonation
O Read the introduction as a class before students listen to l.

6) llay the recording in 2. Let students compare their answers with a
partner before listening again. They can stay in these pairs for 3, reading the
questions from the listening script to each other.

Or 1 The doctor's voice rises.
2lF 2F 3R 4R 5F 6R 7R 8R 9T lOR

Reading
Students do I in pairs. For 2, ask them to the scan the text individually for
the symbols / abbreviations, then read the text in full, and answer the
questions in lwith a partner.

Put students in small groups to discuss 4, and then feed back to the
whole class. This can lead into a class discussion of 5. Set a time limit and
encourage as many students as possible to participate.

Or I a homelessness or sleeping rough
b cramped housing/accommodation
c smoking (in front of children)
d eatingtoo much
(See OHGP2, pp.222-3.)

21y 24 3< 4)
3 t homelessness, sleeping rough, employment and unemployment,

divorce and immigration status
2 80 years ago, tobacco was fashionable and more affordable for

those in higher paid jobs.
3 Some general reasons are general anxiety about l iving

conditions, lack of security, worry about the future.
4 Some reasons are they probably have litt le or no money; no

access to cooking facil i t ies; lack of a bala nced d iet with fresh
vegetables; no fi xed routine.

I

*
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4 Possible answers:
Poor d iet a nd stress i ncrease the risk of corona ry vascu la r diseases
and cancers. Those who are unemployed or underthe threat
of unemployment may not be able to afford to eat properly or may
be suffering high levels of stress d ue to uncertainty a bout their
future, therefore are more likely to suffer from these diseases.
Violence and accidents may occur for various reasons like frustration
and anger as a result of work loss. One study showed that afterthe
announcement of a factory closure, CP consultation rates increased
by 2O%and referral ratesby 6O%.(See OHGP2, p.223)

Writing
A referral letter

Ask students to work in pairs to read the letter and complete I to 5.
Encourage them to make notes in 4 for use in completing 5, which could be
done in class or as homework.

O'r t All points in the l ist are covered except 9,12, and 13.
2 I NHSNumber 6784335792

2 Hospital Number 10177855
3 Re David Hunt17 May1975 (M)
4 l8Creencross Street, London 5E172PD
5 ...on and off for more than three months.
6 The rashes have also decreased in frequencyand
7 ... to be related to allergyto carpets, nor work or other common

factors.
8 The patient spent severalyears in EastAfrica working
9 ...as a teacher in his early 20s.

I has complained - Present Perfect
has erupted - Present Perfect
has also complained -Present Perfect
have also increased* Present Perfect
does not appear- Present Simple
has responded- Present Perfect
has had - Present Perfect
spent-Past Simple
may have-modalverb + infinit ive without to
wou ld o ppreciate - Second Conditiona I

Proiect
I can be done in class or as homework, individually, in pairs, or in groups.
To help structure the activity, make sure students understand they will
be requiredto give feedback. In class, set atime llmit and ask students
to compete to see who finds the information first. Then use 2 as an
opportunity for a whole-class discussion.

Checklist, Key words
See suggestions on p.5. Go through the list of words to check students'
pronunciation and understanding. Remind students to transfer useful
words and phrases to their vocabulary notebooks.
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Background
In a training environment, doctors, nurses, and other
health professionals need to be able to give and receive
instructions about how to perform a wide range of
procedures. In such settings, it is possible to be very direct
and use the imperative form of the verb Insert the needle
between.... This can be varied by adding thewordyou:
You insert the needle .... The imperative does not sound
impolite here, as each command forms a step which is
part of an accepted procedure that is learnt like a formula
The person receiving the instruction wiil perhaps pass on
the steps to someone else as part of their teaching or as
part of revising a procedure.

However, when it comes to talking to patients in a
patient-centred environment, it is essential to take a
more gentle and more indirect approach to fit in with the
conventions of politeness in English. This is especially
important when people are feeling vulnerable and
perhaps ill at ease. Common ways to express pollte
requests when asking patients to follow instructlons are
by using Could you / Can you... ? For example, a doctor

may need to ask a patient to get undressed. It is not
advisable to say Undress / Take your clothes off aslhis
would sound rude in English. Instead, your students need
to learn and observe polite conventions in English, for
example Could you take your clothes off, please?

In many cases, as in all languages, politeness depends
on the speaker. A native speaker may be able to give an
instruction which for someone else may seem rude. If a
doctor keeps repeating Canyou / Couldyou without any
variation it can end up sounding rather artificial and
possibly insincere. It is important to encourage students
to learn to start with Could you / Can youandthenvary
these requests with expressions that soften imperatives
like -Iust [lift up your I eg)for me, if you can / please; I'd like
you to ... ; or I need you to ..., i f you can.

Politeness and gentleness are different in different
languages. A literal translation from one language to
another can seem strange. Students need to learn that it is
the meaning that they need to translate, not the words.

Usefui reference: Oxford Handbookfor the Foundation
Programme,2nd edition, Hurley et al.

* Tip
l fyou think i t  betterto concentrate on the
students' best experiences, then encourage
this. However, i t  is important for students
totalk about di f f icul t  s i tuat ions and cases
so that they can learn from them. They
might f ind somebody in their  group who
faced a s imi lar  problem. l t  is  a lso important
for personal  development,  as wel l  as in job
interviews, to review dif f icult  si tuations
they have dealt with.

Check up
Students can do I and 2 in pairs and then form groups for the discussion in 3.

Or I  Theyal l  showa newlyqual i f ied/ juniordoctoratwork.
2 a A newly-qual i f ied / juniordoctor is askinga pat ient to get

undressed. The doctor perhaps took a case history before the
scene in the picture and afterwards examined the patient.

b A newly-qualif ied /junior doctor is writ ing up case history notes.
The doctor perhaps took a case history, and after writ ing up the
notes, saw a nother patient.

c A slightly older doctor is explaining a procedure to newly
qua lif ied / junior doctors. The senior doctor perhaps asked the
students what they knew and, after demonstrating, asked for
volunteers to show what they learnt.

d A newly-qual i f ied /  junior doctor is ta lk ing wi th a consul tant
and the team d uring a ward round. The consultant may have
asked thejunior doctor quest ions about the pat ients and then
advised on treatment, investigations, etc.

e A newly-qualif ied / junior doctor is asking a phlebotomist to take
some blood from a patient. A senior doctor may have asked for
the test. The junior doctor may have had diff iculty and then
ca lled the ph lebotom ist to ta ke the blood instead.
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6 A newly-q ual ified / j unior doctor is ha nd i ng over at the end of a
shift. He may have written a l ist of particular jobs to be done,
handed over and gone home.

E ldditionalactivity
You can ask groups to prepare a list oftips,
on paper or on a computer, and then rank
them in order ofimportance. Each group

can then present the information to the
whole class and compare their rankings.
Invite students to give examples from
their own experience.

El additional activity
To encourage the inclusion of
introductions in procedures, whenever
you do a role-play, always ask students to
introduce themselves and give their title
and position in greetings: Good afternoon,
Mrs [ ... ], my name is ... , and I'm ... .

* Tip
CSF = cerebrosDinal f luid

E additionalactivity
Ask students in pairs to take turns saying
the verbs to each other and eliciting the
complete instructions. Use this exercise to
check vocabularv with the whole class.

Preparing for the first ward round

Ask students in groups to discuss the tips in l, for example, which they
have found useful themselves or wish they'd been given, or any they might
disagree with or wish to amend. Get feedback from the class for 2, with
examples where possible.

6) Students can do 3 on their own, then compare their answers with a
partner before forming groups again for the discussion in 4. Encgurage
them to discuss other tips from their own experience, in addition to those
given.

Or 3 a familiar with your patients.
b lookingfor patients.
c refertothem quickly.
d the patients on the ward.
e access information easilv.

Patient care
Get students to discuss I and 2 in pairs and feed back to the whole class.

Or |  1 Consentfromthepat ient isa legal requirementwherethe
procedure is invasive. The consent may be necessary in writing.
(SeeOHCMI p.554.)

2 lt is importantthatthe patient knows whothe doctor is,to put
the patient at ease.The doctor may be wearing a name badge,
but the patient may not be wearing his /ier glasses;the patient
may not be able to read, etc.

3 All necessaryequipment needsto be present. A missing
instrument in the middle of a procedure may cause problems,

2 Possible answers
Explain the procedure to the patient simply and clearly.
Explain why it is necessary
Explain what the proced u re will be like for the patient.
Think about previous successful procedures you have done.
Prepare the procedure by thinking through each step and use this
process to check though the equipment.
Decide whether vou need an assistant.

Vocabulary
Instructions for a procedure

Students can do I on their own, then form pairs to discuss 2.

OF laWithdraw cMark

listening I

b Drain d Wash
e Obtain g Prepare
f Sterilize h Attach

2 The instructions relate to the first stages of a lumbar puncture. (For
the full set of instructions, see OHCMT pp.756-7.)



E additionalactivity
For homework, ask students to choose
their own procedure to explain step by
step. If possible, they could do this in
pairs or groups. Ask them to present
their procedure to the class at the
following lesson. Allow 5-10 minutes for
presentation and 5 minutes for feedback
and discussion.

E additionalactivity
As an alternative to asking a studentto
talk through the set of instructions, ask
for volunteers to do it in front ofthe class
or for a student to do it with you. Invite
feedback first from the student or from
the volunteers themselves; then ask the
class and then give your own feedback.
Ifyou then have other volunteers, allow
several to do it. Always encourage
constructive feedback.

* Tip
Allow about 15 minutes forthe discussion.
Sett ing a t ime l imit encourages students
to focus and organize their discussion. l t
a lso hel ps you to orga n ize and control the
classroom activi t ies.

El additionalactivity
Ask students to use the notes made
from their discussion to write r5o words
explaining the notes taken. This can be a
class or homework activity.

Language spot
Giving instructions

Go through the introduction as a class. Ask students to work in groups or
pairs to do I using the imperative, and 2 using the present simple with You.
Invite students to suggest other linking words: then, before, after, when
once, immediately, as soon as.

Put students in small groups for 3. They can write down the instructions
together, or they can prepare the list verbally, then write it dornm on their
own, and compare with each other. You can check students are using the
correct language without needingto knowwhatthese steps are. (The OHFP
givesfull descriptions of both IM injections and ABG.)

Speaking
Students do I on their own, form pairs to compare their answers, and then
explain the procedure in 2. Allow students to look at the vocabulary the
first time they do this. Then ask them to do it again with reference to the
diagram only.

Students could be encouraged to think about 3 for homework. Put them
into groups of three orfourto discuss.Allow about 15 minutes. One group
member should take notes for feedback to the class. Before feedback is
given, ask each note-taker to summarize what the group discussed. Give a
time warning after 10 minutes. Make sure you vary the note-taker and the
group members each time you do this type of activity. Set a time limit for
feedback.

O? | a Wet hands and forearms under runningwater.
b Take soap from dispenser.
c Soap up, rubbingpalm to palm.
d Rub with fingers interlaced.
e Massage between fingers, right palm over back of left hand, left

palm over back of right hand.
f Rubwithfingers locked, includingfi ngertips.
g Rub rotationallywith thumbs interlocked.
h Rinsethoroughly.
i Dry hands thoroughly using a papertowel.
j Dispose of towel intofoot-operated pedal bin. Do not

re-contaminate hands bytouchingthe bin l id.

Reading
Ask students to do I in pairs. Then for 2 they talk briefly about how the verb
and noun pairs might relate to the text. This will help them to predict parts
ofthe text and develop the general gist before reading. They can then do I
on their ornrn before comparing answers with their partners.

Put students in groups for 4. Either follow the procedure for group
discussion as in the Speaking section or make this a whole-class activity,
where a student volunteer writes the notes on the board. When you have
finished, ask several students to volunteer to summarize the notes taken.
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O; | 1 providefeedback
2 undertake procedures
3 assess competence
4 identify strengths

3 1 var ious
2 solely
3 created
4 expected

5 administer medicat ions
6 seek help
7 consider feelings

5 very
6 may
7 considered

rc Tip
Ask for a volunteer to type up a master
l is tof  instruct ionsto sharewith his /  her
col leagues. Choose a dif ferent student

;: : :J ' ."  
r ,  ask for volunteers to type up

E additionalactivity
Collect photographs of different
procedures or ask students to collect them
for you. Use them for group discussion /
pairwork / randomtesting / class

E ldditionalactivity
Before playing the recording, students
can use the illustrations to give their own
instructions (without referring to the
Listening script).

x Tip
l f  you have access to a cl inical dummy, ask
students to use it for role-play.

El additionalactivity
Ask students to give instructions to a
patient for a lumbar puncture or primary
survey.

Speaking
Students describe the steps, either verbally or in writing. They then swap
partners and take turns explaining the procedure.

Or Possible answers
Primary Survey
Airwav
Protect the cervica I spine.
Assess for any signs of obstruction.
Ascertain patency, establish a patent airway
Breathing
Determine respiratory rate.
Check bilateral chest movement.
(For afuller description, see OHCMT p.767)

listening 2
Giving instructions

O Students can do I and 2 on their own, then form pairs to do l. Elicit the
answer to 4. Then put students in pairs or groups for 5 and 6. Remind them
to use polite requests.

Or la4 b7 c2 d3 e5 f6 gl
4lVcannulat ion
5 Possibleanswers

Canyou sit in an upright position for me? That's fine.
Can you lie down flatfor me?
Now I'd like you to roll up your right sleeve above the elbow. OK,
thank you.
lU li ke you to ra ise you r el bow - that's it. (to a pply the tou rn iq uet)
Can you liftyour arm for a second for me? (to put a paper towel
underneath to collect any blood spills)I hank you.
And just stretch out your a rm a nd relax. Tha n k you.
Just relax and keep nice and stil lfor me, ifyou can.
Can you clench and unclench your fist for me?
Can you waitfor a second while I get a senior colleague? (if the
connula can't be inserted).
(See 1HCMI pp.748*9)



* Tip
Set a t ime l imit of about an hou r for the
whole activi ty, but be f lexible.6o round
helping5tudents and give a t ime reminder
every 10 minutes to encourage them to
orga nize themselves.

* Tip
Remind students about confidential i ty and
anonymity at  a l l t imes when talk ing about
part icular cases.

* Tip
Encourage students to review their
preparation and presentation and keep a
log ofany signif icant points. Ask students
to review each other. l fyou have a video
camera, record the presentations, play back,
and discuss.
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language spot
Making polite requests to patients

Read through the introduction as a class. Students then do I and 2 in pairs.

Or I  cand gare inappropriateastheyareveryabrupt.
2 Possible answers

1 Canyou just pop behind the screen ...
2 ... so if you could turn ontoyour stomach (for me), (please). (Thank

you)'
3 Just cough for me.
4 ld l ikeyoutostand upforme.
5 Could you (just)tiltyour head ...
6 Canyou make a t ightf ist . . .
7 ld l ikeyou to keep nice and st i l l  . . .

listening 3
lnstructions

O Ask students to listen and correct their sentences fromLanguage spot2.

It's myjob
Students read the text in I and find the information.

Or |  1 af i rm
2 two senior doctors
3 specialist registrars (SpR)
4 specialist registrars (SpR)
5 the consultant
6 the consultants' rounds
7 thejuniordoctor

Speaking
Ask students to work in groups for l. Get a student from each group to give
feedback from their discussion so that you cover the whole class. When
you have gone through the checklist, ask if anyone wants to add anything.
Some suggestions for discussion would be why each stage is important
and usefui (for audience and presenter), how much information to give
and when, and how to handle comments. (See OHFP section on'Case
presentation'.)

For 2, put students in groups of three. Encourage themto use as many of the
Useful expressfons listed as possible. They will need to refer to the detail of
this case in Writing?.

For 3 and 4, each student presents the case history he/she has prepared
to a partner in another group, who takes notes while listening. Again,
encourage them to use the Useful expressions. The listening students write
down questions which they then ask the presenters when invited to do
so. For 5, students give constructive feedback to the presenter, considering
factors such as organization, clarity, and fluency.
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tr Tip
FBC =ful l  blood count
epistaxis = nose bleed

Wdting
Case notes

r For t, students discuss in pairs what each note means and what the
patient's condition is. Check that students understand the underlined items
in 2. Then get themto do 3 on their own.

Ward Round
road traffic accident 1 rsad traffic collision
Observation(s)
temperature
blood pressure
on examination
internationa I normalized ratio
liver function test
urea and electrolytes
home
tomorrow

(O/P in 6/52) Out-patient in 6weeks

Or IWR
RTA/ RTC
Obs
(r)
BP
olE
INR
LFT
U+E
(H)
mane

Che*list, Key words
See suggestions on p.5. Go throughthe list of words to check students'
pronunciation and understanding. Remind students to transfer useful
words and phrases to their vocabulary notebooks.
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Background
Your students may be used to listening to procedures
being describedto them but maynot be familiarwith
describing procedures themselves, as they may have to do
inteaching settings. Theymaybe even less familiarwith
explaining procedures to patients.

The language used in explaining procedures to patients is
very different from that used when one health professional
is explaining somethingto another.The most obvious
difference that comes to mind is in vocabulary -the use
of layterms instead of sub-technicalwords andtechnical
words that are pure"medical terminology. Sub-technical
words are words like visua lize,insert,attach, etc., i.e. words
that are technical, but which may be found in other non-
medicaltechnical fields such as chemistry or engineering.
Medical terminology also consists of technical words lilce
diverticulitis, g astroscope, anaesthesia, etc., which are words
that you would expect to find only in a medical setting.

When talking to patients, it is not just the vocabulary
which is different, but also the grammatical structures
that are used. Before a patient signs a consent form or
gives verbal consent, he or she needs to understand clearly
whatis goingto be done. Usingbe going toimpliesthat
the intention is to carry out the procedure, but it depends
on the patient giving written or verbal consent.
Another feature of explaining procedures to patients is
structures such as What we are going to do next is to /
What happens next is we ... . These encourage students to
use simple language and help to avoid using the passive.

Some procedures,like colonoscopy or colposcopt involve
talking about intimate areas of the body. Medical students
should not be embarrassed, so it is important that you are
not embarrassed either.

Useful referencet Oxford Handbook of Clinical Medicine,
7th edition,longmore et al.

E additionalactivity
As a whole-class activity, ask students to
discuss the similarities and differences
in procedures such as gastroscopy in
their own countries.Is the equipment
different? Who carries out the procedures?

tr Tip
Remember always to keep patient
confi dentiality in mi nd.Tell students
when they discuss case details not to
use real names or say anything (medical
or otherwise) which would identify the
patient.

rc Tip
Before you start the Pronunciation exercise,
check students remember what is meant by
word stress and know what a suffix is.

Check up
r Elicit the answer to I from the class. Then put students in pairs to do 2. For

questions 1-3 of 2, encourage students to think about the patient's physical
and emotional reaction compared to their onm. For question 4, encourage
students to talk about procedures they have done. Remind them that not
only is this good language practice, but also good practice for job interviews,
where they need to be able to give specific examples of their own rather
than an example from atextbook.

OF t anen .Mgpg!msmul ,, r,

Pronunciation
Word stress
O Students do I and 2. Then they listen and check their answers for 3.

Get students to identify the stress patterns in 4 and then decide which
of the statements in I is true. In medicine, many words that students will
encounter have more than two syllables, where the stress usually falls on
the third syllable from the end. A useful guide is to use this as a'rule'and
find exceptions, e.g. endoscopic. With words ending in -scopic the stress is
always on the second syllable from the end.

Put students in groups of three to discuss 5. The instruments are a
proctoscope /irrokteskaup/, a colposcope /kolpeskeop/, and a bronchoscope
/bro4keskeop/; checkthe pronunciation as students are talking.

a

a
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El ldditional activity
Get students in groups to list as many
words as possible withthe suffixes 1-4
fromPronunciation l. Write their answers
on the board, and ask students to explain
to you what each procedure or item is.
Ask for a volunteer to type up a master
list for the whole class. Examples might
include appen dectomy, tonsillectomy,
lump e ct omy, n e p hr e ct omy, m a st e ct o my,
Iap ar ot o my, lap ar o s co py, tr a che oto my,
ile e ctomy I iliektemil, ile ostomy, ile oto my,
hy st e ro s c o py, hy st e r e ct o my .

x Tip
Before the lesson, col lect pictures ofthe
latest  instruments and /orold instruments
or ask students each to bring in a picture.
Get students to discuss them and decide
what they are / were used for.

x Tip
For a wea ker class, stop the record ing after
each piece ofadvice and al low students
to compare notes. Then play the whole
recording straight through once again.
Alternatively, playthe recording and ask
students to dictate notes toyou to write on
the boa rd. Avoid correcting the a nswers at
th is stage.Anotherwayto dothis isto wr i te
the answers on the board,  but adding in
some m istakes (e.g. n u m ber 1: stop anti-acid
therapyforthree weeks) and ask students to
l isten and correct.

tl additional activity
Ask students in groups to make similar
statements about one ofthe procedures
carried out with the instruments in the
pictures you brought in for Pronunciation
6. Don't let them write the statements
dor,rrn: instead, ask for them to be written
outforhomework.

E ldditionalactivity
When students have done Ia nguage spot
3-7, ask them to tell you the verbs used in
order. List them vertically on the board,
then ask students to make a complete
sentence for each verb without referring
to the book.

Or l lc  2d 3a 4b
2 endoscope (o..) endoscopy (roor) endoscopic (rooo)
4 (O..) 2 (ooor) 1,3,5 (..a.) 4,6,7
5 3 is t rue

listening I
Patient care

f) Students listen and make notes on their own for l, then compare with a
partner for 2. They can stay in pairs to do 3.

Or | 1 The patient is asked to stop anti-acid therapyfortwo weeks
beforehand if possible.

2 The patient is also advised to take nil by mouth for elght hours
before the procedure is done, but note that water up to four hours
before the operation (pre-op) may be OK.

3 The patient is advised notto drive if sedation is involved.
3 The most common verb form is the Present Simple Passive.

Language spot
Expf aining investigations I procedures with the Present
Passive

Go through the introduction as a class if students have not already read it
f.or Listening 1,3. Students can then do l.

Put students in pairs for 2. They can then do 3 on their own before pairing
up again for 4 and 5. Don't let them write the answers down for 4 so they
have to think about the answers for 5.

Students can do 6 onthelr own,then compare with a partner. They remain
in pairs for 7. They may want to add to or expand the steps in the procedure.

O? | 1 The needle is inserted (bythe doctor).
2 This procedure is often performed by a nurse / nurses.
3 Centle pressure isthen applied tothe puncture site (bythedoctor).
4 The procedure is explained to the patient (by the sister).
5 The skin is cleaned (bythe nurse).
6 This emergency procedure is not performed by doctors without

training.
7 Thevein istapped (bythedoctor) .
8 Generally, this procedure is not performed by nurses.

ln sentences I  ,3,4,5,and 7 the agent is lef t  out  when explaining a
procedure because it is not necessary: it is clear from the context
who the agent is. In 2,6, and 8 the agent is necessary because
naming the agent is the purpose ofthe sentence.
2le 2b 3a 4c 5d
I 1 consent/obtained

2 anaesthetized
3 sedated
4 endoscopefadvanced

4 1 Obtain informedconsent.
2 Anaesthetizethe pharynx usinga spray.
3 Sedatethe patientto induce drowsiness.
4 Introducethe endoscope and advance itfurther down...

5 air lb lown
6 pat ient /g iven
7 swallow/section
8 mucosa / biopsied
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S ldditionalactivity
Give students the lay terms for parts of
the body, and ask them to give you the
medical name. Ask students to write
these medical names on pieces of paper
and take turns sticking them on to a
skeleton. Then ask them to write the lay
terms onto the labels (or supply them
yourself if necessary). Make sure students
distingulsh between fingers and toes. If
you don't have a skeleton, you could use a
rough outline onthe board or a large sheet
of paper. Ask for a volunteer to collate the
list and type it up for the whole class.

* Tip
A gastroscopy is a type ofendoscopy.

* Tip
Allow weaker students to readthe Listening
scnpttogether before they do l.

E add:tionalactivity
Take one ofthe sentences 1-8, for example
We're just going to take somefluidfrom
your backbone. Write the sentence on the
board and say it withthe main stress on
different words: j ust, fluid, your, b ackbone.
Ask students to identifythe main stress
and give you the meaning in each case.
Once they are familiar with this, ask
them to work in groups to vwite their
own sentences using words like simple,
or other reassuring words. Go round
checking the sentences. Ask them to work
with a partner from another group and
say their sentences to each other. The
partner says the word which is being
stressed and explains the meaning.

5 Blow air into the stomach via the side channel in the endoscooe ...
6 Give the patient a plastic mouth guard to bite on.
7 Askthe patientto swallowthefirst section ofthe endoscope.
8 Biopsy the stomach m ucosa usi ng the thin'grabbing' instrument ...

6 1,2 / 3,6,7 / 4,5, 8 Note: 2 and 3 occur closely together, as do7 and 4.

Listening 2
Explaining gastroscopy (endoscopy)

O Students listen and do I and 2. For 2, the lay words may be phrases
rather than a single word. You may need to play the recording again. They
can then do 3-5 in oairs

O? I  Steps 1,  3,2,4,8,and5.
2l  gul let  4bendy

2 numb 5 ( take)a t inyt issue sample
3 throat 6 somethingto helpyou relax

4 tinY - small, scratch PinPrick
6 only --+ just
8 hardly + [31s1y

7 pleasant
8 anything

I o..: flexible, biopsy, sedative, visualize
4 'l We're goingto do something called a gastroscopy.

2 Whatwe are goingtodo isto havea lookatyourgul letandyour
stomach to see what's going on there.

3 First, we're goingto giveyou somethingto helpyou relax.
4 We are goingto pass a bendytube,which is nothickerthanyour

little finger, down through your throat into your stomach.
5 The tube will have a tiny camera on the end so that we can look

at you r stomach.
6 We're also going to blow some air intoyour stomach to help us

see a bit better
7 l fwe see anything, whatwe can do istake at inyt issue sample.

Vocabulary
Reassuring

Students do I and 2. You may want to ask them to give reasons for their
answers in t, for example, how would each statement make the patient feel,
how could it have been said differentlv?

O.r t sentences 5and7
2 1 simple *straightforward

2 some-al i t t le
3 slightlY - a l itt le bit

listening 3
Emphasis

O Students llsten and do I on their own, then discuss 2 in pairs. Ask
them what they would say and discuss the need for and implications of
explaining detail in such situations. They remain in their pairs for 3.

O.r I l simple 3 just 5 ten
6 only2 just 4 tiny

7 look at
8 belch
9 see

The doctor emphasizes the words to reassure the patient.
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Possible answer
The doctor could acknowledgethat it is scary and then emphasize
that it won't take long or that it isn't as bad as it sounds. The doctor
needs to explain the procedure so that he / she can obtain informed
consent, but giving all the detail can scare the patient!
Possible answer
The doctor might talk aboutthe feeling afterwards, point outthe
risks of the procedure, and answerthe patient's questions.

E ldditionalactivity
In groups, ask students to write another
sentence describing a different part of
each procedure in 2, beginningWhat....
This can be set as homework.

E ldditionalactivity
Usingtheir own knowledge, ask groups
of students to prepare a brieftalk lasting
no more than five minutes on any aspect
ofone ofthe procedures in 2. They should
appoint someone to lead the discussion
and someone to take notes. Give them
about 15 minutes to prepare. Then ask
each group to present their talk to the
class. Allow questions and comments
aft er each presentation.

* Tip
ERCP = endoscopic retrograde
cholangiopancreatography
/ke,lrendSieo,pagkridtng refi /

* Tip
In role-play practice, remind students to
seek consent where necessarv

Language spot
Explaining plocedures with be going to future

Read the introduction as a class before students do l, either on their own or
in pairs, taking turns to say a sentence for their partner to transform. Put
them in pairs to do 2.

O.r I 1 We're going to remove a tiny piece of tissue from your bowel.
2 Whatwe're goingto dothen is attach the end ofthe gutto an

opening in your tummy wal l .
3 We're goi ng to ta ke a ti ny piece of tissue from the neck of your wom b.
4 What we're goingto do afterthat is (to) passthistubethrough

the urethra.
5 What we're going to do then is (to) remove the glands i n you r a rm pit.
6 What happens next is that a tiny piece ofyour lung is removed ,/

What we are goingto do next is (to) remove a tiny piece ofyour lung.
7 What happens next isatube isthen passed down /Whatweare

going to do next is to pass a tube down past the prostate into
your bladder.

8 What happens next isthatwe/Whatwe are goingtodo next is
(to) inject a dye into the pancreatic and bile ducts so that we can
see them.

9 We're goingto use a mesh to repairthe muscle.
2a7 b5 c2 d1 e3 f8 g  h6 i9-

Speaking
Put students in pairs to do l. Encourage them to use What ... / be going to
and the Useful expressions. For 2, ask students to expand the notes into
full sentences using the expressions listed. They will be practising these
sentences with a partner in the next exercise.

Students work in pairs for 3, taking turns asking questions about the
conditions in 2, and answering using the explanations they have devised.
They can remain in pairs to do 4 or you could do it as a whole class.

OF 2 1 appendicit is: it 's a condition wherethe appendix is inflamed and
it has to be removed.

2 Alzheimer's disease: it 's a condition where someone has memory
loss and mood changes, for which the cause is not known.

3 haemorrhoidectomy: it's a proced ure where piles a re tied or cut out.
4 diverticulit is: it 's a condition where sacs or pouches form at weak

points in the gut. When the sacs are infected, inflammation
occurs and causes pain, diarrhoea, and constipation.

5 sigmoidoscopy: it's a procedure where we look at the colon and
take a sample if necessary.
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6 anaesthesia: it 's a procedure whereyou are given a
general anaesthetic to putyou to sleep before an operation and
then you come round after it is over.

{ Informed consent is given afterthe patient has been made aware of
what is goingto happen and why. lmplied consent is not explicitly
stated but clear from the patient's actions, for example, if the
patient offers you their arm when you are about to take blood.
Expressed verbal consent is when information about a procedure is
explained and the patient verbally agrees to have it done. Expressed
written consent is when an extensive explanation is given and the
patient and the doctor both sign a consent form. Consultant
consent is given bytwo senior doctors where a patient lacks
capacityto consentthemselves, for example in cases of severe
mental i l lness.
(Fo r fu rther i nform ation, see OHCMT pp.554- 5.)

x Tip
A good introduction to any reading exercise
can be to get students to predict the
content ofthe text from t i t les, headings,
pictu res. etc.

E additionalactivity
At the end ofthis section, ask students in
pairs to take turns selecting a procedure
and describing the possible complications
to a patient. Ask them to describe two or
three procedures each.

5 always
6 sometimes

Reading
Get students to predict the content of the text in l, e.g. what information
about the preparation, after-effects, reliability, and side-effects of
gastroscopy might be givento patients.

Students can do 2 on their own, then form pairs for 3 and 4. Thev should do
4 with books closed.

Or 2 1 Don't eat 4 somebodyto accompanyyou home
2 relaxed 5 notfoolproof
3 operate machinery 6 a mild sorethroat

I 1 What doyou need to dofor 4-6 hours beforethe procedure?
2 How will the sedative makeyou feel?
3 What should you not dofor 24hoursafterthe sedative?
4 What doyou need afterthe operation?
5 How successful arethe results ofthetest?
6 What do some people have afterwards?

Vocabulary
Explaining complications and leassuring the patient

Students can do I and 2 in pairs.

O? l lusual ly 3never
2 often 4 rarelv
Order of frequency: never, rarely, sometimes, often, usually, always

2 rarelyr seldom, almost never, not often
sometimes: occasionally, now and then
often : freq uently, regula rly
us ua I ly: typica I ly, ha bitua I ly, gene ra I ly, com mon ly

Listening 4
Discussing com plications

O Students can do t in pairs. They listen and do 2-4 on their own. PIay the
recording again if necessary. They then listen again to do 5.
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* Tip
l f  students need prompting for l ,  refer them
to the last section ofthe Readi ng text on
p.33.

* Tip
While students are ta lk ing about medical
matters,  l is ten and use this as a learning
opportu n i ty to bu i ld you r understa nd ing of
the subiect .

S ldditionalactivity
Collect a range of pictures showing
different emotions to bring to the class.
Put the students into groups and give
each group two or three different pictures.
Ask them to discuss the emotions being
shown and how they would deal with
them. Ask the groups to present their
pictures to the ciass and describe how
they would deal with each situation. Ask
them to taik about visual cues in their
own cultures / countries.

E ldditionalactivity
You can ask students to explain the
complications to you in lay terms.

* Tip
l fs tudents are reluctantto 'act  a oart ' in
role-plays, remind them that i t  is betterto
oractise now and make mistakes on each
otherthan on a real  pat ient !

Or 21 ami ldsorethroat
2 you mayfeel a bitt ired afterwards
3 [some people can get] a chest infection or pneumonia
4 some bleeding or infection in the gut
5 [ i t ]  can also puncture the gul let  or  stomach

I Sothe patient is awareofthem before he signsthe consentform.
I  occasional lY -  on the odd occasion

automatically - necessari ly
seldom + rarely

5 I I can assureyou that in most cases the procedure is problem-free.
2 But rememberthis does not meanthatyou wi l l  necessar i ly  get

these as wel l .
3 ... but this happens very rarely.

Speaking
Students can do I and 2 on their own or in pairs. Get them to discuss 3 with a
partner. Then ask for suggestions from the whole class. They can remain in
pairs to do 4.

Orlalb6cld2e5f4
2 1b 2e 3c/ f  4f /  c 5a 6d
{ a constipation, infection

b abdominal discomfort, perforatlon
c pain, bleeding
d headache, nausea, paralysis
e (dependingonthedrugs):vomit ing/  nausea, hair  loss
f  pain,  b leeding,col lapsed lung
g pancreatit is, bleeding

Proiect
You can suggest students use other websites they know of and suggest
other procedures for them to investigate, for example, colonoscopy or
bronchoscopy. You could ask them to briefly present their findlngs to the
class using some of the language learnt in this unit, as if explaining the
procedure to a patient, i.e. gentle, reassuring, etc.

Writing
Students can do I and 2 in pairs and 3 and 4 on their own. For 4, ask them to
use layterms and reassuring language.

Put students in pairs for 5, with one of them acting as the patient.

O; l  ABG: bleeding, haematoma, arter ia ldamage and per ipheral
ischaemia, infection, pain, localtendon / nerve change
lV injections: anaphylaxis, drug overdose, local irritation,
thrombophlebitis, leakage of d rug from tissued cannula, haematoma

Checklist, Key words
See suggestions on p.5. Go throughthe list of words to check students'
pronunciation and understanding. Remind students to transfer useful
words and phrases to their vocabulary notebooks.
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Background
The administration of drugs requires attention on a
number of levels. First of all, there is a need for accuracy
about the dosage (for children and adults) and the
frequency and the method of delivery. Which patients
should be given a drug and whetherthey have any
allergies also needs to be taken into consideration. There
are safety considerations about drug dependency and
possible harm, so doctors need to know when to seek
advice about the administration of drugs, especially if
they are unfamiliar with them.

Another important aspect of drug treatment is
compliance, or concordance. It is one thing for a doctor or
nurse to prescribe a medicatlon, and another thing for the
patient to comply with the advice given. The first factor
which has a bearing on compliance is the way in which
the doctor presents the benefits and side effects of any
medication to the patient.

Explanations about benefits and side effects have to
be finely balanced so that the patient can make an
informed choice about whether or not they will take
the medication. If patients understand the benefits to
themselves without being frightened offby the side
effects, they may be more inclined to take the medication.
So it is crucial for doctors to know how to communicate
effectively in this area.

There are, of course, other factors which can affect
whether a patient will comply with a prescription, such
as the patient's situation or ability to follow a regimen.
The elderly, for example, may find compliance difficult.
The timing of the doses may also affect the patient
beneficially or adversely - see the Readfng text on p.42.

Lastly, safety is of course a major consideration when
administering medication, so any mistakes (or potential
mistakes), however minor, need to be carefully monitored.

Useful reference: OxJord Handbookfor the Foundation
Programme,2nd edition, Hurley et al.

S lddit ionalact iv i ty
Check the pronunciation and stress ofthe
medications;
a paracetamol /pcrr si : telnol/
b qycl izine / 'sarklrzi :nr
c salbutamol/siel 'bju:tanrnl/
d aspir in/ ' iesprrn/
e amoxici l i in /a,moksr'sr lrn/
f  ranit idine /rr 'nrtrdi:n/
g chlorphenamine /kb:'fenemi:n/
h diazepam/dar'ezapem/

Or the categories:
1 antibiot ic/,&ntibar'otrk/
2 analgesic,aenel 'd3i :zrk
3 antiemetic/,anti :e'metrk/
4 sedatlve /'sedatrv/, hypnotic /hrp'notrk/
5 gastroin!99tinal /,grstraorn'testrnl/
6 antih:igtamine /,tenti:'hrstami:n/
7 cardiov4gcular /,ko:diaii'veskjala/
8 respiratory/ 'resprrtr i ,  res'prratr i /

E nddit ionalact iv i ty
Divide the class into two groups and turn
the discussion on generic forms of drugs
into a debate, for and against.

Check up
Students do I on their own. Note that aspirin is considered a cardiovascular
drug, which may be a point for discussion. Let them do 2 in pairs. They can
discusslasaclass.

'::, Students discuss 4 in pairs or groups. Points to consider: Ioss of income for
drug manufacturers; cost of researching drugs could lead to increased cost
to patient or reduction in future research for other drugs; resulting benefits /
detriments to poor / wealthy countries.

Or t  le 2ald 3b 4h 5f  6b/g 7d 8c
2 a rel ieve pain

b reduce nausea and vomiting
c widen the bronchi
d relieve pain; thin the blood / help the blood flow more easily, and

hel p prevent heart attacks
e fight infection
f treat gastro-oesophageal reflux disease
g treat reactions to drugs or anaphylactic shock
h make patients less agitated

Patient care
Students discuss I and 2 in pairs or groups. Ask each group to make a list of
all the guidelines on large sheets of paper or flipcharts, or the computer.
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S ndditionalactivity
.A.sk students to give you additional
abbreviations to write on the board and
then ask them to give the meaning. Try to
limit these to prescribing medication.

Or |  1 Thedosesmaybedif ferentforchi ldrenandadul ts. l fyouare
u nfa m il ia r with a d rug, you may give the wrong dose.

2 lt is important not to use a drug ifyou are unsure about anything.
You may give the wrong dosage. A senior colleague can adviseyou.

3 Checkthetype ofthe reaction, e.g.true allergy,toxic effect,
predictable adverse reaction, idiosyncratic reaction. lf the
reaction is mild, it is possibleyou maydenya patient a l ife-saving
drug, e.g. penicil l in. Conversely, giving a drug to which a patient
is allergic can cause anaphylaxis, ataxia, etc. Refer to the dictum
primum non nocere (= First, do no harm) first advocated by
Hippocrates; examine the balance between the seriousness of
the complaint and the degree of allergic reaction.

4 The patient might not understand howtotakethe medication;
for example, he / she could take a l l of the tablets you prescribe at
one t ime.

5 lt is important notto create dependenceon drugs.There may be
home remedies available; drugs are expensive, and in some cases
advice about l i festyle may work just as well.
(Other answers are possible. See OHCMT p.8.)

2 Other possible guidel ines might include:
.  d ist inguish between minor and major i l lnesses
. decide whetheryour prescription may be misused
. l istthe benefits, side-effects, and contraindications ofthe

medication
. tryto ensurethatthe patient understandsthe benefits and side

effects so that they wil l agree to take the medication and then
actuallytake it.

Vocabulary
Abbreviations

Students do I on their own, then compare with a partner. They can then
remain in pairs for 2 and f.

Or l1c(peros) 4g(omnidie)
2 f(prorenata) 5 e
3 d(stat im) 6b

2 on (omni nocte): at night

4-6h: every4-6 hours
1-4h: every l*4 hours
lM: intramuscular

NEB: by nebul iser
mg: mi l l igram

7 a (omnimane)

bd (bis die): twice a day

8h: every eight hours
lV: intravenous
5C: subcutaneous

F8: mlcrogram
ml:  mi l l i l i t re

tds (ter die sumendus): to be taken three times a day
qds (quater die sumendus): to be taken four t imes a day

PR (per rectum): bythe rectum INH: by inhalation

paracetamol: Cive the patient 1 gram of paracetamol fourtimes a
day,by mouth, up to a maximum of 4 grams.
loperamide: Cive the patient 4 m il l igra ms of loperamide as required,
by mouth, upto a maximum of 16 mill igrams.
ranitidine: Cive the patient 150 mill igrams of ranitidine twice a day,
by mouth, upto a maximum of 300 mill igrams.
atorvastatin: Cive the patient 10 mill igrams of atorvastatin once a
day,by mouth, upto a maximum of 80 mill igrams.



* Tip
While students a re doing the role-play,
watch discreetly, but don't interfere. Make
notes about language, pronunciat ion,
body language, etc. Ask students to give
feedbacktotheir  oartner and remind them
whythis is important- to help understand
theirstrengths and weaknesses, in orderto
help them improve. Students may want to
dothe role-playagain.
Discuss the role-play with the class as a
whole. You cou ld invite students to do the
exercise with you -this benefi ts you both,
bui lding upyour confidence and knowledge
whilst a l lowing the students to interact
with a morefluent soeaker.

rc Tip
Ml = myocardial infarct ion

64h
1 prn
8rM
9 SN Bond

yes
acute and chronic
individualized care
To help improve concordance
A master's in cardiovascular medicine and training in the diagnosis
and management of common medical conditions in this specialty.
She provides much of the same basic, non-emergency care as
physicians.
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Listening I
A drug chart

C) irnate sure students understand the chart in l. They then Iisten and do 2.

h I 1 Tramadol
215/10/09
3tM
413/1O/O9
5 r1.30

Speaking
Put students into A / B pairs. You may want to put the As and Bs in groups
first to study the role-play cards. Check that they understand the procedure
and all the answers.

It's myjob
Put students in pairs to do l, then in groups to discuss 2. Suggest different
angles, e.g. safety of the patient, up-to-date knowledge, misuse of
medication. Ask students how they might feel if they were patients. Also
point out the availability of drugs on the internet.

Still in their groups, students discuss 3. Ask them what they think about
other health professionals such as nurses, pharmacists, and dentists being
able to prescribe medication.

Or t ' t
2
3
4

listening 2
Benefits and side effects

O pr.t students in pairs to do L They then listen and do 2 on their own,
comparing with a partner for 3.

O ror 4 and 5, students listen and check answers and compare them with
the Listening script.They can work in pairs to do 6.

Or 2 1 verygoodprogress/letyougohome
2 aboutyour medication
3 feel freetodoso
4 by mouth once a day after a mealfrom now on
5 itthinsthe blood / helpsto preventfurther attacks
6 asyou may not get anyofthem
7 an upset stomach /the stools of some people dark and smelly/

bleeding (e.g. nose bleeds) or shortness of breath
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* Tip
Set a t ime l imit of 2-3 m in utes for the role-
play. Afterwards, discuss i t  with the whole
class, looking at i t  f i rst from the patient 's
point of view (i .e. why the patient might
behave in a certain way), a nd then how the
doctor has to dealwith this

EI ldditionalactivity
Ask students to select other drugs that
they are familiar with and explain the
benefits and side effects.

H ldditionalactivity
Your students may want to discuss other
drugs such as diuretics, vasodilators, or
ACE inhibitors.

x Tip
l fnecessary, referthem to p.34for a review
ofadverbs offrequency. (See OHCMT
pp.100-110 for l ists of benefi ts and side
effects.)

OF | 1 wil l
2 probably

Speaking
* Studentsworkinpairsto dol-4.

O'r  l lYes 2Yes 3Yes 4Yes
2 Yes, the doctor does involve the patient in making decisions about

taking the medication by asking the following questions: /s
eveything OK sofar?/OK. Would you like to go through everything
and explain it to me?
This is to ensure the patient has understood and that they are
happy with takingthe medicat ion,  which wi l l  increase the l ikel ihood
of compl iance.

I Possible answers
The doctor cou ld have asked how the patient felt about taking the
medication; whether he wou ld be able to take it every day; whether
he was able to keep to a routine in taking medication; whether he
always took allthe medication given to him.

language spot
Phrasalverbs

Read the introduction as a class before students do the exercise.

O'r 1 The doctor pointed (out)a few benefits and a few side-effects (out).
2 You could keep a pil l  box with the days of the week on it and take

(out) the ta blets (out) each day.
3 Writing (out) a prescription (out) requires great care.
4 Don't forget to look at the instructions on the label.
5 Trytoget intoa routinefortaking medication ifyou can.
6 Get in touch with the hospital immediately if anything changes.
7 lt works by cutting (down)the workload of the heart (down).

Language spot
Explaining side effects. can / may

Readthe introduction as a class before students complete I ontheir ornm.
Then form pairs to do 2.

3 may not
4 possibility

5 can
6 may

s

*

Speaking
Put students in groups ofthree to discuss l.

For 2 and l, ask two of the students in the group to take turns explaining the
medication to each other while the third gives feedback.

For 4, ifyou have access to video recording equipment, let students record
their dialogue in 2 and use it as feedback to help them improve.
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Reading
a Students do I on their own, then work in groups for 2. Encourage them to

give their own opinions and reaction to the statistics, and to search for more
of their own if possible. They can use examples from their own experience,
whilst always maintaining patient confidentiality.

6
7

Fewer side effects and im proved convenience of use
Medicines prescribed for preventive purposes
Younger people
A combined use of educative, practical, and emotionally and
behaviou ra I ly su pportive i nterventions
Meet ing pat ients '  indiv idual  needs and pr ior i t ies
Informed choices
lmproving sel f -management ski l ls  and compl iance in medicine
ta k i  ng

Or 11
2
J

4

* Tip
This is a sensi t ive issue, as students may not
l ike admit t ing to making mistakes: i t  may
seem to indicate weakness and a lack of
professional ism.You may need to reassure
students that in a patient-centred approach
to medicine,the opposi te is t rue.

* Tip
A microgram (pg)is1/1,0OO,000 of a gram,
or 1/1,000 of  a mi l l igram.The abbreviat ion

ltgisoften used in scienti f ic l i terature,
but i t  is recommended that hospitals do
not use this abbreviat ion in handwrit ten
orders due to the r isk that the Creek letter
pr could be mistaken for an m, result ing in
a thousandfold overdose. The abbreviat ion
mcg is recommended i nstead.

Proiect
Ask students to search for the information on the web in class or at home,
in particular reiating to how incidents of drugs being prescribed wrongly
are dealt with. The questions can be used for discussion or as part of their
research.

Writing
Students do l-3 on their own, then discuss 4 and 5 in groups. In 4, you could
highiight the patient's safety and the need to be constantly vigilant. For 5,
get students to discuss the relationship between mistakes in medicine and
culture.

Or 3 1 The patient was prescribed flumazenil 200 mcg lV up to 1 mg,
despite the patient being epileptic. (This was stated on the drug
chart.)This was noted by Dr Duncan. The patient did not take
flumazenil. The team doctor responsible was contacted and an
a lternative drug was prescri bed.

2 The patient was prescribed tetracycline 25O-5O0 / 6h despite
being photosensitive. (This was stated on the drug chart.). This
was noted bythe pharmacist .The pat ientdid nottakethe
tetracycline. The team doctor responsible was contacted and a n
alternative drug was prescribed.

Checklist, Key words
See suggestions on p.5. Go throughthe list of words to check students'
pronunciation and understandlng. Remind students to transfer useful
words and phrases to their vocabulary notebooks.
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Background
People's lifestyles can have a huge impact on their health.
From a lifestyle point of view,the major health issues are
obesity, smoking, alcohol, stress, and lack of exercise. If we
think from our own personal experience, changing the
way people behave is far from easy.

Any attempt at modulating patients'behaviour is a
matter of negotiation, using strategies that involve the
patients themselves. This is achieved not through forcing
one's own opinion on the patient or ordering them to
do something by using should / ought to / musl but
by coaxing and encouraging patients, and presenting
options from which the patient is likelyto make a choice.

Another issue, of course, is whether the patient wants to
make the choices being offered. It is worth remembering
that if too many options are presented, the patient may be
paralysed by indecision.

Choices need to be presented in a way that fits an
individual patient's lifestyle. There is no point, for

example, in encouraging a patient to exercise by getting
off a bus one stop early when going to work if the patient
does not use buses or no buses go near their work. Patients
might then begin to lose faith in the doctor's attempts
to help them. So the options need to be patient-centred,
taking into account the patient's way of life. Another
strategy is to involve patients by finding out what they
think they can do and / or if what you suggest would work
for them, and if not, whether they could adapt it.

Effective negotiation on the part of a doctor or nurse also
requires sympathy (feeling for the patlent from your
knowledge of other people's experience) and empathy
(feeling that is based on personal experience). The
distinction between these is often biurred. Care needs to
be taken not to make the empathy too personal to oneself,
by giving examples from one's own life which may draw
attention away from the patient.

Useful reference Oxford Handbook of General Practice,
2nd edition, Simon et ai.

E ndditionalactivity
You can use the photographs as a resource
for student presentations: each group
can choose a photograph and do a mlni-
presentation on people's attitudes and
lifestyles.

x Tip
I t  can be helpful to set  a t ime l imi t for  any
discussion such as that in l ,  and set a target
forthe number ofanswers vou exoect
students to come uo with.

Check up
e Put students in pairs to do l-5.

O'r I a An office job can lead to a sedentary l ifestyle and snacking on
u n hea lthy foods.

b Buying healthyfood
c Smoking and dr inking alcohol
d Eatingfattyfood
e Busyand stressed
f Healthy activit ies and exercise

21f 2a 3b 4d 5e 6c
3 The statements in 1 and 3 show a oositive attitude.
I People leading a sedentary l ifestyle, eatingtoo manyfattyfoods

and smoking might be predisposed to diabetes, hypertension,
hea rt d isease, a nd ca ncer. lt is very diff icu lt to cha nge people's
lifestyle habits because of their daily routine, pressure from work,
time management, cost, pace of l i fe, changes in work practices
to a more sedentary l ifestyle with advances in technology, an
i ncrease i n wea lth, a nd the ava i la bi l i ty of more processed food.
Howevel these factors vary from country to cou ntry

5 In the doctor / patientconsultation,the bestways might include
engaging the pat ient  in helping to decide what to do; present ing
the patient with options to choose from; making suggestions
that f it the patient's l i festyle; using language which encourages
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the patient rather than gives orders; taking into account the
patient's family and financial situation and past history; advising
moderate exercise / l i festyle changes and graduated increases;
and prescribing exercise. At a government / community level,
more leisure centres could be built; sport and exercise could be
encouraged in schools; and transport systems could better
encourage cycl ing or walk ing.

E additionalactivity
If possible, keep an eiectronic master list
of questions and add to it with students'
answers. Give copies to the students.

Listening I
Family history and social history

6) Read through the introduction as a class before you play the recordrng
for l. Students will hear three short conversations and answer the ouestion
in each case.

O flay the recording again for 2 then ask students to work in pairs for
3 and make full questions from their notes. If necessary show them the
questions from the Iistening script.

Students remain in their pairs for 4-7. In 7 they practise asking each
other questions about the family / social topics discussed in 5. Allow for
variations in the topics if they are appropriate, and remind students they
don't have to answer the questions truthfully for this role play. They can
even adopt characters if theywish.

Or 115 2F 35
{ 1 open question usingWhat oboutfollowed bythe Present Simple;

question with modal verb can.
2 Present Simple;  Present Simple
3 Present Simple; Present Simple; Past Simple; Present Perfect;

Past Sim ole
I Possible questions about home: Where doyou live? Doyou live on your

own? Whattype of accommodation doyou have? Arethere any stairs?
Possible questions about occupation: Areyou working? What do
you do for a l iving? What'syour occupation/job? Have you ever been
unemployed? How long haveyou been unemployed?
Possible quest ions about hobbies:  Doyou have any hobbies/ le isure
activit ies? What doyou do to relax?
Possible questions about alcohol: Doyou drink alcohol? How many units?
Whatdoyoudr ink?
Possible questions about money problems: ls everything OK at
home? Do you have any financial d iff icu lt ies?
Possible quest ions about changes in habi ts:  Haveyou changed
anything in your l i fe recently? Areyou doing anything differently
from before?

6 The advice might be annoying orworrying if i t does nottake into
account the patient's family situation, or his/her l iving or work
conditions. In conversation 1, it might not work to advise the patient
to relax more if the doctor is unaware of the work situation. In
conversation 2, the doctor might appear dismissive of a patient's
concerns about lungcancer i f  thefami ly history is nottaken into
consideration. In conversation 3, the doctor might not be
sympathetic or empathetic to the patient's attempts at giving up
smoking if he / she doesn't know how longthey've been smoking
and how many times they've tried to give up.
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El Additional activity
Students can use the grid to ask other
students in the class to rank habits thev
find difficult to change.

E additionalactivity
Students can make questions to ask each
other using the phrases in l: Haveyou
taken up any physical activity recently? Do
you think it's important to take up some

form oJ physical activity?

* Tip
Cive feed back to the class on their role-
plays, or ask students to give feedback to
each other. As part ofthe feedback look at
the scenariofrom both the oatient 's and
the doctor's point of view.

* Tip
Each t ime they spea k, encou rage students
to expand on what they say by giving
examples and reasons. To i l lustrate this,
give them an example of a cause or effect
ofstress, using only general ideas. Then use
the same ideas again,  but th ist ime expand
them, giving specif ic examples and reasons.
Ask the class which version is easierto
u ndersta nd.

Speaking
Ask students to do I on their own.If they want to, Iet them rank all of the
items. Then get them to compare their answers with a partner for 2.

For 3, allow students to modifu the statements and add their own answers
if theywant.

Encourage discussion of4 in pairs or groups, especially about the effect of
body language presented by patients, and oftheir own body language.

In 5, get students to ask their partners to explain the reasons for their
answers to I and 3, using the tJseful expressions listed. You can follow this
with a class or group discussion of 6.

OF 6 Beliefs: patients may have certain beliefs that are related to
their own knowledge (from books, the internet, leaflets; etc.) and
their own experience of their family, peers, community and culture
generally. These may be diff icu lt for patients (a nd therefore the
doctor)to challenge.
Emotions: patients may not l ike being'told what to do'and rebel
against change. Or they may find it very diff icult to stop themselves
from doing what they are doing, as they rely on it for emotiona I
comfort.
Will ingness: patients may not wantto change as they may not
see a need to change. U n less they want to cha nge, it is u n l ikely they
wi l l  do so.

Vocabulary
Language for exercise

Students match the verbs to the noun phrases for l, then add them to the
appropriate sentences in 2.

For 3, put students into groups to decide which are the three most important
ideas in 2, giving reasons for their choices. Then for 4, ask them to give
more specific examples for each of the general ideas in 2, using th e Useful
phrases.Youcould give the following example: Once you settle into a new
routine,you'II begin to notice some improvement.If you walk a short distance
regularly, after awhileyou'IIbe able towalkfaster and maybe startrunning.

Students work in pairs for 5, taking turns as doctor and patient. The doctor
should practise advising the patient, explaining the risks and benefits of
exercise. The patient can use the phrases inSpeakingl as reasons not to
take the doctor's advice. Possible risks include: the dangers of moving from a
sedentarylifestyle to strenuous activity, orthe risk of injury. Possible benefits
include better mood, improved health in general, reduced weight, greater
mobility, and reduced risk of diseases linked to inactivity and obesity.

Or I  la 2b 3a 4b 5a 6b 7a
2 1 set t le intoanewrout ine

2 make minor changes
3 stick to a new regime
4 deviseyour own exercise programme
5 increasethe amountof exerciseyou do gradually
6 take up some physical activity
7 Kicking old habits



Speaking
I  n group or class discussions, lea rn to stand
back a nd al low students to spea k freely a nd
make mistakes-this is part of the learning
process. Note down mistakes asyou l isten
a nd correct them with the whole class at
the end (not identi fying individuals!) as
constructive feed back.

E ndditionalactivity
You can have a debate about the long
hours that doctors work. Divide the class
into two groups: one in favour of working
long hours to meet demands and gain
experience, and one against. Give each
group time to prepare,limit the debate to
a fixed time, and give a free vote.

* Tip
As with anyactivi tywhich involves student
d iscussion, use this as a way of bui lding up
your own knowledge to use with the next
cl a ss.

Ask students to work in groups to discuss the quotation in l, which comes
from pp.94-95inthe Oxford Handbook of GeneralPractice, second edition.
You could combine this with 2 and 3, and then ask groups to report back to
the whole class. You could start the discussion offby encouraging students
to talk about the nature of the work of GPs: the workload, the hours,
patients' attitudes, and the concentration required.

In 4, ask students to give information about organizations they know of
which help doctors. If there are no organizations, you could have a class
discussion about whether they think there should be.

Or 2 Possible causes of stress, isolation, insecurity, overbooking patients,
time management, fast consultation rates, changing demands
such as new technology / increased bureaucracy / adm in istration,
difficult Datients.
Possible effects on ...
- a doctor's clinical work: taking short-cuts
-the general practice: mistakes, arguments, presgure on colleagues
- home life: problems in family relationships.

I Possible solutions: taking exercise, enjoying hobbies, taking a
holiday, asking friends / colleagues for advice, taking time ofi
aski ng to have the workload reduced.

Writing
Help with stress
Put students in groups for I and 2 - you could combine these two situations
in the same discussion. If students don't want to talk about their own
experiences, ask them to talk about a colleague, but remind them to
keep any identities confidential. Students should describe their personal
strategies for dealing with stress. You could encourage them to talk about
both mental and physical approaches.

For 3, ask students to write a reply email on their own. They should include
some of the following points: sympathy for their colleague; understanding
of the situation and his difficulties; a recommendation of something that
might help and why; an example of a similar situation they have dealt with,
what strategies they used, and what the results were. Write these items as a
checklist on the board for students to include in their replies.

Listening 2
Being sympathetic

Q nefore playing the recording in l, ask students to consider the
statements and decide what the doctor and patient are talking about. Then
ask students to listen and decide which are true, and compare their answers
with a partner. They can then answer 2 and l.

In 4, students in pairs take turns to role-play the doctor and patient, using
the BMI chart to helpthem explain.

O? | Thepatientistalkingto hisdoctoraboutdietingand exercise.
1T 2T 3T 4T 5F 6F 7F

2 Sensitive
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3 Not always.The patient may not bewill ingto acceptthe changes,
and there may be some underlying emotional reasons that stop
the patient from listening to the advice.

E additionalactivity
Ask students to make more'barrier'
sentences, as in 4. Encourage them to use
examples from their own experience.

E ldditionalactivity
As well as having students do 5 in pairs,
you can ask for volunteers to do the role-
play in front of the class, possibly with
you as patient. Choose a different pair
each time you do this. Give constructive
feedback and always bear in mind that
at first 'performing' in front of others can
affect fluency.

Try to avoid ...
If you can ...
You could have ... instead
It's better to ... rather than

Or I I sympathy
4 sympathy

2 1 empathetic

2 empathy 3 empathy

5 empathet ic
2 sympathetic 4
1 and 5 are very personal.

sympathetic
sympathetic

3 The personal statements are not appropriate. The patient may not
necessarily respond to them. In '1, the reason could simply be left off
orthe doctor could add but we ore here to help.ln 5,the statement
could be rephrased: I know it can be hard because I have seen many
patients in the same situation.

tl i I appreciate it's difficult, but haveyou thought of the advantages
to giving up? You could, for example, tryto reduce it gradually, say
by drinking more slowly or drinking half pints / smaller glasses of
wine. And then come backto see me in two weeks' timeto see
howyou are getting on. How does that sound? / Doyou think
that will work foryou?

language spot
Encouraging patients and making suggestions

Read through the introduction as a class before students do t.

Put students into groups to discuss 2. Then for 3 they can work in pairs to
practise givlng the encouragement they have discussed. You could suggest
they use phrases such as:

What about trying to ...
You might like to try ,..
Have you ever thought of ...
Instead of ...

Or |  1 Haveyouthoughtoftry ingtotakeiteasyforacoupleof
days and having a couple ofdays off?

2 lt's better to step up the exercise very gradually.
3 You could spend moretime on a physicallydemandingform of exercise.
4 Instead ofeating red meat, eatwhite meat orfish whereyou can.
5 Try and do something which will getyou out and about.
6 You might (liketo)try havinga balanced ratherthan a crash diet.

Patient care
Ask students to do l-5 in pairs. For 4, you could prompt them with some of
the following phrases if necessary to help them develop their strategies:
But have you thought of the advantages to giving up?
Haveyouthought of cutting down gradually?
Trying to make changes like this seems difficult at first, but have you thought
abouthow it might help you?
It's not easy to change things, but how do you think you could do it?
Yes. It can be difficult, but what about trying to fit it into your daily routine?

As a round-up to these exercises, ask students to discuss 6 in groups or as
a whole class. Encourage students to come up with suggestions from their
own exDerience.
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2 Doyou wantto give up? Doyourfamilywantyou to give up?
Civing up smoking isnt easy, but haveyou thought of cutting
down gradually? For example, ifyou have found it difficult to stop
without any help,you can try cutting down one cigarette a day
for a week and so on. You could setyourselftargets to achieve and
putthe moneyyou save into a jar.

3 Tryingto make changes like this, atfirst, seems difficult, but have
you thought about how it might help you ? You might like to try
makingyourself stop at a specific time each day, say 5 / 6 pm, and
not take any work home. Would you be able to do this? / Would this
work foryou, doyou think? I Orwould you find this difficultto do?

4 lt's not easyto changethings, but howdoyou thinkyou could
do it? The temptation to eat is all around us. Whatthings doyou
think you could cut out each day? / Haveyou thought about what
things you could cut out each day?

5 Yes. lt can be difficult, butwhat abouttryingtofit it intoyour
daily routine? By climbing stairs where possible orwalking part of
the way home? Small changes like this can make a big difference.
ls there anything elseyou think you could do?

Speaking
Put students into groups ofthree for l-4. You can do 5 as a class or group
discussion.

For l, encourage students to think of all the language and strategies they
have used so far inthis unit, andto come to an agreement.

In 2, possible criteria to choose from might be sympathy, empathy,
negotiation, monitoring progress, accuracy, fluency, encouragement, and
motivation.

Reading
Before students read the text, ask them to work on their own to complete
the sentences in I in their own words. Thev then read the text and compare
their answers for 2.

For the discussion in 3, students in pairs can consider other possible
influences such as the media,teachers / schools, politicians, health
campaigns, the government, and parents.

Or t I an energy imbalance where energy intake exceeds energy
expended overtime

2 increased consumption offoods with high levels of sugarand
saturated fats, as well as a reduction in physical activity

3 increasingthe riskof chronic i l lnesses such as diabetes,
cardiovascular disease, and some cancers

4 $21 bi l l ion in 2005
5 Each ofthe National Health Surveysconducted since1995 has

reported ... for males than forfemales
5 the management of healthy bodyweight in adults
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Pronunciation
Word stress in noun phrases

O elay the recording in I so students can identify where the stress falls in
each noun phrase. Then ask students to work in pairs to do 2-4, scanning
the previous Reading lertto find the phrases listed and underlining where
the stress falls in each.

6) PIay the recording for 5. Students listen and check their answers, then read
aloud alternate paragraphs with their partner in 6 to practise word stress.

O-r 5 The main stress of each phrase is identified in bold.
1 epidemic propltions
2 energy imbalance
3 lifestyle fagtors
4 cardioySscular disease

5 asgaciated illnesses
6 Aus!@lian soglety
7 chronic disease
8 health survevs

Proiect
Students should use the websites listed as a starting point for their
research, not a complete resource. You might want to specify that the
project should look at conducting research into the lifestyle topics covered
in the unit. You could also encourage the students, individually or in pairs /
groups, to prepare short talks based on their research.

Checklist, Key wolds
See suggestions on p.5. Go through the list of words to check students'
pronunciation and understanding. Remind students to transfer useful
words and phrases to their vocabulary notebooks.
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Background
This unit looks at the setting in which children are treated.
In many cases this may be the same as for adults, but
there are settings such as children's wards that can be
made more relaxing to put children at ease, for example
using bright colours and providing toys. There are often
toys and picture books in clinics and GP surgeries for
children to use.

This unit also covers some common childhood illnesses
and talking to anxious parents. The latter requires careful
reassurance: with suspected meningitis, for example, it is
difficult for parents, who are not medical experts and may
be in a state of anxiety, to distinguish between different
illnesses. So teaching students to use the symptoms
the child doesn't have in order to reassure the parent is
useful, e.g. fyour child had...,he / she would have x,y, or z
symptoms.

The unit looks also at the checks done on young children.
If you have access to the OHGPz, r ef er to pp. 814-8 2 3,
which give you information about paediatric surveillance.
There is also a full table of UK immunizatlons on p.480.

Regarding the world of work and training, the art
of reflection and the identification of strengths and
weaknesses are looked at in this unit. Your students may
not be familiar with assessing their own performances
from these viewpoints. Both may be used as useful
tools to improve performance. The former allows
health professionals to review their performance and
perhaps identify areas for improvement;the latter
allows them to build on their strengths and tackle their
weaknesses through training or seeking advice. As you
give constructive feedback and teach feedback skills to
your students, it is useful to remind themof. reJlection and
strengths and weaknesses on a broader professional scale.

For yourself as a teacher, it is important that you realize
that you do not have to know all the medical detail. At
all times, use the role-play scenarios as a way of building
your background knowledge. However, as you build
this knowledge, be careful not to seek to influence the
medical knowledge of students as you may not be aware
ofthe full details.

Useful reference: Oxford Handbook of General Practice,
2nd edition. Simon et al.

E additlonalactivity
As an additional exercise to 2-4, you can
ask students to compile a'wish list'of
facilities they think should be available
for children's wards or when treating
children. Students can talk about what
facilitie,s they have used themselves in
their own work and remember from their
ovvn childhood.

Check up
Put students in pairs or small groups to do l-4.

For l, encourage students to identify photographs where the children are
at ease, and say why this might be. The instruments visible may intimidate
the patient, but this depends on the doctor's / nurse's manner, even if the
procedure is scary for the child or parent.

In 3, students might not know exact figures for their own countries, but
they may have a rough idea, and they can talk about reasons why statistics
may vary. If possible, you could get statistics for different countries from the
internet before the class to discuss.

For 4, encourage the students to defend the priorities that they suggest
with reasons and examples from their own countries and experience.

Or 2 l t  needsto begent lerand lessint imidat ingsothatchi ldren are
not frightened. Toys, colourful bed coverings, posters, bright colours,
and an informal atmosphere can all help children feel relaxed.
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Vocabulary
Qualities of a good paediatrician

Students work in pairs to complete the table ln l, then do 2 and 3 on their onm.

Put students in pairs to make a list for 4. Then as a whole class say why each
quality is essential. Ask a pair to report back two or three qualities on their list
and then have other pairs add to it. Write them on a flipchart or directly onto
the computer. Students can use adjectives and nouns already discussed and
add some of their orrrm. Other adjectives to describe qualities could be caring,
humo r o u s, sy mp ath et i c, e mp ath et i c, h ar dw o rk ing, c o ns cie nt ious, tho r oug h.

Students remain in their pairs to do 5.

Ort Positive Negative

I patient impatient

2 confident diff ident (nervous)

3 efficient inefficient

4 rel iable unrel iable

5 sensitive insensitive

6 honest dishonest

7 respectful disrespectful

x Tip
Create a master l istfor4and ask students
to ra nk them a I l ,  or just choose the th ree
most imoortant. This can be done as a
whole class or in groups / pais fol lowed
bywhole-classfeedback. Keep a record on
a f l ipcha rt for the class wall  -you cou ld
even ask students to turn i t  into a ooster.
Alternatively, you could put the master
l ist on the computer and print i t  out for
students' futu re reference.

1 efficient
2 impatient
3 respectful
1 efficiency
2 impatience
3 respect

4 honest
5 insensitive
6 confident
4 honesty
5 insensitivity
6 confidence

7 unrel iable

7 unrel iabi l i ty

Possible answer
The same qualities are common across the medical profession, but
doctors dealing with children perhaps need to be gentler, more
pat ient,  and be abletotalkto a chi ld attheir  level.

It's myjob
Dr Nasrin Ahmed

Students do the activity in pairs.

Or 1 nener always + possib{y probably
2 no two 5 All Many
3 fuit}y acutely

listening I
Talking about oneself

O Students listen and answer the questions in l. They don't need to write
down the exact words, as long as they understand the meaning.

Students can discuss 2 and 3 as a class or in groups. They will have their own
answers to the questions in 2, but very simply, reflection involves thinking
about something. In the medical / educational context it includes students
thinking about what they have done in their work and life to see how they
can improve on both good and bad experiences.
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x Tip
Duringthe course,you can ask students
to discuss cases they have dealt with and
explore howthey could have improved
on what they did. Always remind them of
patient confidential i ty, especial ly i f  the
patient may be easi ly identi f ied byyou or
their col leagues. l f  there is any doubt, avoid
discussing the situation specif ical ly, or
discuss iust part ofthe case.

x Tip
Many doctors f ind i t  di f f icult  to talk
about their strengths and weaknesses
part icularly i f  i t  is not part of their culture
a nd tradit ion. Ta lking a bout weaknesses is
seen as a s ign of fa i lure and talk ing about
strengths is considered boasting. However,
from anotherviewpoint, not beingaware
of one's weaknesses or act ing to improve
them can also be viewed as fai lure. The
real weakness l ies in not acknowledging
anyfai l ings in onesel f  and not seekingto
expand one's knowledge and experience.
As for acknowledging strengths, knowing
where they l ie is an important part of
u nderstanding one's professiona I progress
-and students should rememberthatthere
is always room for improvementl

E ldditionalactivity
A.sk students in pairs to describe to their
partner the childhood iilnesses in 2, using
their own words. Their partner has to
identifythe illness.

E additionalactivity
Students can role-play explaining the
management of chickenpox to a patient.
Before they split into pairs, you could give
them five minutes to select the points
they would like to talk about.

E ndditionalactivity
When you have finished the unit, by
way of revision you couid select one of
the childhood illnesses discussed here
and ask students to take the initial case
history. This will help you to revise asking
questions.

This process is now encouraged in medical training in the UK, as is the
recording of one's learning experiences. Students will find it helpful, both
for their ornm personal development, and in providing a record of the
highlights (good and bad) of their career in preparation for work. However,
it might not be the case in other countries; students may have examples of
where and why, and you can discuss this as a class.

Bear in mind for 3 that talking about one's strengths and weaknesses may
be very difficult in many cultures. The idea that a doctor can admit to a
weakness in a particular area may not be professionally acceptable in some
places. However, being aware of your own weaknesses so that you can
improve yourself should perhaps be seen as a sign of strength. In UK job
interviews this is a common question-the answer shouldnotbe:I don't
have any weaknesses!

Put students in pairs to do 4. Encourage them to talk honestly about
genuine qualities that relate to themselves. See the ftp about this if they
find it difficult.

Or 1 She found it alien to her cultural background.
2 Over-empathizing with the parents (and becoming upset when

something went wrong with one of the children)
3 No-she saysl usedtohave.
4 A case where a child almostdidn't recoverfrom an attack of

meningitis. She used the example in a recent interview
5 A means for self-education and advancement

Vocabulary
Non-technical language

Students do I and 2 on their own, then discuss 3-5 in pairs. In 5, some of
the childhood illnesses listed (e.g. measles) may be very common or very
rare according to whether vaccinations are available. In tropical countries,
malaria and otherdiseases mavbe common.

Or | 1 varicella
2 rubel la
3 pertussis
4 infectious parotitis

2 1 croup
2 mumps
3 Cerman measles
4 measles

5 morbi l l i /  rubeola
6 acute laryngotracheobronchitis
7 tetanus

5 lockjaw
6 chickenpox
7 whoopingcough

3 Croup: onset over a few days; stridor only when upset; stridor
sounds harsh; can swallow oral secretions; voice hoarse; likelyto be
apyrexial; barking cough
Epiglottitis: sudden onset; continuous stridor; stridor softer, snoring;
droolingof secretions; voice muffled /whispering; toxic and feverish
(e.g. T >39C); cough not prominent
Note: The distinction may not be clear cut; if in doubt, admitto
hospital.
(See Oxford Ha nd book of Cli nica I Specialties, 8th edition, for fu rthe r
details.)

4 Ma nagement: supportive - paracetamol, fl u ids, topica I cala mi ne
lotion to lesions. Admit if complications are suspected.
(See OHGP2 p.494. For more detoil about drugs see OHCS8.)
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x Tip
l fyou have access to telephones, or i f
students have free cal ls on their mobiles,
ask students to telephone each other. They
can then sit  in dif ferent parts ofthe room
so that they ca n't  see each other's facia I
expressions, which adds to the chal lenge
and makes the role-play more real ist ic. l f
you don't  have access to telephones, ask the
students to sit  back to back so thev ca n't  see
each other's faces.
Students maywantto repeatthe same
conversations severalt imes l ike this. Fol low
up with a discussion aboutthe dif ferences
between face-to-face com m un ication a nd
talk ing on the phone.

* Tip
Teaching students how to give and receive
feedback helos them to understand
themselves, not least because i t  is often
easier for them to cri t icize each other rather
than themselves. l t  is  a ski l l they can then
develop in'giving feedback' to the patient
about their  i l lness,  ratherthan always
sounding negative. l t  also helps to develop
self-awareness and the abi l i tytotalk about
oneself in a balanced way.

x Tip
Discuss the role-play in 4 with the class
as a whole, looking at i t  from dif ferent
a ngles - what they fou nd enjoya ble,
dif f icult ,  etc. You can take dif ferent angles
each t ime you giveyour own feedback,
focusing on one element or several at a
t ime. At f i rst you could focus just on non-
technical vocabulary pronunciat ion, and
the im porta nce off i t t ing into the role ofthe
patient, i .e. wh at th i  s teaches the stud ent
doctor, and i ts importance in achieving
empathywith the patient.You can then
build on this each t ime you do a role-play.

Vocabulary
Signs and symptoms

* Students do I and 2 on their own, then form pairs for 3 and 4. When they do
the role-play in 4, encourage them to ask other questions using their own
knowledge and experience of the illness.

Or I meningitis
2 ' l  headache

2 photophobia
3 neck stiffness
4 abnormal mood

3 1 Does he havea headache? ls hisheadsore/hurt ing?
2 Does he avoid orshyawayfrom bright l ights?
3 ls his neck stiff? Can he move his neck freely?
4 How is he generally? ls he his normal self? Has he ever been / had

anything l ike this before?
5 ls hefeverish? ls he runningatemperature? Has hegotatemperature?
6 Has he got a rash ? Where is it? What happens when you press a

glass on the rash?
7 Has he been behaving differently in any way?
8 ls he makinganyabnormal movements?

5 raised temDerature
6 + /-rash (can also be a symptom)
7 abnormal mood
8 seizures

Speaking
Put students in groups for the role-play. Each role-play has two parts: Group
A students role-play a doctor first and then a patient; Group B role-play a
patient first, and then a doctor. Refer to the Tipfor 4inListening 2 below for
suggestions about giving feedback on these role-plays.

listening 2
Reassuring an anxious parent

O Students llsten and complete the sentences in l, then compare answers with
a partner for 2. Play the recording again for them to add any missing words.

You could do 3 as a whole class. Ask students which of the statements in I the
doctor uses to reassure the patient and which statement shows empathy.

Put students in pairs for 4. While they are doing the role-plays, watch
discreetly without interfering. Make notes about language, pronunciation,
body language,'role understanding / playl etc. You might want to focus
on the empathy that the students role-playing the doctors show. At the
end of each role-play, ask students to give each other feedback, ailowing
each student to assess his/her own performance first. In giving feedback,
students should always begin with the positive points first, followed by
constructive criticism for development.

Or | ' l  croup 5 everymothermightfeel
2 ' l l  helpto ease 6 eye on him
3 expect 7 anychanges
4 U maybe have

I reassur ing:  3,4,7
empathy:5
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language spot
First Conditional vs Second Conditional

s Read the introduction as a class. Then get students to do f on their own.

Or1
2
3
4

6

8

g
f
d
a
e
c
h
b

she would have a really bad barking cough (hypothetical)
it wil l increase the risk of permanent damage (real)
it wil l be easier to carry out the procedure (real)
she wi l l  normal ly stare back (real)
I would prepare for the consultation better (hypothetical)
we wil l carry out the 6-week check (real)
it wil l help stop him from bringing it up (real)
I would certainly be a lot more sympathetic. (hypothetical)

Project
Students can work in pairs, groups, or individually to do I and 2, then form
pairs to role-play explainlng the checks in 3. (See OHGP2 pp.816-23.)

Or I 1 The neonatal check (by a doctor): performed within the first
28 hours of birth

2 The six-week check (by a doctor): includes physical examination,
health education, and developmental screening, i.e. gross motor
development, f ine motor development, vision, hearing and
speech, and social behaviour

3 The 8- and '18-month checks (by a Health Visitor): include
physica I exa m i nation, health ed ucation, a nd developmental
screening as above.

2 Cross motor development screening:
Head controlr pull ingthe baby up holding the hands from a lying
position. Baby should keep head upright and not wobble.
Moro reflex (0-6months): support the head and shoulders about
15cm from the examination couch. Suddenly, allowthe baby's head
to drop back slightly.The response-extension of the arms followed
by add uction towa rds the chest - shou ld be brisk a nd asymmetrica l.
The reflex disappears by 6 months.
VentralSuspension (O-10 months): suspend the baby horizontally,
face down. The head should be in l ine or slightly higher from the
body and the hips semi-extended.
Prone position (from birth): place the babyface down on a flat
surface. He/she should be ableto l ift his/her head momentarily
from the surface.
Fine motor development and vision screening: Stares, follows
horizonta I ly to 90 (degrees).

Patient care
Put students in groups to do L Then let them work on their own to make a
list for 2.

Or i  Notreassuring.The parentswould probablybeafraidthattheir
child would be one of that small percentage.

2 Reassuring.The statement helpsthe parent realizethat having a
rash doesn't mean having meningitis.
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x Tip
I  nvite the students to ask you questions
about language. Don't be afraid to say
thatyou don't  knowthe answer i f  i t  is a
medical question.You could askthe rest
of the class, al lowingthe studentst imeto
discuss the question medical lyfrom their
own experience. Set a t ime l imit,  as these
discussions can go on for a long t imel

x Tip
An Objective Structured Clinical
Examination (OSCE) is usedtotest
ski l ls  such as communicat ion,  c l in ical
examination, medical procedures,

prescri  bi ng, a nd i  nterpretat ion of results.
I t  normally consists of a number of short
(5-10 minute) stat ions (practicaltests) and
each is examined on a one-to-one basis
with either real or simulated patients
(actors).

* Tip
Afterthe role-play in 3,you could offerto
act as the patient for the class. This helps
you developyour role-play ski l ls within the
context of medicine. 6et the whole class to
ask you, the patient, q uestions about one of
the scenarios.
Alternatively, you cou ld ask two students to
role-play a scenario in front ofthe class. In
this case divide the rest of the class into two
groups: one to Sive feedback on the doctor
and one on the Datient.set a t ime-l imit
and fol lowthe same procedure as abovefor
feed back a nd discussion.
Note that as you develop the role-plays,
your knowledge of the subject area wil l
increase. However, always remind the
students (and yourself) thatyou are not
a doctor and thatthey must check any
medical detai ls themselves

3 Reassuring.The statement isfairlytechnical, but it is reassuring
that it is not a problem nory as the child is not six and a half.

4 Reassuring.Thedoctor is sympathizingwith the patient using
examples of what is seen in the surgery.

5 Not reassuring.The phrase lcan assureyou may be quite strong,
but denying the parents the 'right'to be worried if this is how they
feel is very dismissive and patronising.

6 Not reassuring.The parents are likelytothinkthatthis is anothercase.
7 Reassuring. lt istechnical but is sayingthatthe evidence suggests

it is not a brain tumour.

nervous
disorganized

3 insensitive 5 well
4 less tense 6 alot

He would change his way of doingthings- be more patient,
prepare before speakingto a patlent, speaktothe nurse, get basic
details right.

Speaking
Students choose five criteria from the list for l. \ /here possible allow the
students to make the choice of criteria they feel are important, but with
guidance if necessary.

Put students in pairs to do 2 and 3. The instruction for the role-play in I says
it should be done'without preparation', but judge how much information
you need to give the students.

Points to consider:

Scenario 1: The parent is anxious about the child; he/she thinks that the
child is at high risk and doesn't know howfragile the virus is. Doctors
should think about: Was the skin broken? Did the child bleed? Where is
the needle now? Was there blood on the needle? Who uses the park? Was
there anyone aroundthe area of the needle? HIVvirus cannot suruive for
long outside the body. Is the child high risk or low risk? Is the child fully
vaccinated? Booster needed? Is reassurance needed?

Scenario 2: The parent is concerned about autism and whether the vaccine
is safe. Doctors should think about: Is there a confirmed connection with
autism? Is there a danger to leaving the child unprotected? Is there greater
danger from, say, measles? Can you empathize / sympathize?

Scenario 3: The parent is worried about the coin getting stuck or poisoning
the child. Doctors should think about: Is the parent feeling guilty? Is
reassurance needed? Does this sort of situation happen frequently? What
normally happens? Is it better to let nature takes its course? Is an X-ray
necessary? What happens if the parent doesn't see the coin come out?
Should the parent watch for it coming out?

For f, students give feedback on the role-play using the checklist they
created in t. As in Listening 2, they should give positive feedback first,
followed by constructive criticism for development. Remind students that
giving feedback is a skill that can be developed, and which will help them to
develop self-awareness and to give patients feedback about their illness.

Listening 3
O Students listen and do I on their own.

Or l l
2
7
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* Tip
Being able to self-analyse is a very
important ski l l ,  and relevant to job-seeking
as i t  shows that students are aware of their
own abi l i t ies (strengths) as wellas areas
wherethey may need further development
or help (wea knesses). How they have dealt /
propose to dealwith both these areas is
an indicat ion of  their  potent ia labi l i ty to
develop on a job and whetherthey would
f i t  into a team environment, learning from
and teaching others.

Reading
* Put students in pairs for t. They can do 2-4 individually, in groups, or as a

class discussion.

Orl l f2e3b4a5c697d
2 Allowingthree months between doses is l ikelyto maximizethe

response rate, particularly in young children underthe age of
'18 months where maternal antibodies may reduce the response to
vaccination. Where protection against measles is urgently required,
the second dose can be given one month afterthe first. lf the child is
given the second dose less than three months afterthe first dose and
at less than 18 months of age,then the routine pre-school dose (a third
dose) should be given in orderto ensure full protection.

3 See OHCP2 p.4SOforful l tableof immunizat ions in the UK.
| | m m u n ization may ca use concern for pa rents due to factors such as

cu ltu re, literacy, myths a bout / ignora nce of / fea r of vacci nes a nd
general availabil ity of medications. Measures to overcome this can
i ncl ude nationa I ed ucation programmes through schools, the media,
and health workers. At an individual level explanation, sympathy,
and empathv can also work.

Culture proiect
* Students work in pairs to answer I and 2. Encourage them to talk about the

different procedures, the ease or difficulty of organizing work, the process of
references, and the changing job market in their ornm country and the UK.

OF t Answers vary by country / culture, but in the UK, the answers would be:
I True 2 False 3 False 4 False 5 True

Wfting
Reflecting on one's own experiences

s* Put students in groups for l, then let them work on their own to do 2. They
can help each other, but they need to make this a personal and individual
piece of writing. For Writing 2, remind students that there should be no
details such as names that could identify any patients.

Checklist, Key Words
* See suggestions on p.5. Go through the list of words to check students'

pronunciation and understanding. Remind students to transfer useful
words and phrases to their vocabulary notebooks.
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Background
This unit focuses on a patient-centred approach to
communication in medicine, looking from different
viewpoints at the communication between doctor and
patient.

One way of developing patient-centred communication
is to approach any conversation or consultation from
a psychological point ofview Students can do this by
considering what the patients themselves might be
thinking, and what barriers there are to communicating
clearly, which apply to all of us. It is not really an option to
tell the patient to 'just say it'!

Patients may want to say something, but they may not
have the words to say it, or they may be too embarrassed to
say it directly. So, for example, they may hint at something
in a way they think is fairly direct, by stressing a word.
If students are not sensitive to these verbal cues, they
may misunderstand the patient. This ln turn could lead
to conflict with the patient if these verbal cues are not
acknowledged. One example used in the unit is a patient
saying: I haven't taken any pre scribed drug s. If the patient's
hint is missed, it is possible that the statement would be
taken to mean that the patient doesn't take any drugs at all,
but the hint maybe: I do take recreational drugs but I don't
know how to say this directly. The patlent might think the
doctor may not approve, so is cautious. Patients may also
use this as a strategy to test whether they feel comfortable
talking with a doctor or not. Raising awareness of this will
help students to negotiate patients' language.

Vagueness like this can come in other ways. When
patients talk about habits such as smoking or drinking,
they may use vague language like a couple of drinks,not
many, sometimes. In fact, a couple may mean three or four,
and more on certain days of the week. So doctors need to
be able to extract clarification by asking: When you say a
couple,what do you mean? Seeking clarification like this
is probing gently, not prying. These strategies enable the
doctor to help the patient be more specific so the doctor
can make a diagnosis more easily.

Another way to practise patient-centred communication
andhelp improve students'consulting skills is by
teaching them about the difference between closed and
open questions. In a doctor-centred approach, doctors
may be more used to asking closed questions, which
can only be answeredyes or no. Asking open questions
helps the patient to'paint a picture'of their illness or
situation, which the doctor can then expand on by asking
closed questions and other open questlons. From the
students' point of view, the difficulty initially with asking
open questions is what to do with the answers - a lot of
information seems 'thrown' at them by the patient in
response. They may feel at a loss as to how to continue.
Simple strategies can be adopted to overcome this, Iike
Iearning to respond appropriately by summarizing and
focusing on one main issue or checking specific points
using closed questions.

Useful reference: Oxford Handbook of Clinical Specialties,
8th edition, Collier and Longmore.

E ndditionalactivity
Ask students to give examples where they
have faced similar situations to those in
Check upl.

x Tip
Askthe studentsto make a l ist of strategies
on a f l ipchart or on a computer and then
print out a copy so that they have this for
reference.

Check up
Students do I and 2 on their own or in pairs, then form groups for 3_5. For 3,
the same strategies might be suitable for more than one situation.

When students have discussed 4, ask each group to present their
suggestions to the class one at a time.

Get the whole class to discuss 5 together. Ask for any personal examples
of misunderstanding. As discussed in Unit 7, students may find it difficult
to talk about their difficulties or mistakes, but remind them that we all
learn from our mistakes and they can become better doctors as a result.
Remember to bring body language and facial expression, gender, age, and
other relevant factors into the discussion.

O? | Allof the situations wil l depend on the age and the gender of the
doctor and the patient, accompanying parents and relatives, and
family status.
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* Tip
E ncou rage students to th i  n k of exa m ples
in their  own l ives for  3,  both inside and
outside medicine. The former may be more
helpful  in gett ingthem to understand the
d i f f icu l ty patients have in saying wh at they
wa nt to say.
Ask them also to th i  n k of thei  r  own
performance in the language class.  This
wi l l  help students empathize wi th their
pat ients and also helpthem in role-playing
patients in pairwork exercises.

a Thedoctor might have diff icultyencouragingthe patientto speak,
even though he has come to see the doctor and probably wants
to talk. The patient is embarrassed about his condition and may
not know howto articulate what he wants to say.

b This situation is similarto a, but the patient may be uncooperative
and mayfind it diff icult to dealwith an adult.

c lt may be diff icultto persuadethe patient ofthe need to stay in
hospital if she cannot see orfeel anything wrongwith herself.

d The patient may be very defensive about his drinking, or in a state
of denial. He mayfeeltoo guiltyto admit the extent of the problem
and may be fearful of addressing it.

e The pat ient  may knowa lotorthinkthat she knowseverything.
It may then be diff icult or even impossible to convince her of
something. This is a common problem resulting from greater
access to information, through the internet in particular.

f The diff iculty here is being impartial.The patient mayfeelthatyou
a re coveri n g for your col league, however fa i r you a re tryin g to be.

21b 2d 3c 4e 5f  6a
3 Possible answers

Encourage patients to talk by asking open questions; encourage
patients to give their own answers to a situation or problem;
agree with patients'suggestions where possible and then add
your own ideas; l isten carefullyto what patients have to say and
invite them to develop anything which appears to be very general
or vague; be sympathetic, empathic, and sincere.

Patient care
Read the introduction as a class; Then put students in pairs to do l. The main
issue here is to encourage them to adopt a patient-centred approach by
trying to understand what the'thinking'is behind the way patients speak.

Students work in groups to do 2, then come together as a class for 3. This is a
chance for you to clarify the issue and give examples in the front of the class
(see Trp). You may want to give examples of your own.

Or 2 With friends, it is l ikelythat people are more direct, butthere
a re times when people hint at things rather than saythem directly.
For example, lt's cold in here could really mean Close the window.
Similarly, My tea is cold could be hintingtheyt like another cup.
These are simple examples to i l lustrate that it is not just patients
who have diff iculty being direct sometimes. In professional
situations, students may sometimes find themselves thinking l ike
the patients in 1-6.

Listening I
Acknowledging verbal cues

Read the introduction as a class. Then put students in pairs to do I and 2. Ask
students to read the text about verbal cues, then decide what they think the
context is and which information they would like to ask about in each case.

O PIay the recording for the matching task in 3, then again for students to
do 4. They can check their answers against the Iistening scripf on p.137 of
the Student's Book.
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lI additionalactivity
Get students to do the Speaking exercise
with you as the patient. Start with the
role-play card from the Student's Book,
then give your own answers and see if
students can develop it. You can ask the
class to do this as a whole or ask several
students to do it in turn. Students may
want to do the role-play again after this.

E Additionalactivity
Ask students in groups to create five
simple sentences of their own, e.g.Isaw
Mrs lones this morning.Then ask them
to show their sentences to a partner in
another group. They saythe statements
to their partner and the partner identifies
the stressed word.

E ldditionalactivity
You may want to put the list on the board /
computer screen to show students. You
could also turnthe exercise into a mini-
talk by writing or revealing the points one
at a t ime and then discussinp them

Or | 1 drugs
2 prescribed

3 recreational 5 past
4 recently

r For 5, students give their own answers to each of the doctor's questions, as
if they were the patient. Ask students to prepare one or more answers for
each of the questions. If they have difficulty, encourage them to give simple
answers or give some suggestions of your own.

e Put students in pairs to do 6.

Or I  aalcohol /dr inkinghabi ts d work
b weightproblems e weightleating
c recreat ionaldrugs

t 1b 2c 3a 4e 5d
5 Possible answers

1 th ree or fou r mea ls a day f several snacks between meals / three
orfour bars of chocolate between meals

2 about2or3 days perweek/at  least twice aweek
3 usually two but sometimes three or four / fou r or f ive at the

weekend
4 He said I wasfat/overweight/that I should lose someweight/

that myfriend is slimmer.
5 There's moreworktodo./People areoff sick./ | run myown

business. / l am on my own./ | have just started a new job.

Speaking
Put students in pairs to do the role-play. You may want to put the As and
Bs in groups first to study the role-play cards. Check that they understand
the procedure and all the answers. Encourage the patients to be vague,
but not difficult. Encourage the doctors to probe gently until they obtain
a satisfactory answer that is specific. Follow the same basic procedure as
Speaking inUnit 7 (Teacher's Book p.46). At the end, you can ask patients to
tell doctors any pieces of information they didn't manage to get, and ask
students to suggest questions which would have elicited that information.

Pronunciation
Stress in the sentence

Q rut students in pairs to do I and Iisten and check for 2.

Students listen and do 3 on their own, then compare with a partner for
4. They should try to respond to the verbal cue given in the emphasis the
patient has used.

They remain in their pairs to do 5. Make sure that the stressed word is clear;
students may have to exaggerate slightly at the beginning. Ask them to
work with a different partner for 6.

a

I

2 Line 3: becausethe patient indicated he hadtaken something
else bystressingtheword prescribed, i.e. not prescribed, butsome
other kind.
Line 5: the patient stressed recently, i.e. not recently, but
perhaps at some time in the past.

t1t 3 first 5 me 7 few
2 caf€ 4 work's 6 normal
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4 Possible answers
1 Butwhataboutyour partner?
2 What were you eating / drinking?
3 When wasthef i rst t ime? How manyt imes haveyou had i ts ince?
4 What about your family / home life?
5 Did your partner attempt to help?
6 Whenyou say'normal ' ,whatdoyou mean bythat?
7 Canyou tel l  me what 'a few'  meansforyou?

E ldditionalactivity
To highlight the difference between open
and closed questions, do a role-play with
the whole class where you are the patient
with (e.g.) a headache, and students have
to'diagnose'you. Get them to ask you
closed questions, which only have the
answersyes or no. Refuse to give answers
to open questions.
Ask the class to begin with:Are you OK?
(No),Have you got a pain? Is the pain ... ?
When you have finished, do the role-play
again but with open questions. You can
emphaslze the point by giving more
information in your answers to these.

Speaking
Put students in pairs to do l. Below is a list of some areas to talk about, but you
may need to suggest some of these to the whole class as part of the discussion.

Students can do 2 on their own or in pairs, then compare their answers to I
and 2 with the whole class for l. Follow the procedure asinSpeakinq above
and in Unit 7. Before students start, allow them to ask you any questions. As
a way to bulld students' confidence, allow them to do the role-play with you
before or after they do the exercise. At the end, you could ask for volunteers
to do the role-play in front of the class. Afterwards, allow time for discussion
about the content and the performance from the doctor's and the patient's
points of view. Emphasize the need to hold a conversation with the patient
rather than just thinking about medicine.

; Students remain in their pairs to do 4.

Or I Areas to ask about: work, home, family relationships, stress.
Did the depression pre-datethe caraccident?

I  Some points the pat ient  might be thinking about:  h is accident;  h is
injury and pain; his low mood; his divorce; its effect on his children
and himsel i  coping with being a s ingle parent;  h is chi ldren's
behaviour; their well-being and future; coping with a heavy
workload; coping with household chores.
Allow the students to explore major issues l ike those above as well
as speci f ic  th ings l ike doing the shopping, i ron ing,  wash ing,  etc.

language spot
Open and closed questions

Read the introduction as a class before students do I and 2. Thev can then do
3-5 in groups.

Or |  1 Canyoutel lmeafewmoredetai lsaboutthepain?
2 Tell me about the way the injury affects you.
3 What happened when you had the accident?
4 How do you think things wil l develop after this?
5 Canyoutel l  mewhatworr iesyou have here?
6 Describe a typicaldayfor me.
7 What aboutyour job? How arethingsthere?

2 1 Open 3 Open 5 Open 7 Open
6 Closed2 Closed 4 Open

3 Open questions are used in a patient-centred approach totaking a
history, where patients are encouraged to talk a bout their il lness,
m uch like creating a na rrative. Th is a llows patients the opportu n ity
to say things they might otherwise omit. Therefore, open questions
are generally used at the beginning of the history and later, when
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the doctor wants to encourage patients to talk about something
vague they have said or hinted at.

4 Cenerally speaking, open questions are used to obtain general
information from the patient's point of view, and closed questions
are used to check and elicit detail. Closed questions tend to be easier
to deal with but they are not as effective as open questions in
obtaining an overall picture.

5 l f  a l l  the quest ions in the historyareclosed, i tcan sound l ikean
interrogation. lt also doesn't give the patient the chance to
ela borate, which may give the doctor important information
he/she hadn't specifically asked about.

El ldditional activity
Ask two students to role-play the dialogue
in I while the rest of the ciass watch and
Iisten. You could role-play the patient
yourself.
When they have finished, ask the rest
of the class to do the same in pairs,
developing the role-play dialogue further
in any way they like but encouraging
doctors to ask open questions.

Patient care

Or I  lc
21

Read the introduction as a class; then put students in pairs to do l. The aim
is to get the students to focus on the most significant piece of information.
In this case, sitting in the cafe is significant because drinking coffee can
lead to raised heart rate, which can be mistaken for a heart problem. Unless
the doctor asks open questions and considers context, he/she could miss
this vital information. Students often latch on to the wrong information
and overlook the important point.

Or | 1 No -the patient has already given this information.
2 No-the pat ient  has said i t 's thef i rst t ime.
3 Information about whatthe patientwas doing in the caf6; what

the pat ient  was dr inking.
4 lt could be. For example, the raised heart rate could be from the

caffeine in a strong coffee.
5 Yes. The doctor could say somethin glike When these things come

on suddenly,they can seemfrightening, but canyou tell me ...

Listening 2
Appropriate response

6) Students listen and do I on their own, then do 2-4 in pairs.

2
3

2c 3c 4b 5b
Alternatives possible, but c seems the most logical next step as the
patient has already mentioned a and b. However, the doctor might
wantfurther details aboutthe type of pain and appetite a little later.
Alternatives not suitable-the patient has already answered a and b.
Alternatives not suitable - a is not helpful a nd b is wrong
becausethe patient sounds like he does need help.
Alternatives not suitable-the patient has already answered a and c.
Although a and b are similar, b is the most appropriate; a has
already been answered, and whilethe patient maywant painkil lers,
the statement is rather dismissive and not appropriate.

4
5

Vocabulary
Alcohol

Students do I on their own. They can discuss 2-4 in pairs, groups, or as a
whole class.
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Ask them to do 5 on their own. You could suggest they add open questions
of their own.

El ldditional activity
Ask students to work in pairs and describe
an imaginary patient to each other
without using one of the words 1-8. The
partner has to say which word the student
is tryingto avoid saying.

x Tip
DTs = Delir ium Tremens, a severe form of
alcohol withdrawal which causes body
tremors and changes in mental state such
as confusion, agitat ion, and anxiety.

:x Tip
Be sensit ive to cu l tu ra I  att i tudes to a lcohol
at  a l l t imes.

Or l lheavy 3teetotal  5
2 annoyed 4 social 6

dr ink 7 Binge
guilty 8 moderate

2 CACE is a mnemonicfora screeningtestfor alcoholism. Sentences 2
and 6 relatetoCACE.The letters in CACE standfor:
Haveyou everfelt you ought to cut down on your drinking?
Have people annoyed you by criticizing your drinking?
Hove you everfelt bod or guilty about your drinking?
Have you ever had on eye-opener to steady your nerves in the morning?
CACE (two or moreyes answers) is quite good at detecting alcohol
abuse and dependence (sensitivity 43-94%). (See OHCMT p.274.)

3 lf patients deny to themselves that they have a problem, then it
may be diff icult to treat it. The first step is to prove to patients that
there is a problem. Then they can accept they need to make changes.

|  5tudents can ask col leagues howthey have done i t .  One simple
approach is f irstto ask the patient if he /she drinks alcohol, and then
askan open quest ion aboutthe dr inking. Probe anyvague answers
or hints to find out how much the patient drinks, what he / she drinks,
the regular i ty of  dr inking, whether he /  she dr inks alone or wi th
friends, a nd whether the d rin king pattern is the sa me at weekends.
Ask the patient if he / she keeps a count of units (one unit = one
small glass of wine, half a pint of beer, a single measure of spirits)
and how many units he / shethinks he / she drinks in a week. Compare
this to the recommended daily maximum (in the UK, this is three to
four units per dayfor men, two to three units per day for women).
At a point where the patient appears comfortable with your
questions, ask the CACE questions.

5 1 Howwouldyou descr ibeyourdr inking?
2 What kind of drinker would you sayyou were?
3 Tell me aboutyour drinking recently.
4 What about dr inking ear ly in the day? When doyou haveyour

f i rst  dr ink?
5 Arethere any advantages of cuttingdown? Haveyou ever

thought ofthe advantages ofcutting down ?
6 How do your fa mily / fr iends feel aboutyour drinking?
7 How do you feel about your drinking? Do you want to stop?

Proiect
Ask students to find the information for I and 2. For 2, ask them about
similar organizations in their ovrrn countries - if there aren't any, should
they exist? Sensitivity to national attitudes towards alcohol should always
be borne in mind.

Get students to research 3. Ask them to give examples from other English-
speaking countries and examples from their own languages.

Or I TWEAKstandsfor:
Have you an increased tolerance to a lcohol?
Doyou worry aboutyour drinking?
Haveyou ever had alcohol as an eye-opener in the morning?
Doyou ever get amnesia after drinking alcohol?
Haveyou everfeltthe need to c(k)ut down on your drinking?
Two poi nts a re given for a yes' a nswer to the fi rst two q uestions, a nd
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one pointforthe otherthree. A score oftwo or more suggests an
alcohol problem. lt may be more sensitive than CAGE in certain
sections of the population, e.g. pregnant women.

2 AA (Alcoholics Anonymous) and Alcohol Concern are organizations
which help alcoholics to recover from alcoholism through group
therapy and self-hel p. See www.a lcohol ics-a no nymous.o rg.uk and
www.alcoholconcern.org.uk.In the UK, there is also a government-
sponsored helpl ine cal led Drinkl ine.

3 Some words used in the UK for being drunk are:
merry (slightly drunk) paralytic (very drunk) sozzled (very drunk)
tiddly (slightly drunk) well oiled (very drunk)
Someone wh ois on the bottleis a habitualdrinker.

* Tip
Rem ind students to va ry the type of
ouestion so i t  doesn't  sound l ike an
interrogation: Con you / Could you ... ? What
about . . .  ? And the .. .  ?

Additional activity
You could give students words like srp /
gulp / buying a round / measure of alcohol
and ask them to find the meanings in a
dictionary if they don't know them.

* Tip
Remind students ofthe ouestions about
alcohol i  n I  and ask them to role-play the
scenario i  n 5, each ta king tu rns at bei ng
the patient. During the role-play fol low
the same procedure as intheSpeaking
ear l ier  in th is uni t .  Walk around l is tening
a nd col lect i  ng points for discussion. Avoid
interfering even i f the students are facing
d ifficu lties (it ca n be very difficult to resist
doing this) !

s

*

Speaking
Put students in pairs to do t-3, then elicit answers from the class for 4.

Students do 5 on their ornm, then work in pairs for the role-play. They can use
criteria such asJluency,sympathy / empathy,asking questions,clarity,using
non-technical language, probing vague answers, etc. This helps them work
out what they need to incorporate in their role-play.

Put students in pairs again for 6. The role-play here is in many respects very
similar to the previous one.

After the feedback on the role-play, do 7 as a whole class.'Doctors'may
have difficulty in understanding the exact meaning of the'patients'; not
using technical language; and trying to put themselves in the patient's
position.'Patients'may have difficulty thinking about the scenario from
the patient's and not the doctor's point of view in a role-play; avoiding the
use of medical language; and giving answers that are unrealistically direct
because of medical knowledge (where a patient would be more vague). Ask
the students to give strategies for overcoming these difficulties.

Of, | Possible questions
Can laskyou some questions aboutyour personal history?
Can laskyou some quest ions aboutyour dr inking?
Can you tell me about your drinking?
How much doyou dr ink? What doyou dr ink?
How often do you drink? Where doyou drink?
Doyou drink alone or with friends?
Doyou drinkthe same at weekends as duringthe week?
Doyou know how many units you drink in a week?
Doyou knowwhatthe recommended levels arefor men and women?
Doyou thinkyou can cut down?
Questionsfrom CACE and /orTWEAK.

I Offer options (choices the patient can make) thatfit intothe
Management Strategy (the plan for managing the patient). Doctors
should givetwo orthree options (more than two orthree may be
confusing and counterprod uctive). Ask patients what they think
they can do realistically or want to do. Askthem what the diff icult
situations are forthem, and how they wil l cope with those
situations. Possible options are:
* avoiding situations where drinking alcohol is involved.
- asking friends and family to help, i.e. notto offer alcohol.
- not keeping alcohol at home.
- sipping a drink slowly, not gulping.
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- dr inking smal ler  measures.
- not buying oneself a drink when buying 'a round' in a bar.
- avoiding drinking on certain days or at certa in times of the day.

4 The options given need tofit intothe patient's l i festyle and
Management Strategy. Suggestions that have been tried by the
patient before and that have failed may need greater input from
the doctor or should be avoided.

Then ask them to do 2 on their own. They can
you could do 4 as a whole class.

* Tip
Emphasize that any examples students give
need to be personal ;  in job appl icat ions or
interviews they cannot use other people's
ideas.

Reading
Put students in pairs for l.
form pairs again for 3, and

Of, | The text is about the barriers to preventing i l lness.
1 Barriers to prevention 4 Metaphysics at the bedside
2 Biological and genetic barriers 5 Psychological barriers
3 Cognitive barriers

2 1 Not everyone responds to preventive measures in the same way-
if we know patients' psychology and genetics, we can assess which
different measures are most suitable.

2 To modify advice tothe patient le.g.for you, advice is more
i m porta nt than exercise.).

3 lt creates cognitive barriers to prevention, such as anger and
rejection ofadvice.

4 The clear benefits of preventive action, but this doesn't work.
Coleridge's quote suggests that we find it hard to care about our
future health.

5 lt gives the substance a certain appeal.
4 lt is l ikelythat psychologyhas a large roleto playin medicine,

especia l ly when it comes to trying to u ndersta nd patients'
behaviours and achieving successful communication.

Writing
Writing acGurately for training ol work applications

Students form pairs to do l, then work on their own for 2 and 3. Get them to
proofread each other's work for 4.

Or t I volunteer; addiction
2 achievement
3 interested; psychological
4 relevant
5 commitment
6 communication; developed

Checklist, Key words
See suggestions on p.5. Go through the list of words to check students'
pronunciation and understanding. Remind students to transfer useful
words and phrases to their vocabulary notebooks.
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Background
In psychiatry, students need to be observant ofthe
patient's appearance, behaviour, and manner, as these
will help in their diagnosis. Excessiveiy flamboyant
clothes or fast speech can suggest mania, while a patient
who fails to look at the doctor and says little might
suggest depression.

As well as being able to assess visual cues, students
in psychiatry need to be able to employ all the
communication skills acquired so far in this book.
Psychiatry can be particularly demanding of students,
as they have to deal more with verbal than physical
examination. Students need to be able to carry out
standard verbal assessments like checklng for self-harm
and the mini-mental state examination, both of which
give students good practice in asking questions.

The subject ofsuicide is covered in this unit. Talking about
self-harm and suicide does not increase the risk of suicide

itself. It is an important subject to discuss in order to
assess whether the patient has had thoughts of suicide,
whether these wishes developed into detailed plans, and
whether the patient made any actual suicide attempts.
This enables the doctor to assess the severity ofthe
situation and decide on an appropriate course of action.

Students in any field of medicine may find themselves in
a situation where they have to talk to patients who want
to leave hospital against the doctor's advice.ln some cases,
the patient may be able to leave of their ornm free will; in
others they will be legaliy detained in hospital. In either
case, negotiating skills, such as being able to help the patient
imagine situations they might find themselves in if they left,
demand hypothetical language (Imagineyou...). Patients
might also use hypothetical language in cases of depression,
where they might express self-denigration(Iwishlwas a
better person) or anhedonia (Iwishlwere happy).

U s eful ref ere nc e : Oxfor d Han db o ok of Psy chiatry, 2nd
edition, Semple et al.

E additionalactivity
Ask students to search for more details
about the four people in Check up l.
They could also find information about
the following people and their specific
contributions to medicine in general or
psychiatry in particular: Hippocrates, Plato,
Descartes, Braid, and Pavlov /See OHCP2.)

E ndditionalactivity
Give sfudents other nouns (e.g .hallucination,
dependence, mood, delusion, depression,
hysteia, confusion) and ask them to give
adjectives orverbs for each noun.Then ask
themto write their ornrn sentences using the
words. They could dothis in pairs or groups,
or as a class discussion, and you couldwrite
allthe sentences onthe board.

* Tip
Affective disorders are mental disorders which
predominantly affect mood and also have an
effect on thoughts, behaviours, and emotions.
Major depressive disorder, bipolar disorder, and
anxiety disorders are the most common.
An organic mental  d isorder is one involv ing
d isease, dysfu nction, or da mage affect i  ng
the brain.

Check up
, Put students in groups to do l-3. To help students decide in 2, you could refer

them to the Oxford Handbook of Psychiatry for further information.

r For 3, your students may have different views, which could create a lively
discussion. One point to remember is that although history itself may not be
of interest to some doctors, knowledge of where developments in medicine
and psychiatry have come from helps to put the present in perspective,
trigger ideas, and inform our understanding of current practices.

Or ld 2b 3a 4c

Vocabulary
Appearance, behaviour, and manner

,, Put students in pairs to do l. They then use the adjectives to complete 2.
They can do 3 and 4 on their own or in pairs.

Or I Adjective
1 aggressive
2 restless
3 withdrawn
4 distracted
5 flamboyant
6 anxious
7 careless
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2 I careless 3 restless 5 flamboyant 7 distracted
6 aggressive2 withdrawn 4 anxious

I withdrawal-withdraw
distraction - distract

4ldepression 3anxiety 5mania Tpsychosis
2 depression 4 anxiety 6 psychosis
Allfour are affective disorders, butthey can all have organic causes.

* Tip
Ask the students to work in th ree grou ps
and each create a history for one of the
three patients in Listening 7. Then ask them
to f ind a pa rtner from a nother grou p a nd
take turns taking a history Students should
give feedback at the end; i t  may be helpful
to agree cri teria to evaluate the role-play
with before they start,  e.g. body language,
question formation, sympathy / empathy.

* Tip
Insight = doesthe patient understand his /
her exoeriences a re the resu l t  of i  |  |  ness?

E Additionalactivity
At the end ofthe role-play, get students to
work in pairs to think of responses to the
difficult reactions the patient had. Then
repeat the role-play to practise these.

[istening
Describing patients

O pr.rt students in pairs to do l. They compare answers with a partner for 2
before listening again to do 3.

Orl

Mr Jones Miss Rigby Mr Dickson

1 Appearance

2 Eye contact

Manner3

4 Mode of
speech

Insight5

6 Doctor's
feelings

Self-neglect

No eye contact
whatsoever

Not paying
attention,
withdrawn,
preoccupied with
his own thoughts,
hugging himself

Did not interact
much with the
nurse

In quite a low
mood

Wears really
bright clothes,
suitable for
sorneone much
younger

Highly
elevated mood,
hyperactive,
awake al l  night

Her thoughts
are al l  overthe

Prace
Did not appear
to be aware
ofanything
abnormal in
her behaviour

Well-dressed

Looked at doctor
when he spoke
and was spoken to

Worried and
anxious, sat on
edge of chair, quite
agitated, couldn't
sit stil l. Fidgeting,
very poor
concentration.

Safe but nervous
afterwards

3 1 depression 2 mania 3 anxiety

Speaking
Students can do l-6 in pairs. In 4, you could ask them to role-play a difficult,
uncooperative, confused, and / or depressed patient. Ask'patients'to think
about how they might react to the questions (e.g. Why are you asking me
these stupid questions? Are we finished yet? Where are we? I want to go home
now), and'doctors'to think about how they might respond to possible
difficulties (e.g. I just ne e d t o ask the s e que stions as part of an a ss e ssme nt. It
won'ttake long if you'Il just bearwith me.)
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E additionalactivity
Ask students to work in groups and
explain what they know about the
following therapies: g roup therapy,
c o g nitiv e b e h aviour al the r apy, r at ion al
e motion aI the rapy. When they have
finished, ask one person from each group
to choose one therapy and explain it. Then
invite other students in the class to add
any additional information. (See Oxford
Handbook of P sychiatry for further details.)

E ldditionalactivity
Ask students to write several sentences
describing possible steps up to and
including the admission of a patient to
hospital. Each sentence should contain
two steps: one with the verb in the Past
Simple and the other in the Past Perfect.
Example pairs to get the students started
arc: bring in by police / admit; sedate / calm
down.

O'r I Orientation
2 Beginning of the assessment

1 I need to ask you some routine questions as paft of an assessment.
2 Some of the questions moy seem o bit simple, but if you just bear

with me, it won't take long.
Introducing each section
3 I'm naw going to askyou some questions about...
4 t'm going to give you...
5 wontyou to...

,  2,4,s

It's myjob
Put students in pairs to do I and 2.

OF |  1,3,5,6,7
2 1 To re-teach skills of daily living to the patients as they prepare for

discharge.
3 Taking time to listen to the patient helps the patient and

develops trust.
5 No specific reason is given in the text, but the patient may then

be more co-operative and open totreatment.
6 To avoid alienatingthe patient.
7 The healing process takes time, and impatience won't help.

Language spot
The Past Simple and the Past Perfect

Read the introduction as a class. Then ask students to do I and 2 on their
own. They should use the Past Perfect only where it is necessary.

O'r t t hadalreadyfinished;telephoned
2 rushed; had alreadydisappeared
3 had done; knew
4 was; had arrested; {had) brought
5 Had you made up; were
6 hadn't completed; left
7 (had) fi rst synthesized; introduced

2 'l finished his wards rounds
2 the patient had already disappeared
3 | had done some assessment tests before
4 they had arrested heronce before
5 made upyour mind aboutyourfuture career
6 hadn't completed his internship
7 had flrst synthesized diazepam

Pronunciation
Weakforms

O Students listen and do l, then form pairs to do 2-4. For 4, encourage
students to use phrases from the Uselu/ Language inthe Student's Book to
formtheir questions.
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* Tip
Medicine and medical language has lots of
secondary stresses with many polysyl labic
words (e.g. myoca rdiol i nfa rction)
whilst general spoken English is more
monosyl labic with lots of unstressed words
(Can you tell me how it all came about?).
Even at advanced levels, students often
either leave the stresses out or tr ip over
them. This exercise should increase their
awa reness and offer opportu nities for
practice.

E additionalactivity
Playthe recording again and get students
to underline the other unstressed
syllables in the sentences.
Then ask students in groups to vwite
sentences oftheir own and underline the
unstressed syllables. When they have
finished, they can read the sentences to
the class.

* Tip
pre-morbid personali ty = a patient 's
persona l i ty prior to the onset of a
psychological disorder

* Tip
Afteryou have f inished the reading
exercises, ask students to practise verba I ly
the questions described in the f irst two
paraBra phs.

s Ask students to form new pairs to do 5.

O.r l r rO
1 After I d learnttotakea detailed historyfrom the patient, 1...

z eefore t:d wortea il pryir,,v,!

3 ld worked forfiveyears in myown country inthefield of
psychiatry before | ...

4 I dealt with all the new patients as soon as I'd seen...
. .O

5 Once lU completed my undergggluate degree, | ...
O.

6 I hadn't moved into psychiatry because 1...
oO

7 When l'd left my home country, 1...
I Sample questions

Afteryou had finished university, did you find a job immediately?
Had you everworked in [e.g. psychiatryorotherfield] beforeyou
came here?
Beforeyou leftyour country, had you done any postgraduate courses?
Hadyou everthought of doing anything else when you wereyounger?
Once you had graduated, what did you decide to specialize in?

Reading
Put students in pairs to do L Then ask them to do 2 on their or,rrn. They can
do !-5 in pairs or groups. In 5, allow free talking without interruption. Try
to avoid answering questions and correcting; save this until the end of the
discussion.

OF 2 a explaintothepat ienthowlongtheinterviewwi l l take
b what his expectations are
c is reluctantto starttalking
d ask what the pat ient th inks about th is
e be sure it is comprehensive

I 1 Do not hurry him.TryaskinB: How areyou /What has been
happening toyou? /What arethe most importantthings? Indicate
why the CP referred the patient and then ask what the patient
th inks about th is.

2 everything l isted in the bullet points atthe end ofthetext
3 when they are specific
4 early morning waking, decreased appetite and sexual activity,

weight loss
5 Students' own answers.

(See 2HCMT p.322)
4 Possible questions:

How areyou? What has been happening in your l i fe recently?
Can you describe what life was like foryou when you wereyounger /
a child? Can you tell me what l i fe was l ike foryou asyou grew up?
How would you describe you rself before you became i | | ?
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E additionalactivity
Ask students to underline the stressed
syllables in the questions in Patient carel,
then read the questions out loud using the
correct stress.

Patient care
o Put students inpairs to do l-3.

O? | t harmingyourself
2 feel:future
3 go; bed
4 ending ortaking; l i fe
5 made; preparations
6 end ortake: l i fe

2 Possible questions
Have you actually harmed yourself?
What stopped you harmingyourself?
Have you ever thought that I ife was not worth l iving?

3 You needtoask aboutthe pasttofind out ifthere isa pattern of
thoughts about self-harm. Asking about plans, and whether a
patient has ever harmed themselves, wil l tellyou how seriously a
patient has thought about doing it.

Speaking
Put students in pairs to do the role-play in l. You may want to put the
As and Bs in groups first to study the role-play cards. Check that they
understand the situations described for both their patient and doctor
roles. Encourage students to try to empathize with the patient and think
about their body language before they start. Encourage the doctors to
probe gently, considering the state of the patient. Give them time to look
at the questions and advice on pp.86 and 87 of the unit, to plan what they
might say as the doctor.

While students are doing the role-plays, watch discreetly what is
happening without interfering. Make notes about language, pronunciation,
body language, empathy, etc to feed back at the end. Discuss the role-play
with the class as a whole, Iooking at it from the patient's point of view first,
i.e. why the patient in each case might behave in that way, and then how
the doctor has to deal with this.

Students remain in their pairs for 2 and 3.

Language spot
Wishes and consequences in negotiations

Read the introduction as a class. Students do I on their own, then form
pairs to do 2. Before they switch partners for 2, you might want to check
the questions for accuracy and you could ask students to say the questions
aloud to check the stress is correct.

Or | 1 | wish I had come to see him yesterday.
2 lf onlytheywould let mego hometo myfamilythisafternoon.
3 lmagineyou had a fit when you were alone in a swimming pool.
4 I wish he would recover / had recovered completely.
5 Supposeyou went home. Whowould look afteryou?
6 lwish I hadn't lost mytemperwith the patient last night.
7 | wish the visitors would go away and leave us in peace.



E ldditionalactivity
Refer students to the second bullet point
in the introduction and to the thought
bubbles on p.86. Ask them to write more
sentences expressing anhedonia and
self-denigration relating to a depressed
patient, using wish: Iwish I were happy,I
wish I didn't feel like this. etc.
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Speaking
Put students in pairs to do l-f. For 2, note that the cues are not direct
responses to the patient's wishes in l. Encourage students to use a variety of
phrases from the lan guage spot:Imagine / Suppose /What if / Let's say.

O.r | 1 lwish lcould go home now.
2 | wish I hadn'ttaken thetablets in thefirst place.
3 | wish / lf only lcould see myfamily.
4 lwish theywouldn't stop me going home now.
5 |  wishthedoctorcould see I  am OK.
6 | wish / lfonly I were atwork.
7 lwish lwere out enjoying myself.

2 Possible answers
1 lmagine you collapsed in the street.
2 What ifyou had a relapse on your own at home?
3 Supposeyou fell.
4 Let's supposeyou were driving and collapsed.
5 lmagineyou caused an accident.
6 What if you damaged your l iver?
7 Let's supposetherewas nobodyaround andyou passed out.

Wdting
Extract from a mental state examination

Put students in groups to do I and 2.

Or I  Aformer pat ientof  mine,MrThompson,whois 25yearsold,was
found by police at 2 a.m. wandering in the street, confused. The
patient had been ad m itted one year ea rl ier u nder similar
circumstances. He was aggressive and confused and talking rapidly.
He said the transport system was a mess and he needed to fix it
now. He had poorconcentration. He was not properly dressed
though previously he had always been formally dressed and very
tidy. His insightwas impaired and he was not aware of what he was
doing. He made inappropriate gestures to the police and nurses.
We were careful about being alone with the patient without a
clear escaoe route.

2 There are two instances of the Past Perfect in the answer above:
had been admitted; he had olways been formally dressed.

Checklist, Key words
See suggestions on p.5. Go through the Iist of words to check students'
pronunciation and understanding. Remind students to transfer useful
words and phrases to their vocabulary notebooks.
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Background
Dealing with situations related to terminal illness and
dying is difficult in any language, so it follows that
dealing with it in a second or even third language is
probably more complex. Apart from having to consider
appropriate vocabulary (whether to use words like pass
away or die),intonation, manner, and turn of phrase are
crucial. Other areas that doctors needto pay attention
to are recognizing and dealing with patients'emotions,
allowing patients to express their emotions, breaking
bad news, and establishing a coping mechanism for
themselves in dealing with such emotional situations.
These topics are aII covered in this unit.

There are a number of established patterns of behaviour
and emotional processes associated with dying, which
are important for students to be aware of. When patients
are faced with unpleasant situations such as dealing with
their own or a relative's terminal illness or approaching
death, they are Iikely to go through various specific

emotional stages, from shock, to guilt, to acceptance, but
this will vary from patient to patient. The reading passage
gives a step-by-step approach to breaking bad news.

The pictures inCheck up andthe Web project onp.92
can help introduce a discussion about care ofthe dying,
especially from a social and cultural point of view.
Support outside the hospital through community care,
such as help from palliative care nurses or hospice care,
may take different forms in different cultures, or may not
be available at all.

In all of this, the effect on the doctor or other health
professional needs to be taken into consideration. Patients
may encounterterminal illness a number of ti.mes
throughout their lives, but doctors, nurses, and other
health personnel may face this more than once a day in
certain specialties.

Us eful refere nce I Oxfor d H andb o ok of P aIIi at iv e C ar e,
Watson et al., especially pp.19-25,625-635, and pp.699
onwards.

* Tip
Introduce the idea of community care to
the students and askthem to exolain i t  in
relat ion to a nuclear or extended familv.

E additionalactivity
As an alternative in 2, get one student
in each pair to read aloud the meanings
of a-g and his/her partner to give the
definitions l-7. For 3, students can read
alternate sentences to each other, saying
blank where the space lies, and their
partner can supplythe missing word in
the appropriate form.

Check up
o Students can do l-l in pairs. For 3, encourage them to think about issues

such as safety, availability of medication and treatment, patient comfort,
and strain on the family. You can then do 4 as a whole class.

Or 21c 2d 3b 4a
I To help patients to manage chronic (long-lasting) pain.

Vocabulary
Reactions to bad news

Put students in pairs to do 1 and 2. They can then do 3 on their own.

Students discuss 4 in groups or as a whole class. Consider that in some
cultures, public expression of grief is considered natural, but in others
people do not feel comfortable with it. Ask students to compare and say
what the benefits of each are.

4e 59 6b 7a
4 resigned 6 disbelieve
5 isolated 7 panicked

*

t

Or l1c 2f  3d
I  1 numb

2 shocked
3 denies



x Tip
After the students have done 1-4, get them
to read the three extracts inthe Listening
scri pt to you, usi ng the correct intonation.
They can then do i t  in pairs and then role-
play the sa me situations using their own
woros.

* Tip
A good innings = a long l i fe

E Additionalactivity
You can turn the arguments for
community care / hospice care / hospital
care into a class debate. Or you can ask
students to discuss whether a service like
Marie Curie or Macmillan nurses has a
place in their own countries, if similar
organizations don't already exist.
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listening I
Recognizing and dealing with patients' emotions

O Students listen to the extracts for l, then form pairs to do 2. They may
need to listen again to complete the statements in 3.

Play the recording again for students to listen to the intonation in 4.

Or 2 1 resignation
2 shock, disbelief, denial
3 shock, panic

I  I  wehadfeared
2 cometotermswiththis
3 to stop for a moment

I The doctor's voice goes down at the end of each statement.This
makes the doctor sound sincere.

It's myjob
Students can do I and 2 in pairs, then discuss 3 in groups or as a whole class.
For 3, students may be able to describe their own professional or personal
experience and should expect a range of emotions, often starting with
shock and disbelief.

O? | 1 Not keeping enough distance from their emotions and getting
personally involved are common problems.

2 lt is a cathartic experience.
3 Marie Curie nurses work in conjunction with Macmillan nurses,

CPs, and other health professionals.
4 lt is reward i n g and very va I uable from the family's point of view.

2 teamwork-3
a heal ing exper ience- 2
a worthwh ile experience - 4
a diff iculty-1

Web ploiect
For I and 2, ask students to download the information and look at any links.
You could suggest particular areas to find out about, for example, what each
organization does, their main aims, how they help patients and families,
howthey are different from each other.

You could ask students to do 3 in pairs or restrict them to one or two
organizations from each country. Ask them to identify two or more
similarities or differences between these UK organizations and any they
find.

Put students in groups for 4. The care may be radically different from that
in the UK. You could ask the groups to summarlze their discussions and
compare their answers and suggestions with the rest of the class. You may
want to combine this with 5: encourage students to think of the best and
worst aspects of both community and hospital care and the costs that
might be involved in each.

O.r  2 pal l iat ivecare/careoftheterminal ly i l l
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* Tip
As a variat ion, students can work on their
own to write seven negative statements
expressi ng d isl ikes, e.g. I wo u I d prefer not
to.. .  , ldon't  l ike...  .Theythen saytheir
statementsto a partner,who can question
them about what thev said

* Tip
Mesothel ioma = a form of cancerthat
affects the l ining ofthe lung

E ldditionalactivity
Ask students to give a presentation on
one ofthe three scenarios in 7. They
can prepare it as homework using their
own experience or imagination. The
presentation can be as long or as brief as
you have time for, but set a clear time Iimit
and tell students what equipment they
can use, e.g. chalkboard, projector, etc.

language spot
Expressing likes, dislikes, and prefelences

* Read the introduction as a class before students do I and 2 in pairs. Check
their questions before asking them to form new pairs for 3.

Or | 1 Mrs Jones prefers being / to be in her own home rather than the
hospi ta l .

2 Would you liketo spend time abroad overthe next fewyears?
3 ld hate to l ive at the hospital.
4 He'd l ike to go to the respite home this weekend.
5 I would prefer not to have to get up so early every morning.
6 Doyou dislike starting early in the morning?
7 HeU rather nottake anythingforthe pain atthe moment.
8 As a rule, I l ike to get to bed around 10 p.m.

Speaking
Put students in groups to do l. Check that they understand the meaning
of 'warning shot' (e.g.I 'm afraidthe news is not good.) and'leaving the
door open' for the future (e.g. PIe as e g et in t ouch if y ou h av e any furthe r
questions.).They can remain in groups for 2 and 3.

Students choose five criteria for 4, then form pairs to do 5. Check that
students all understan dthe Useful phrasesbefore they begin and
encourage them to practise using them. As before, while students are doing
the role-plays, watch discreetly without interfering. Make notes about
language, pronunciation, body language,'role understanding / play', etc.

For 6, at the end of each role-play, ask students to give each other feedback,
allowing each student to assess his / her own performance first. In giving
feedback, students should always begin with the positive points first,
followed by constructive criticism for development. Remind them that
giving feedback is a skill that can be developed and which will help them to
develop self-awareness and to give patients feedback about their illness.

If you have time, you could discuss the role-play with the class as a whole,
Iooking at it from different angles - what they found enjoyable or difficult,
etc.

Students remain in their pairs to do 7. Ask them to role-play one of these
scenarios for further practice, taking on board the feedback from the
previous role-play, and making improvements or trying different phrases
where possible.

O.r 2 Some different reactions to discuss might be to stay silent, to say
some comforting words, to offer a tissue, to offer to stop for a
minute.

3 Possible answer
Informing the daughter / son
1 | don't really know what mesothelioma is.
2 Well, I thought it might happen like this.
8 Thankyou forasking,doctor, but I 'd ratheryou continued.
Length of time left
7 How long has hegot?
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Sympathizing / empathizing
9 Yes it 's very diff icult. l just didn't think it would make me feel

so lonely.
Care in the home
3 He hates being in hospital.
4 He d rather be at home.
5 lU l ike to look after him at home.

l0 What about nursing help at  home?
Pain management
6 lsthereanythingyou can give him forthe pain?

* Tip
Cive the students a chance to discuss
the steps described and to compare with
examples from their own experience.

E ldditionalactivity
The photographs on p.95 illustrate a
variety of rituals relating to death in
different cultures (clockwise from top left):
a young Cambodian woman holding a
protrait of her grandmother during the
funeral, Mexico's'Day of the Dead',a jazz
funeral in New Orleans, a cremation in
Bali, and a traditional European funeral.
You mayfind these useful for stimulating
discussion among your students, starting
by asking them to identify what is
happening in each, and which country
it might take place in, and then coming
up with othertraditions they mayhave
encountered.

E ldditionalactivity
Once students have done 3, give them
another word like sympathy or suppress
and ask them in groups to find as many
forms of the word as they can that can
be made from or are reiated to the word.
Then ask them to make sentences on a
flipchart or an OHI using the word in its
different forms.

died of
fading
perform
perform
fade
pass away
dead
death

4
5
b

4
q

6
3
4

passed away
mourn
laid out
pass on
bottle up
condolences

7 pass
8 bottling up

7 post-mortem

dies 5 died
dying

Reading
Before they read the text, put students in pairs to think about the steps in I
(these are listed in the key for 3 below). They can do 2 and I on their own or
in pairs, then form groups for 4 and 5.

Or 2 The first phase
The second stage
Fol lowing this
The fourth steo
Next
And then,the seventh step
The next step
The finaltwo steps
(Step 6 has no marker in the text.)

I 1 Preparation forthe interviewwith the patient
2 Findingoutwhatthe patient orfamily knows aboutthe situation
3 A'warning shot'to prepare them forwhat is coming
4 Denial -the patient controll ingthe situation bythe amount of

information he / she wants to be given
5 Furtherexplanation to checkthey understand
6 Asking if theywould l ikeyou to give more information
7 Listening to the patient's concerns
8 Allowi ng the patient to express thei r feel i n gs
9 Summariz ing concerns and making a t reatment plan

10 Making sureyou offeryourself forfurther explanation and
possibly a family meeting.

Vocabulary
Words and phrases related to death

Put students in pairs to do l-4.

O-r l1
2
3

21
2
3

l1
2
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E ldditionalactivity
So that students can appreciate what
good practice is, role-play the scenario
between Dr Masood and Mrs Mann with
a student, deliberately badly or clumsily.
Then ask students to do it as best they
can and compare. Discuss as a whole class
what went wrong in the first role play.

t* Tip
Encourage students to varythe dif f iculty
ofthe scenario in 4 by making the parents
moreor less reluctantto agree.Ask a pair
to volunteer to do the role-play in front of
the class with other students taking notes.
You could ask the volunteers what they
would part icularly l ike feedback about.
Ask the class to give feedback at the end
(remem ber to ask the volu nteers to give the
feedback a bout themselves f irst).  E nsu re
the feedback is constructive.

listening 2
lnforming a relative about a death

r 6) Students listen and do I and 2 on their own, then compare with a
partner for 3. They remain in pairs to do f-6. For 5, remind them of some
of the reactions discussed inVocabulary on p.90 of the Student's Book. Ask
them to give feedback for 5 as in the previous Speaking exercise.

OF 2 1 wegoin
2 The news
3 sorry to say that / able to resuscitate
4 passed away
5 SisterJones or me
6 like usto contact / preferto do so
7 easytocometoterms

I Possible questions
Would you like someone to be with you?
Would you like a nurse to be present?
Would you like to be alone?
Would you like me to stop for a minute?
Would you like to see the body / your husband?

5 Possiblequestions
1 The patient probably had an idea that something was

wrong and perhaps cried or was in shock.
2*7 The patient perha ps cried, expressed disbel ief, fe lt gu i lty, or

remained silent.

Speaking
Students work in groups to do I and 2. There may be an imbalance for
one side of the argument orthe other in 2. If this is the case, encourage or
nominate some students to argue for the other side.

Students discuss 3 as a whole class, then form pairs to do 4 and 5. Remind
them to think about how the parents might be feeling, how they might
react, why it is important to ask, and what their son may have wanted.

O? | For
saves lives
shortage oforgans
gives comfort to bereaved families
Against
is open to abuse
is unethical
is unnatural
is dangerous
is insensitive / traumatic subject to deal with after death

I Possible answers
'l I haveto askyou a very delicate / sensitive question.
2 Your son David was carrying a donor card in his wallet, but we

still need your permission if we are to carry out his wishes.
3 This is a verydilTicult t imeforyou andyourfamily, but...
4 Would you like some time to think about it with the family?
5 lf this is distressing,we can talk about it a l i tt le laterwhen you

are ready.
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6 8y donating organs you will be helping other people to live. ,
7 But do notfeel pressured in anywayto donateyour son's organs.

x Tip
Whilst i t  is important and helpfulfor
students to col la borate in the writ ing,
remind them that in any job or job

application, their work must be persona I to
themselves.

Speaking
Put students in groups to do I and 2. All the options in 1 are valid answers;
some may work better for different students and at different times, and a
combination of several is likely to be helpful. As the students discuss, try not
to take part in the discussion yourself, but encourage them to give reasons
and examples, and give feedback afterwards.

For 3, students report what they have discussed. This is a chance for the
whole class to air ideas. Allow full expression, but try to make it as light as
possible, because it can be difficult talking about the situations covered in
the unit. For example, encourage students to share amusing or uplifting
anecdotes of ways they have coped. Note that if the discussion becomes
morbid, you should bring it to an end. You might like to warn students of
this possibility beforehand.

Writing
Preferred coping mechanisms

Students do I on their own. Ask them to think of familiar mechanisms like
reading, sport, and visiting friends, but also activities personal to them.
They then form groups for 2.

Try to encourage students to help each other in 3. If you collect samples of
student writing, ask the student's permission.If you use them in future
classes as examples, remind students not to copy.

Checklist, Key words
See suggestions on p.5. Go through the list of words to check students'
pronunciation and understanding. Remind students to transfer useful
words and phrases to their vocabulary notebooks.
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Background
In this unit, the value of teamwork in a medical context is
explored, along with some of the skills that are requrred
for members of a team to function properly together.

Surprisingly, it is less often the big lssues that cause
problems within teams, but the small exchanges wrth
another health professional who may not be a nurse
or a doctor, and whom one has perhaps never had
contact with before. Learning how to interrupt a work
colleague you don't know in order to ask for advrce
or borrow something, or learning how to approach a
senior colleague such as a consultant, may seem minor
interactions, but they are skills that can make or break a
professional relationship.

Some students may find it hard to talk to people in
different positions, for example, a radiologist or a nurse.
Others may find age or gender differences affect their
ability to communicate and function well in a team.
If students are not used to working in a collaborative
framework or as part of a hierarchy, simple techniques
such as being able to engage in small talk at the
appropriate time with colleagues (and patients) can help

establish a rapport within the team. The qualities that
doctors and nurses require to be team players will vary
from situation to sltuation, but there are certain qualities
such as cooperation, respect, politeness, and taking
responsibil i ty, which are necessary on all occasions.

Any kind of exercise you give your students where they
have to work together will help to foster a group orteam
mentality. You can give students problems to solve together,
such as the photocopiable communication exercise for this
unit (p.103). Another technique is to ask a student to act as
a monitor when you do group activitles and get them to
give feedback on the group's ability to lnteract with each
other smoothly. Alternatlvely, if you have access to a video
camera, you can record students'work in groups. This
allows you to showthem examples of their interactions and
give feedback on team collaboration, as well as language.
By showing students a video of themselves working in a
team, you can ask them to identify for themselves what
works well or couldbe improved,which will help themtake
this on board in their clinical work.

Useful reference: Oxford Handbookfor the Foundation
Programme,2nd edition, Hurley et al.

* Tip
A phlebotomist  special izes in extract ing
blood from patients for laboratory analysis.

E ldditionalactivity
'Small talk'is an important
communication skill to put people at ease
and help interactions with colleagues and
patients to run smoothly. Ask students to
work rn pairs and create minidialogues
focusing on'safe'small talk subjects like
the weather, family, hobbies, etc. Ask them
to think what other subjects people make
smaII talk about. Discuss the function of
small talk, and remind students of its use
in putting the patient at ease.

Check up
* Put students in groupsto dol-4.

Or I The attitudes of the people to each other are open to interpretation
by students.The situations are:
a A junior doctor is ta lk ing to a senior nurse.The doctor is asking for

advice.
b A you ng doctor is ta lk ing to a consul tant  on the phone, asking

her to come and see a patient.
c Three colleagues are chatting in a relaxed manner.
d A junior doctor is trying to interrupt two nurses.

21c
2 a,bandd
3d
4b

I Because everybody needs the help ofothers to do theirjob
effectively.
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E additionalactivity
A group discussion ofattitudes to
politeness can usefully be linked to this
topic to encourage students to think
about their interactions with colleagues.
For example, ask students to talk about
their views of what it means to be polite
and howimportant they consider it
in different situations. They can malce
a list of similarities and differences
in perceptions of politeness between
cultures. They can think about verbal
responses, body language / gestures, and
general behaviour.

El ldditional activity
Ask students to write sentences of their
own using the nouns and one ofthe
adjectives not used inthe sentences in 2:
working, effective, moral, public,social,
community, joint.

* Tip
At the end of Vocabulary,ask students
to close their books and recap. Say an
adjective and ask students to su pply the
noun,e.g.team - spirit, practicol - support.
Alternatively, give the nou n and ask
students to tel I  you at least one su i table
adjective. Students could also do this in
oairs.

* Tip
Write the example given here
on the board ifstudents have

difficulty getting started in l.

Culture proiect
Put students in pairs to do I and 2, then get themto form new pairs for L
Encourage them to develop the conversation as much as they can. Make the
aim either to ask all the questions or to develop several fully.

Do 4 as a whole class, and allowthe students a chance to ask youthe questions.

Vocabulary
Teamwork

Students can do I and 2 on their oum or in pairs. They may offer other
possible answers for l; you can explore what they mean by each suggestion
to check their understanding. The important thing is for students to
understand each of the adjectives and nouns surrounding teamwork and be
able to use them correctly. For 2, the adjectives can be used more than once.

Put students in groups to do 3. Ask them to think in particular about the
elements of teamwork discussed so far, e.g. attitudes towards responsibility,
co-operation, support, etc.

Or | 1 team: key, multidisciplinary, close, working,effectir,e
2 cooperation: practical, public, community,team; social;joint,

close, effective
3 spirit: public, community, team, working
4 role: practical, public, community,team, moral,social,joint, key,

m ultidisci plinary, effective
5 responsi bi I ity: pu bl ic, com m u nity, tea m, moral, social, joi nl

col lective, key, multid isci plinary
6 support: practical, public, communitlr,team, moral,social,

m u ltid isci pl i na ry, effective
7 pa rtnersh i p: pu bl ic, socia l, joi nt, key, close, worki n g, effective

2 1 team spirit
2 Closecooperation
3 multidisciplinary team
4 key role
5 collective responsibi lity
6 practicalsupport
7 close partnership

Writing
Describing an example of good practice

Students work on their own to do I and 2, then form pairs for 3.

An example for I might be: 1 patient admitted to A&E from RTA --+ 2
ambulance crew briefed me (junior doctor) --+ 3 nurse checked vital signs --+ 4
I asked consultant's advice --' 5 surgeon performed emergency surgery... etc.

In 2 they should expand these notes into full sentences and try to build in
the words relating to teamwork, e.g. A patient was admitted to Accident &
Emergency from a Road Traffic Accident. The ambulance crew briefed me,
a junior doctor, then handed over responsibility for the patient's care to me.
I worked closely with the nurse while she checked the vital signs - this is a
key partnership in caring for patients. I asked the consultant's advice and
she was able to offer me practical and moral support... etc.
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E ndditionalactivity
Once students have done t, you can play
the recording again and ask them to give
their own responses before you do 2. You
could do the same again before doing 3.

E ndditionalactivity
Put students in groups to create their own
initial statements or requests matching
the polite responses. Then get them to
role-play some of the exchanges.

Reading
r Put students in pairs to do I and 2. They then work on their own for 3. For

question 2, encourage students to think of the dynamics of working in a
team. For question 4, ask them to consider what happens if one person is
acting on their own and what the consequences are for the patient and for
colleagues. Does it put pressure on other people?

O'r 2 'l demonstrate
2 outcome
3 perspective
4 appreciate
5 respect
6 heed
7 shape

| 1 (Agood team worker) understandswhich pieceof information
needs to be conveyed to which particular person.

listening I
Appropriate responses

o O Students l istenanddoI and2 ontheirown.Theycando3 and4inpairs.

OF | 1 Asking a colleague for help / interrupting a colleague's work
2 Askingto borrowa pen
3 Apologizing
4 Asking a colleaguetotake blood / interruptinga colleague'swork
5 Checking how someone isfeelingand whetherthey need help
6 Sympathizing / offering help
7 Apologizing / conveying important information

2lb 2a fa 4b 5a 6a 7b
I Possible answers

1 Thankyou. /That's really kind of you.
2 Thankyou. /That's really kind of you.
3 Thanks for being so understanding.
4 That would be great. lThat's fine.
5 | hope it stays that way.
5 Not at all./ My pleasure.
7 Thankyou.

I Possible answers
1 That's OK, No problem.
2 Actually, I haven't, but it's OK.Thankyou.
3 lam sorry. lwas genuinely held up.
4 | am sorry to ask when you're busy.
5 Oh, sorry to hear that.
6 OK, no problem.
7 Oh l'm really sorry. Shall I call ...?
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E ndditionalactivity
Students work in pairs and choose a pain
relating to one area of the diagram. Their
partner takes a history to find out what
the problem is and makes a diagnosis.

tr Tip
Allow students to exolore the value of
doing other jobs l ike Dr Noor i  or  doing
volunteer work for their own personal

develooment.

language spot
Being polite

* Readthe introduction as a class. Students can do l-3 ontheir own or in
pairs. For 4, ask them to work separately to underline the important words
in each of their statements, and to think of brief polite responses that might
be appropriate for each. They then take turns reading their statements
aloudto each other. They canthen swap over and read each other's
statements, and say the brief responses they thought of for each.

O-r l1a 2b 3a 4b 5a 6a 7a
2 1 sorryto/bother

2 Excuse me / come and have
3 Would you mind / closed
4 | can see / writ ing
5 ls it OK / clear
6 Doyou think /  use
t 1 cord

2 cord
I  bore
4 borc
5e
6 b,c,or d

Speaking
Put students in groups to do 1. They find a partner from a different group
for 2 and 3. Set time limits:10-15 minutes for preparation in l, 5 minutes
for each doctor in 2 and 3. At the end, allow for general discussion ofthe
exercise and more open general feedback. Students may want to repeat the
exercise; if you have time, allow them to do so to practise and improve. If
you have access to telephones, you can use them to add authenticity to the
exerclse.

It's my job
Students discuss I with a partner before they read the text and do 2.

Or 2 1 Afghanistan
2 information on Health and Safety guidelines, order of draw

bottle additives, infection control, labelling and documentation,
practising in an out-patient setting and on the wards,
assessmenton obtaininga minimum of 50 bloods,good
communicat ion ski l ls

3 DariorPushto
4 driving a car, changing gears
5 You need to react quickly and politely, and get on with colleagues,

or the iob is unbearable.
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E Additionalactivity
EIicit other adjectives to describe
behaviour. This can be done as a whole-
class, group, or pairwork activity. Allow
students to use dictionaries. You could
turn it into a competition between groups,
with a time limit to see who can make
the longest list. Then make sentences
together using the examples students
have come up with.

Vocabulary
Describing attitude and behaviour

* Put students in pairs to do 1-3. Encourage them to use the Useful phrases
given in 3. You can then do 4 as a whole class.

Or | 1 offensive,rude
2 friendly, sociable
3 ambit ious,  determined
4 abrupt,blunt
5 thoughtful, kind
6 calm,carefree
7 cheerful, l ively

I There can be a variety of cultural, professional, and personal reasons.
The concept of talking about both positive and negative qualit ies
may be unusual  in some cul tures.

Speaking
Put students in pairs to do I and 2.

Ask them to work with a different partner for 3. At the end of each role-
play, ask students to give each other feedback based on the agreed criteria,
allowing each student to assess his/her own performance first.

Or I Possible answers
1 Excuse me, l 'm sorryto botheryou, but...

I 'm sorry for interruptingyou, but ...
2 ... would you mind helping me with this?

... could you do this for me when you get a minute?
3 We need an urgent blood sample.

The child is in a crit ical condition.
4 Could you send this priorityform off with the sample?

Here's a priority form; it wil l need to go offwith the sample.
5 Thankyou. l f thereare anyproblems,canyou bleep me?

Thanks. Any problems,just bleep me.

listening 2
Asking a senior colleague for help

C) Students listen and do l, then compare with a partner for 2. Students
should work with a different partner for 3 and take turns as consultant and
doctor, role-playing the phone call from their notes.

O? | 1 I'm really sorryto disturbyou, but...
2 Thatl perfectly OK.
3 Could you possibly come and see her?
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Speaking
* Put students in groups to do F3. Encourage them to use the tJsefuI phrases

where possible. Set a time limit (suggest 15 minutes) for preparation in I
and 2. Ask students to decide on two or three criteria to help them judge
the interviewee's performance. Suggested criteria might be organization,
relevance, and fluency. They can use the Speaking checklist onp.12O.

The role-play can be done in pairs or in threes as panels of two interviewers
and one interviewee. Set a time limit of 7-10 minutes maximum for each
candidate. Ask the interviewers to take notes as they interview and give
feedback as per the criteria on th efi Speaking checklist. Allow each student
to have a turn. At the end, give general feedback and allow class discussion.
If you havetime,youcould offeryourself to be interviewedwiththe whole
class as the panel.

Checklist, Key wordr
r See suggestions on p.5. Go through the list of words to check students'

pronunciation and understanding. Remind students to transfer useful
words and phrases to their vocabulary notebooks.
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Background
In a multicultural society like the United Kingdom,
students' awareness of the cultural background of their
colleagues and patients is crucial for them to be able to
function weil at all levels of primary and secondary health
care. With the increasing movement around the world of
people in general, and of professionals such as doctors and
nurses in particular, more and more societies, systems,
and institutions of health provision like hospitals have
a culturally diverse workforce and patient body. With
this comes a need for other people to understand your
students'backgrounds and beliefs, and equally for your
students to understand the people who they are working
with and for.

For your students, awareness takes the form of
understanding everyone they meet as indlviduals,
who may have very different cultural and religious
backgrounds or belief systems. These may have an impact
on the way that patients behave, and the way that they
expect your students to behave. The same applies in
dealing with colleagues.

Just being aware of the differences is not enough - but it
is a start. But which differences do they need to be aware
of? Age, gender, race, religion, nationality, professionai
status, marital status, and level of education and language

ability are all areas in which differences can ieadto
stereotyping and making assumptions which can cause
offence. It is important to rememberthat what may seem
smali or insignificant to one person may have enormous
importance to another, so it is crucial not to make
2 q<r lmntrnn <

If we take something l ike names and tit les, we can
see how offence can be caused and create tension or a
breakdown in communication. For example, one of your
students may address a female patient with a newborn
child as'Mrs'assuming she is married when infact she is
not. To retrieve the situation, they may address her as'Ms',
oniy to be told that she is not a 'Ms' nor a 'Miss'but in fact
a 'Dr ' !

This unit will help your students in the important
task of getting to know and understand the different
beliefs and cultural backgrounds oftheir patients and
colleagues. Being aware of other people andtheir cultures
is essential in medicine. It helps health professionals to
be sympathetic and empathetic. But above all, students
should bear in mind the inscription on the temple of
Apollo at Delphi: know yourself. Ultimately, to understand
oneself is to understand other humans as well.

Useful referencet Oxford Handbook of General Practice,
2nd edition, Simon et ai.

x Tip
Ask students to br ing in pictures that
theythink ref lect the cul ture of  theirown
countr ies.They could br ing in a select ion
relat ing to the themes in Check up.Students
could prepare the select ion as group
ho m ework a nd t hen s how t heir p ictu res
to the class as a f ive-minute presentation.
Al ternat ively,you could l ink these
presentations t ol of Reading on p.108 ofthe
Student's Book.

Check up
* Put students in groups to do l-4.

O; I The pictures represent clothing, religion,festivals, language,
and food.

3 Possibleanswer:  l t  is  imoortanttotreat oat ientswithin
the context of their beliefs because it is possibleto offend them or
provide unsuitable treatment options by,for example, making
suggestions about food they should eat,which the patient may
not be allowed for religious reasons-

4 Possible answers
Increased migration has many causes -flexible international
job ma rkets a nd more afforda ble travel, for exam ple. I nternational
understanding and co-operation are now more desirable than ever
as the wor ld 'becomes a smal ler  o lace'and di f ferent cul tures mix
and live alongside each other. lt is possiblefor us totryto
understand each other more as a result although it can require
will and effort to resoect others'beliefs.
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El additionalactivity
Students take turns saying the statements
in the Iistening scrrpt on p.138 of the
Student's Book, and saying the responses
from 2. You could then play the sentences
in the recording one at a time and ask
students to give their own response.

rc Tip
Teetotal = does not drink alcohol

Speaking
* Put students in groups to discuss the behaviours in I before they choose the

most annoying ones. They can do 2 in pairs, then come together as a class
for 3.

listening
Avoiding and responding to tactless comments

Students can do I in pairs, groups, or as a whole class. Ask them to do 2 with
a partner.

O Students listen and do 3 on their own. They can do 4 in groups or as a
whole class.

O; I This poster was used to encourage respect and raise awareness
about diversity issues l ike age and gender.

2 a a doctor recommending that a patient either should stop eating
meat or should eat more meat

b somebody expecting someone of either sex to be married,
perhaps addressing a single mother lfemale as Mrs

c somebody getting someone's name and title wrong
d somebody mistaking a consultantfora patient
e a doctor recommending a patient to cut down or give up drinking,

or asking how much he /  she dr inks
f somebody assumingthat because someone has a disabil itythat

they are not a capable person
g someone expressing empathy (e.g. I can understand whatyou're

feeling), but not being in a position to do so,for example a male
doctortalking to a woman about labour pains

h somebody asking someone to do something on a day of worship
3le 2a 3c 4h 5b 6f  7g 8d
I Possible answers

I  Can I  ask i f  you dr ink at  a l l?
2 Doyou eat meat products? Or doyou have a special diet?
3 Have I got your right name here? (Show it written down.)
4 Are there any days of the weekyou can't come?
5 Congratulations on your new baby.
6 Can I ask if you are working or unemployed?
7 lt 's not easy to go through this.
8 Excuse me,areyou byany chance [patient's name]?

Patient cale
Put students in pairs to do I and 2. Encourage them to use the Useful phrases
and to develop the conversation as tactfully as possible.

Or t Possible answers
1 Can you tell me who lives with you at home?
2 What about your parents? Are they stil l alive?
3 How shall I callyou, Miss or Ms? / What is your preferred titleT
4 ls your family name from Africa?
5 | knowyour husband is in a wheelchair, but is he able to work?
6 Arethere anyfestivals or celebrationsthatyou need toobserve?
7 Are there any medicinesyou can't take for any reason?
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* Tip
You can l inklwith the mini-presentations
suggested inthetipfor Check up.

E Additionalactivity
When you have finished Vocabulary,geI
students to produce the related nouns and
adjectives from the verbs. Then ask them
in groups to make their ow-n sentences
using the words as adjectives, nouns, or
verbs. Then can then share them wlth the
class and transform them, e.g. from verbs
to nouns.

Reading
* Students do I on their own, then form pairs for 2. They can remain in their

pairs for 3 or come together as a whole class.

O'r 2l  respect 3 mainly
2 should not be 4 Some

Proiect
Put students in pairs to do l. They then research the names for 2 on their or,rrn.

O? |  1 Misspel l ing and mispronunciat ion of  names sounds as i f  the
speaker can't be bothered to learn a name properly. lt can be
interpreted as a lack of respect.

4 Yes. Some senior colleagues may like to keep a professional
distance and prefer to have their t it le, e.g. Mr, Dr, Professor, used
with their  name, especial ly i f  they do not knowyou wel loryou
are meeting them for the first t ime.

5 Students 'own answerstothef i rst  quest ion.  In the UK, i t  is  not
polite to call people by their surname a lone, except in certain
professionalc i rc les.

Vocabulary
Awareness of feelings

Students can do l-4 on their own, then form pairs for 5.

e; | 1 value
2 ignore
3 offend

avps r wzotu

p l i  z  v

oh j  tq
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dx
sy
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hezx
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t
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e dv yeq k
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dz Gp
iscr iminat

4 respect
5 regret
6 discr iminate

5 come too close
6 Some

7 crit icize
8 upset

zs
of

rx

21
7
3

31

2

3

4
5

criticized 4 offend
discriminated 5 upset

7 valuable
8 regrets/regretted

ignored 6 respect
He felt that they were being unjustly critical when he thought he
should be praised.
No applicants should suffer discrimination because of their
background.
They were completely ignorant of my sensibilities when drawing
upthe rota.
He didn't mean to be offensive to the patient by calling her Mrs.
What the doctor said was really upsetting to the patient.
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6 He respected patients and colleagues alike.
7 All members of the medicalteam playan invaluable role.
8 He felt / was regretful that he didn't check the patient's name

before the consu ltation.
4 Possible questions

Haveyou ever innocentlycriticized / offended / upset / ignored /
discr iminated against  a col league?

El ldditional activity
Ask students to write on strips of paper
sentences someone might say. Then
dictate them to the class for them to write
as reported speech.

El ndditional activity
Put students in pairs. Using reported
speech, get them to relate a short
conversation between two doctors
or a doctor and patient. Use one of
the listening scrrpts at the back ofthe
Student's Book for ideas if necessarv.

* Tip
Cet students to practise breathing during
sentences in a role-play,e.g.students
can simply greet a patient and introduce
themselves, but without racing through the
i ntrod uction.

language ipot
Repo*ed speech

Read the introduction as a class. Then put students in pairs to do I and 2.

O'r | 1 Nurse Burnes said (that) MrJones had just telephoned to say he
couldn't come for the afternoon clinic.

2 The nurse asked Mrs Hal l  i f  i twasOKtocal l  herbyherf i rst  name.
3 Dr Ono asked Ahmed totel l  h im how i t  was done in his home

country.
4 Dr Sind advised (the patient)to give up eating red meat l ike pork

and beef.
5 The nurse asked what his patient number was.
6 MrsTaylor said that she had left herappointment card at home.
7 He said (that) he wasn't sure how to pronounce his I her name.

Speaking
Put students in pairs to do the role-play. Encourage students to examine
any assumptions they made during the role-play, for example about the
patient's religion, age, or lifestyle, or any of the other things they discussed
inSpeaking on p.106 of the Student's Book.

Pronunciation
Saying long sentences

s Read the introduction as a class. Then put students in pairs to do l.

* O Stud"r,ts iisten and check for 2 and remain intheir pairs to do 3.

O? | Possible answers
1 Doyou think / that  i twould bea good idea / todisplay posters /

in al l the c l in ics?
2 He suggested going for weekends away / so that people I could

get to know each other.
3 He asked what time / the clinic normally opened / in the

afternoon.
4 The patient wanted to know / whether shewas ableto book an

interpreter / for her appointment
5 DrWen denied takingtheequipment/outof  theward /  dur ing

the last shift.
6 | thinkyou said earlier /that one wayto promote diversity / is

to hold lunchtime displays in the hospital / for patients and
medical staff.

7 He apologized for the misunderstan ding I and even bought me
some flowers.
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ll additionalactivity
You can turn I into a debate or a much
longer classroom activity. This fuller
discussion can be done at the beginning
or the end ofthe Speaking section.

r* Tip
The type of committee exercise in ! is often
used in training and in assessmentforjob
interviews.

Speaking
Put students in groups of six (three pairs of two) to do these exercises.
Encourage students to use the Uselul phrases where possible during the
discussion in ! and 4.

Set a time limit of 15-20 minutes for the discussion and then 10 minutes for
feedback. Stick to the time limit and remind students of the time Ieft and
the fact that they must have an outcome at the end. Get students to write
down their recommendations and keep them for the following Writing
exercise.

Although this is the first time students are likely to have done this type of
exercise, they will have done plenty of pairwork and feedback exercises
by now. You can ask them to talk to their respective partners individually
to give feedback on their participation and then talk together as alarger
group. If you have time, allow students to talk about their reactions to this
exercise.

Or I Possible recommendations
cultural displays / posters
talks / workshops
positive discrimination
job quotas
celebrating positive role models
equal opportunity laws / regulations

Writing
A response to a report
Students do I and 2 on their own, using the ideas fromSpeaking.They
shouldtryto use as many of the phrases in 2 as possible. Theythen form
pairs to do 3 and 4.

If there is time, ask students to read each other's lettefs and check if they
reflect what was said in the previous Speaking exercise. If you feel it is
appropriate in your class, you could ask one student to read a letter aloud
while the others listen and make notes of anything they want to discuss,
including any discrepancies from the committee discussion.
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Patient Gare
* Put students in pairs to do t. There is more than one possible answer. Avoid

giving students the answers in 2 before they have completed this part of
the exercise. Students can remain intheir pairs for 2-4.

O.r 2 1 yournotesthatyoudescribe
2 spiritualor religious beliefs
3 helpfultoyou
4 thatwecan supportyou
5 we need to know
6 spiritualor religious beliefs
7 you liketo see him / her
8 to arrange a member of your

I  1 lcanseefromyournotes/thatyou describeyourrel igion as.. . , l
can you tell me about this?

2 Doyou have any spiritual or religious beliefs? / Can you tell me
about them?

3 lsyourfaith / spirituality / religion helpfultoyou? /
4 Are there ways that we can support you / in your faith /

spir i tual i ty /  rel ig ion?
5 Arethere anythingswe need to know/ aboutyourfai th /

spirituality / religion / that would help us in caring foryou?
6 Would you like to talk to someone / about spiritual or religious

beliefs?
7 We have a chaplain / who is part of our team, / would you like

to see him / her?
8 Would you like us to arrange / a member of your faith community /

to come and see vou?

Speaking
Put students in pairs to do l. They then work with a partner from another
pair to do 2, before coming together as a whole class for 3.

Checklist, Key words
See suggestions on p.5. Go through the list of words to check students'
pronunciation and understanding. Remind students to transfer useful
words and phrases to their vocabulary notebooks.
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lnstructions for communication activities
Unit 1

1 Divide the class into pairs.

2 Give one student in each pair Cards A and D and the
other Cards B and C.

3 Tell students that they need to check the details on
their cards. Tell them that cards A and C have the
correct details and Cards B and D have mistakes.

4 Once they have finished asking questions, students
should compare their cards to make sure they have
found allthe mistakes.

Unit 2
1 Divide the class into pairs.

2 Give one student Card A and the other Card B.
Students with Card A are GPs and students with
Card B are receptionists.

3 Tell them they are going to role-play a conversation
between the GPs and the receptionists. The GPs
want to check if the housekeeping issues in their
notes have been dealt with. The receptionists
should answerthe GPs from the informationthev
have in their notes.

4 At the end of each role-play give feedback about
tenses and intonation.

Follow-up
When they have finished, you could ask the students
to work in groups and create a situation for another
scenario with or without prompts fromyourself,
e.g. asking a health worker / practice nurse / health
visitor about a patient.

Unit 3
1 Divide the class into pairs.

2 Give each pair a copy of the cards placed face down
betweenthem.

3 Students take turns to pick up a card and explain
or describe in technical terms what is on the
card. Their partners have to guess what they are
explaining / describing.

Unit 4
This actMty has two stages.

Stage I
1 Divide the class into pairs.

2 Give each pair a copy of the cards placed face down
betweenthem.

3 Students take turns to pick up a card and explain
or define the procedure or disease on their card in

technical terms, without saying what it is. Their
partner should guess what is onthe card.

Stage 2
1 Mix up the cards and place them face down again.

2 Students go through the cards again, role-playing
conversations between a doctor and a patient.
They should alternate roles. The doctors pick up a
card and explain in non-technical terms and in a
reassuring manner a procedure the patients are
about to undergo or the details of a disease they are
sufferingfrom.

Unit 5
1 Divide the class into pairs.

2 Give one student in each pair Cards A and D and the
other Cards B and C.

3 Tell students that they need to check the details on
their cards. Tell them that cards A and C have the
correct details and Cards B and D have mistakes.

4 Once they have finished asking questions, students
should compare their cards to make sure they have
found allthe mistakes.

Unit 5
1 Divide the class into pairs, A and B.

2 Give students two cards each - one doctor card and
one patient card. Student A is Doctor L and Patient 2;
Student B is Doctor 2 and Patient 1.

3 Set atimelimitforthe role-play.

4 ,Ask Doctor 1to give advice to Patient 1 using the
notes on the card and adding any advice ofhis / her
own. The patient can be as cooperative as he / she
wishes. They should try to agree a plan that suits the
patient.

5 Repeat the process for the second scenario.

Unit 7
1 Divide the class into two groups, A and B.

2 Give each student in GroupAa copyof Cardl and
each student in Group B a copy of Card 2.

3 In their groups, students should discuss the medical
conditions on the card. They should draw up a list
of symptoms of the conditions and also discuss
other minor conditions that also have some of these
symproms.

4 When they have finished, students should pair with
a student from the other group and role-play the
scenarios.

5 Students playingthe parents should give some,but
not all, of the symptoms typical of the presenting
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complaint. Students playing the doctors should
ask about all the possible symptoms and reassure
the parents that, as the child does not have the
symptoms, he / she is not seriously ill.

Unit 8
1 Divide the class into four groups, A, B, C, D.

2 Give each student in a group a copy of the
corresponding card.

3 Tell students to discuss the details on their cards
and decide how much of this information a patient
might give when the doctor asks: Can you teII me
more aboutthis?

4 Give students complete freedom in the discussion
to add or discuss information they want relating to
the possible diagnosis. Encourage them to give lay
terms for any medical conditions and try as far as
possible to think how the patient would feel (to help
develop empathy).

5 Set a time limit of about ten minutes.

6 Ask students to find a partner from another
group; one in each pair takes the role of doctor and
they role-play taking a history from the patient:
introducing themselves, asking what the presenting
complaint is, asking the patient to tell them more
about the presenting complaint, and then developing
the patient's answer.

7 When they have finished, they should change roles
and repeat the role-play.

8 Students should then circulate and find partners
from other groups until they have finished role-
playing all the different complaints.

9 Set a time limit of five minutes for each role-play.

Unit 9
1 Divide the class into pairs.

2 Give each pair a copy of the cards placed face down
betweenthem.

3 Explain that they are going to role-play a review of a
practice interview in psychiatry on setting the scene
when meeting a patient for the first time.

4 The cards containthe sequence of steps in each of
the four stages of setting the scene. The crosses on
the cards are things the trainee doctor did not do.

5 Students should alternate playing the trainee doctor
and the trainer.

6 The trainee selects two cards and describes the steps
they carried out to the trainer. They then swap roles.

7 Encourage the trainees to think aboutusingAfter /
When / Once I had ... and I didn't ... to describe what
they did, and I wish I had ... to describe the steps they
didn't take and wish that they had. Tell them they

may then develop the description of the interview
in anywaytheywish.

8 Encourage the trainers to ask questions, such as
What did you do after you had ... ? Did you ... afier you
had ... ? Is there anything you didn't do?

Unit 1O
1 Divide the class into small groups.

2 Give each group a copy of the sheet with pictures
of the different settings for patients who are
terminallv ill.

4

Ask students to analyse the pictures from the
patient's viewpoint, thinking about patients' wants
and needs: social needs,patients maintaining
control of the situation, comfort, patients controlling
who is around them, respectfor the patient, safety.
Encourage students to comment from their own
cultural viewpoint.

Set a 2O-minute time limit for the discussions.

Ask each group to appoint a spokesperson to collect
notes on each picture.

The spokesperson should give a short presentation
on the results of their group's discussions.

Unit 11
1 Divide the class into groups of four.

2 TeIl students that they are going to solve a problem
and come up with a decision / decisions about
spending money on improvingthe waiting room of
a GP's surgery.

Give each student in the group a different role card,
a copy ofthe list of suggestions, and the photograph.

Ask each group to discuss the options, examining
any possible problems, and come to an agreement
about how the money should be spent.

Students should followthe preferences stated on
their cards.

Unit 12
1 Divide the class into groups of four.

b

Tell students that they are going to solve a problem
and come up with a decision / decisions about
improving diversity in their hospital.

Give each student in the group a role card, a copy of
the agenda, andthe photograph.

Ask students to discuss the items on the agenda and
come to decisions about as manv of the items as
possible.

Set a time limit of 20-30 minutes.

Ask each group to appoint a spokesperson, who
should take notes and report back to the whole class
at the end ofthe discussion.
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I Grammal test
I Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verbs in the box.

teach wait check talk get

1MrsMilic-toseetheconsultantforoveranhournow.She,sstiIl
sitting there.

2 | -my last class for the day. I'm going home now.

3He'snotavai]ableatthemoment.He-thecasenotestomakesure
they are up to date.

4 I can seeyourrash-better.

5I- theseheadachesforthepastweeknowThepainissobadIhadto
come intoday.

6 Patients usually - in this area to see the consultant.

7NurseHenderson-thatdassallday.That'swhyshelookstirednow.

8HenormaIly-onthephonetothetechnicianatleastonceaday'

9 Who - the test results when they come in?

10DrSingh-withNurseEvansonthephoneatthemoment.

2 Rewrite the questions to make them more gentle. Start with Canyoutellme ...

1 How long have you had the pain in your chest?

2 Have you ever had an operation before?

3 How long has your back been troubling you?

4 Where does the pain start off?

5 What'sthepainlike?

6 Where doyou getthe pain?

3 You overheard these short questions. Write a direct and a gentle question for each
to make it clearwhatthe speakermeant.

EXAMPLE What'syour addfess? /
Canyoutell me whatyour address is?

And your family name?

6 f A"dy"*j"btl
'-\-
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I Communication
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2 Grammat test
I In each sentence one verb has been used incorrectly. Underline and correct it.

1 My children have registered with the GP practice last year, but I have been
registered with them longer.

2 The health visitor has gone out an hour ago, but she has Ieft this note for you.

3 Did you live here for a long time now, or did you only arrive last month?

4 Eventhoughtheywere sent a week ago, I didn't receive the results yet.

5 My waterworks have given me a few problems lately, and my bowels were not
regular for some time either.

6 First, the student has glven the differential diagnosis, and then she put forward
the reasons for her choice.

7 Haven't you been feeling well since I last have seen you?

8 First I have taken the history from Mrs Simons, and then I examined her.

9 The pain came and went a lot at the beginning of last month, and then it has
suddenly stopped.

10 Have you given the receptionist the new leaflets which have arrived yesterday?

2 Complete the sentences with the Past Simple or the Present Perfect form of the
verbs in brackets.

1 Mrs Purnell - in hospital for five days now. (be)

2Myhusband-anappointmentformewiththeGPyesterday.(book)

3 Dr Jones has gone. The clinic - at 2 p.m. (finish)

4 The swelling in my leg - a week ago. (begin)

5 Howlong (you)-this painnow? (have)

6 I (just)- my tenth appendectomy. (perform )

7 I -a referral letter yet. (not receive)

8I-al l thechi ldhoodi l lnessesatanear lyage.(catch)

9 -you-this patient before? (meet)

10 She - her ward rounds at 10 a.m. (start)

3 Expand the notes to make questions and answers in a conversation between a
doctor and a patient. Make sure the verbs are in the right tense.

1 Doctor:be/abroad/thisvear?

2 Patient:yes

3 Doctor: where / go?

4 Patient:go /India

5 Doctor: be / sickwhile vou / be there?

6 Patient:no

7 Doctor: feel / sick ever since vou / return?

8 Patient:no

9 Doctor: when / start feeling sick?

10 Patient: I start / feeling sick / two weeks ago



2 Communication
Card A
You are a GP. You need to check with the receptionist if the housekeeping issues in your notes
have been dealt with.

Card B
You are a receptionist. The GP needs to check ifthe housekeeping issues in the notes have
been deait with.

. patie-nts booked to se-e- gott nextTue;dag (gou uant
to ao to a mee-tind?

. test results re-ce-ive-cI1or a patient (Hr Hartte-il?
J

. reierrat tetter 1or Hr Hartle-g sent to the- hospital?

. ti,re- o1 computer training coniir,ne-cL?

. practice- ntlrse arrivecl get?

. letters arrived lor uou?

. lxnchtime tea.m rne-etinq rearranqecl?

. ca.se notes lor Hr TocIcL lourr)?

. ne^tT*e-sdag Kept lre-e

. test results lor Hr Hartleg arrive-d this n'orning,
6*t rele-rral tette-r not se-nt outt get

. trainer booKe-d lor c,omp*ter training tomorrow
at 2p.m.

. practice ntlrse a.rrive-d live- minute-s ago

. six lette-rs re-ce-ived

. neu) time lor lunc-htime te-am me-etinq stilt not
dec-ided

. case note-s lor a. patie-nt, Hr Todd, put in trag last
niqht
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t Grammar test
I Use the prompts to make instructions about taking blood. Use either the

imperative or the Present Simple withyou. Re-order the instructions and add
additional words where necessarv.

EXAMnLE hands / wash / non-sterile / gloves / put on
(You) wash your hands and put on non-sterile gloves.

1 ask / fist / patient / times / clench / several

2 forget / to / equipment / prepare

3 tourniquet / apply / near / site / vein

4 forget / identity / check / patient

5 stretch/ out / ask / patient / arm / rest / on / pillow

6 select / vein / appropriate

7 introduce / patient / yourself

8 clean / swab I area I alcohol

2 Use the words in brackets to make the instructions gentler. Add additional words
and change the punctuationwhere necessary.

1 Keep your leg still. (I d like / nice / for me / if you can)

2 Tilt your head forward. (could / slightly / for me)

3 Raise your arm a bit more. (now / I d like / for me / if you can)

4 Pop up onthe couch. (can /just /forme)

5 Roll up your sleeve. (could / for me / please)

6 Bring your knees up further fiust / a bit / for me.)

7 Tell me what your date of birth is. (Can / please)

8 Leanforward. (if you can / just / slightly / for me)

9 Move more towards the edge of the trolley. (can / just / a little / for me / please)

10 Stand up. (can / for me / please)
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I
I
I

. l

xr-"1
I
I

Explain how to measure
blood pressure.

Explain how an
arterial blood gas

Explain how to give
an IM injection.

Describe how to
administer a local
anaesthetic.

Describe howto
perform IV cannulation.

! sample is obtained.
I

F-- t - -  r r - r l

I
I

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

3 Communication

Explain how a lumbar
puncture is performed.

Explain how to wash
your hands effectively.

Explain how a blood
test is performed.

Describe what is
contained in a ward
round entry.

Describe the
preparation for a
ward round.

r r r r  
- - - l -  

r r r - r l
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4 Grammar test
I Circle the correct form.

1 The trolley prepared / is prepared / prepares before the procedure carried / have
been carried / is carried out.

2 We rarely a re performed / perform / are performing operations like this under
general anaesthetic.

3 The weekly ward rounds are leading / Ied / are led by a consultant.

4 \ /hat is done / is doing / are done next is the most important part of the procedure.

5 The tube inserts / is inserted / is inserting very carefully.

6 Normally patients are given / give / giving a leaflet about the procedure.

7 She is used / used,/ use a swab to clean the wound.

8 The doctor is obtaining / obtained / is obtained consent andthenanaesthetize /
anaesthetized / anaesthetizing the area.

9 Whathappen / happens / is happened next is the labeliing of the bottles.

10 A considerable amount of time spent / is spend / is spent on planning the operation.

2 Use the prompts to make sentences in the Present Simple, active or passive. Use the
words in the order given.

1 procedure / perform / nurse / in / this / practice

2 nurse / use / spray /numb / patient's / throat

3 doctor / repeat / explanation / patient / if / necessary

4 patients / rarely /react / instruments

5 appointments / arrange / receptionist

6 wound / clean

7 painkiller / inject / as / required

8 doctor / explain / procedure / patient

9 syringe / insert / into / the / training / manikin / just / here

10 nurse / examine / patient / first

I Some of the sentences below are technical and some are non-technical. Rewrite the
technical sentences as non-technical and the non-technical as technical.

1 What we need to do then is take a tissue sample.

A tissue sample needs

2 What we're going to do after that is give you something to help you relax.

After that a sedative.

3 Rest is obligatoryfor

What you needto do

4 What we're going to do after that is schedule a follow-up appointment

After that a follow-up appointment

5 What happens next is that you write down the various steps.

Next, the various steps

6 Then atube is inserteddownintothe stomach.

What happens then is

7 What's going to happen next is we're going to numb your arm.

Next, your arm is

8 Youareaskedtolieon

What happens next is

about an hour aft erwards.

a couch on your Ieft side facing the wall.
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4 Communication

Alzheimer's
disease

tonsillitis

radical
colposcopy

catheterization MRSA

t t
- -1 ---1

t t

sciatica colonoscopy anaesthesia

herniorrhaphy

colostomy

gastroscopy

lumbar
puncture

biopsy

I
I
I
I
I

mastectomy
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

appendicitis

t r r r  J--  
- -L ------ r r r t
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5 Grammat test

Verbs: looked
got

get
wrote

cuts
pointed

take
wastaken

I Complete the sentences with one verb and one particle from each box.

1

2

t

4

5

6

It's not easy to - all this information - at once.

The doctor - - the prescriPtion.

He quickly - - the habit of doing the ward rounds.

This tablet can help because it - the workload of your heart

Are you sure you c;rn --without any help?

He - - the patient's notes carefuIly.

7 The nurse the mistake onthe drug chart.

8 His appendix--whenhe was a child.

Use the notes to inform and reassure a patient about the possible side effects of

ACE inhibitors.

dry cough

po.rtural hypoteacion

re na I inpa irmext a nd A gperk< laeuia

taste dbturbanee ' '

.:
urttcaria

Complete the sentences with may or can Where you think side effects are being
pointed out, use can.

1 In some people, the tablets - make them feel drowsy, so be careful.

2 It looks as if you - react to this tablet as well.

3 Sometimes, this - make people feel dizzy.If that happens, stop taking it.

4 There - be some bruising after the blood test, but it will go away.

5 With some patients, atenolol penicillin - cause problems.

6 Simvastatin - affect the liver, but it - not happen in your case.

7 The pain is unlikely to go away, but it - just ease a little.

8 Some of these - cause some mild side effects.

Particles: at
into

down
in

up
out

out
out
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5 Communication

Patient Drug Details
l Mrslohnson

Mse Fre-q P,oute- 24h nax
Ibuprole-n looq ah fr a.2g

2 Mr C Haslam
Dose. Freq Route.24h Hax
Paracetalal $*t"h fr 59

3 Mrs D Hardwick
Dose. Freq Routc.24h nax
Diaze.pa,m 2"1$:bil th n 214

4 Mr T Smith
Dose, Fre-q P,oute- 24h Hax
Ranitidir:r-- 3OOny lzh fr tooom3

Patient Drug Details
l Mrslohnson

Dose Fre-q Route- 21h tlax
Tbuproie-n 4OOmg teSh fr 2.49

2 Mr C Haslam
Dose fre-q Route- 24h Hax
Paraeetatrct $@.gl) *t"h fr <g

3 MrsDHardwick
Dose, F.ug Route- 21h Hax
Diaze.p.m 21$:2-q sh tu t2ry

4 MrTSmythe
Dose. Freg Route- 21h Hax
Ranitidirc. tiomg tzh tu Soory

Patient Drug Details
5 MrsPTaylor

Dose Freq P,oute- 24h Hax
Tranpdot 2OO ng{So4od 4h
n/rH/rv.tooq

6 MrlWestbrook
Dose Fre-g Route.24h Hax
Cgc-tizire. 50 ry8h tu/rV/IH t5o4

7 Mrs C Sheridan
Dose Fre.q Route- 21h nax
pethiaire- t5o (gtod 4h fr/rH/IV
n/a

8 lVkMThomas
Dose Freq Route- 24h Hax
Co-codatrcl 30 / 5OO 2 tablets U-2)
+bh fu lo tablets

Patient Drug Details
5 Mrs P Taylor

Dose, Fre-g Roatte- 24h Hax
Tranpdol 50 mqGGlOO 4h
tu/rH/rv booa

6 MrlWestbrook
Dose F.ug Route- 24h nax
Cgc-tizire 50 q$h fi/IV/IH t?ory

7 MrsTSheridan
Dose. F.eg Routn- 24h Hax
Pethidire- 50 (*too th fr/m/rv
n/a

8 MrNThomas
Dose Freg Route.24h Hax
Co-codarrcl 30 / 5Oo 2 tablets U-2)
+(Dh N 8 tabtets
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6 Grammar test

2

3

4

Underline and correct the mistake in each sentence.

1 You could try get away from your desk at work at least twice a day.

2 Youcantotryto cycle once ortwice aweek.

3 You should like to try spending more time walking.

4 Do you think you could, for example, took up something more strenuous?

5 You shouldn't to overdo the exercise.

6 People ought be more aware than they are of the damage exercise can cause.

7 You might like try starting by giving up the first cigarette of the day.

Decide which of the pieces of advice about giving up smoking are more patient-
centred.

1 a You ought to stop smoking.

b Have you ever thought about how you might give up smoking?

2 a Ifyoucan,beginbymakingsmallchanges.

b You should begin by making small changes.

3 a You could, for example, cut out the first cigarette in the morning. Would that
workforyou?

b You shouldn't have the first cigarette in the morning.

4 a You oughtn't to stop in one go. You should set yourself targets like reducing
by one cigarette a day.

b Instead of stopping in one go, you might like to try setting yourself targets
like reducing by one cigarette a day.

Rewrite the suggestions using the words in brackets.

1 You could try to eat lean meat where possible. (ought to)

2 Have you ever thought of cutting out chocolate gradually? (might)

3 You can, for example, walk up the stairs rather than using the lift. (should)

4 It's better to reduce the amount of food you eat gradually. (cbn)

5 You might like to try going for a walk with a friend. (could, for example,)

6 If you can, always go shopping by bus, or even on foot, rather than by car.
(shouldn't; should)

7 Try to get into the habit of walking every day. (might)

8 Instead of fryingfood,tryto steam orbake it. (shouldn't; should)

Which of the rewritten statements in 3 can no longer be considered patient-
centred?
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6 Communication

StudentA-Doctor 1 Student A-Patient 2

haYou are a doctor gMng advice to an overweight
patient who doesn't see any need to reduce weight.
The patient has excuses for your suggestions but
try to persuade him / her. Use the BMI chart onp.47
in your Student's Book.

Suggestions
. eatlessfattyfood
. eat morefruit andvegetables
. grill ratherthanfrythe food
. goonadiet
. walk as much as you can
. take the bus to work
. jo inagym

. Other

Agreed outcome / management plan: (Would any
of these work for you?)

Student B-Patient 1

You are a patient who needs to lose weight. You are
reluctant to make any changes to your lifestyle.

Excuses / Barriers
. It's very difficult as I have meat every day.
. I d.on't like many fruit or vegetables.
. I don't like grilled meat.
. I have triedto diet manytimes.
. I get out ofbreath easily.
. There aren't anybuses.
. I can't afford a gym.
. Other

Agreed outcome / management plan:
(Maybe I'll think about cutting down on fatty food
and doing some exercise.)

You are a patient who is suffering from stress. You
are initially reluctant, but willing to trythe doctor's
suggestions.

Responses
. I can't, because work is too busy at the moment.
. Id like to, andmaybe a dayhere andthere is

possible.
. They won't like it.
. I could maybe do that no more than once a week.
. I cantrynotto.
. It's difficult when it is busy but I could try.
o lt's not easy except for weekends, but I could go

swimming.
. Other

Agreed outcome / management plan: (I can
definitely try to take a day off now and again and
not do overtime more than once a week.)

Student B -Doctor 2

You are a doctor giving advice to a patient who is
suffering from stress at work.

Suggestions
. take aholiday
. take time off
. talk to your Human Resources Department
. don't work overtime - work only from nine to

five
. don't take work home
. take time to have a proper lunch break
. set aside time for leisure activities
. Other

I
Agreedoutcome/rnanagementplan:(Wouldany I
of theseworkforyou?) I

I
I
I
I
I

t l l
t l l
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7 Grammal test
I Match the two parts of the sentences.

1 If he were well enough to cope
unaided,

2 If wehave abedfree ontheward,

3 If her condition changed,

4 If the consultant becomes available,

5 If you askthe receptionist,

6 If these tablets make him dizzy,

7 If I were in any doubt about
thejob,

8 If James played a bit more,

b

c

d

e

I

g

she'llbook another
appointment.

he'll need to stop taking them.

we'II let you know it's available.

I'll go in and ask him.

we d admit her straightaway.

it would help his coordination.

we dtake him out of
intensive care.

I wouldn't applyfor it.

2 Use the prompts to write First Conditional sentences.

1 Jane / develop fever / you / need / be careful

2 Timur / lose any more weight / it / be better / bring him in

3 doctor arives / I / let vou know

4 you / notice / change / Amir's condition / switchboard / be able / bleep me

5 Tom / get worse / we / transfer him / intensive care

6 Juan / stabilize / make / speedy recovery / we / discharge him soon

3 put the verbs in brackets into the correct tense

1Ifitwereappendicit is,Charlie'spain-(be)ontherightside.

2 If the rash- (not go) away,we'll sendhimto a specialist.

3Ifit-(be)somethingsinister,theheadachewouldprobablybe
constant.

4Ifyourfathergetsanyworse,we-(probablyadmit)him.

5IfI-(do)theoperationagain,Iwouldtakegreatercare.

6Ifit-(be)meningitis,yourchildprobablywouldn'tbesolively.

7 If I sat the exam again,I (prepare) myself better.

8 If your mother - (need) any medication, we would give it to her.

9Ifyourchild-(be)verydehydrated,youneedtobringhimintoA&E.

i0I fyourchi Idstaysinthehospi ta l ,we-(keep)acloseeyeonhim.

4 In which four statements in I is the doctor reassuring the patient that they are not
sufferingfrom a serious illness?
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7 Communication

CARD 1

SituationA
PAREITTT

You are worried that your 2-year-old child
has chickenpox.

SituationB

PARENT

You think your 5-year-old boy has
appendicitis, or even peritonitis.

Situation C
DOCTOR

A parent presents with his / her child who
he / she thinks has asthma. The child has a
mild chest infection. Reassure the parent.

SituationD
DOCTOR

A parent presents with his / her babywho
is bringing back 5-10 mls of each feed
during or soon after (posseting).The child
is otherwise well and growing normally.
The parent is worried that the child has a
stomach problem. Reassure her / him.

!-
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
t
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
t
I
I
I
I

a-
s.F

CARD 2

SituationA
DOCTOR
A parent presents with his / her child
who he / she thinks has chickenpox. After
examining the child, reassure the parent
that it is just a rash.

SituationB
DOCTOR
A parent presents with his / her 5-year-
old boy he / she thinks has appendicitis,
or even peritonitis.After examining the
child, reassure the parents.

SituationC

PARTNT
Youthinkyour child has developed
asthma.

SituationD
PARENT

You are worried that your baby is bringing
back 5-10 mls of each feed during or soon
after (posseting). You think your child has
a stomach problem. The child is otherwise
well and growing normally.

L-- '  r r r l
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8 Grammal test
I Decide whether the questions are open (O) or closed (C).

1 a Howdiditcomeon?
b Did it come on suddenly? -

2 a Doyougettiredafterphysicalexercise?-

b Tell me about the pattern of the tiredness. -
3 a DoyousleepOK?-

b What about your sleeping pattern? Can you tell me about that?

4 a You mentioned muscle pain. Can you say something more about that?

b Doyou get pain inyour muscles?

5 a AreyourbowelsOK?-

b What aboutyourbowels? -
6 a TeII me about your general health

b Isyour generalhealthOK?-

2 fill each gap with one word to complete the open questions.

1 Could-tell-more- -work?
2 When-saythings-not right-home,what-you

mean?

3 Tell- -yourrelationshipwithyourcolleagues.

4 What- -familylife? How-thingsthere?

5 -you describe - discomfort in a little - detail?

6 How- -accidenthappen?
7 -yourdailyroutine-me.

8 Can-tell- -bitmore- -exerciseroutine?
9 And-diet?What-that?

10 In- -doesrelaxationhelpyou?

I put the conversation in the correct order.

a Patient Well, they started about a couple of months ago around the

knuckles and went away, but they came on suddenly about 10 days

ago and the joints are swollen this time. -

Patient I've been getting these pains in my hands, Doctor. -

Patient No. I haven't taken anything for them because I don't like taking too

manytablets

d Doctor So there was no swelling the first time and that was two or three

months ago. Am I right? -

e Doctor Canyoutellmewhatbroughtyouhere?-

f Doctor Canyoutellmeabitmoreaboutthepains?-

g Patient Yes.that'scorrect.-

h Doctor Haveyoutakenanythingforthepain?-

h

c
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8 Communication

PATIENT Az'I'm tired all the time.'
I
I
I

),i 'ool 
a

a

o

o

o

a

a

a

a

a

a

tired all the time - tried different things

fatigue not worse inthe morning

not worried about anything

no pain

several viral infections - can't shake off

fatigue - abrupt onset

tired on exertion - sometimes goes with rest

some weight loss

breathless / not sleeping well

saw locum about six weeks ago - no change

feelinglowwJhit

Iike to see someone

diarrhoea with blood mucus

Iower abdominal pain- doesn't radiate
anywhere

skin changes - slight erythema nodosum

thought just virus

tiredness and malaise

anaemic-rundown

weight loss
running afever
faecal urgency / incontinence

! fossible cause: post-viral fatigue
I
I
I
I
r - -

PATIENT Cz 'I've been getting the runs
andstomachpain.'

o

o

o

a

o

a

o

O

o

o tenesmus / straining
o no mouthulcers
o no clubbing
o no eye problems

arthritis
no perianalfistulae / pendulous skintags

Possible cause: inflammatory bowel disease

o

a

r r r r  
- - - l -  

r r r r - r

PATIENT B:'I've got this pain in my
stomach,Doctot.'

o severe painforweek or so
o not dehydrated, not pregnant, not diabetic
o no other symptoms
o wife / husband / partner says should come

to doctor
. upper abdominal pain
o radiates to back / shouldertip
o lasts more than half an hour
o taken OTC medications - nothing works

feeling restless

nausea / vomiting
tenderness touch right upper quadrant

Possible cause: biliary colic

PATIENT Dz'I've got quite bad
heartburn,Doctor.'

.l

I
!
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

.l

I
I
I
I
I
t
I
I

o

o

a

a

a

o

o

o

a

heartburn

burning epigastric pain

worsens on bending, stooping, or lying

sometimes after hot drinks
antacids help

sometimes waterbrash - mouth fills
with saliva
reflux of acid into mouth- especially
lyingflat

nausea andvomiting

sometimes cough at night (due to aspiration
of refluxed stomach contents)

affecting sleep

making me miserable / irritable

o

a

a

o

Possible cause: Gastro-oesophageal reflux
disease (GORD)
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9 Grammar test
I Circle the correct form.

1 I wish I contacted / had contactedt}:te hospital sooner.

2 If oniywe hadbrought / broughthimhere yesterday.

3 I wish I didn't have to / hadn't had to repeat the examination tomorrow.

4 [et's suppose we borrowed / had borrowed more money now to finance the
clinic.

5 Let's say we allowed/had allowedyouto go home. How do you think we would
feel if something happened?

6 I wish he we re / had beenless anxious at the moment.

7 I wish my son were OK and didn 't need to / hadn't needed to take anti-
depressant drugs.

8 Let's say you went / had gonehome and you weren't fully recovered. What
wouldhappen?

9 I wish I had done / could do things all over again now.

10 If only I/oIIowe d / had followe d the advice the doctor gave me.

2 tvtatch the two parts of the sentences. Then put the verbs in brackets into the Past
Simple orthe Past Perfect.

2

3

Before the consultant went on her
rounds.

The nurse ran to the clinic,

The patient had been on the ward
before

The staff were able to deal with Mr
Wicks because

Two days after he had been
discharged,

Bythe time the doctors had
finished,

Previously,I had worked in a rural
hospital

When she had gained some
experience

a she - (feel) more
relaxed on the ward.

b thenextshift-(turn)
up.

c butthepatient-(go).

d andthenl-(move)to
the capital.

e so he - (be) aware of
whatto do.

f she 
- 

(finish)her clinic.

g the police - (section)
himagain.

h they-(treat)himonce
before.

Decide which of the underlined verbs are incorrect and correct them.

Once I had graduatedl and finished my training, I had foundz a job in a hospital
close to my home very quickly. I devoted3 a lot of time to that new job in
psychiatry and I neglected my private life for quite a while. Looking back, I wish
I didn't donea that. I keep saying to myself, if only I had taken up5 sport, even
just walking. But it meant that by the time I had left the post and moved to my
present job,Ihadbeen6confident in dealingwith awide range of assessments.
I had doneT many different assessments and worked with a variety of patients
with different disorders.

All this experience has helped further my career. Once the first week had passed
in mypresent post,I realized how much I learnts in my previous post.
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9 Communication

Card 1: Introductions Card 2: Seating

hi '

Card 3: Explanation Card 4: Documentation

I
I
l .
I
I
I
l .
I
I
I
I
I
I

think about meeting someone forthe first
time - adopting social norms

introduce yourself and accompanying
nurse - names and status f

ensure thatyouknownames of any
people accompanying the patient and
their relationship with the patient

ask if the patient wished these people to
be present

do not use the patient's first name except
at their request

informthe patient of yourstatus and
speciality f

explainthe purpose of the interview

explain the reasons for referral as you
understandthem

explain the information you have
been told by the referrer

indicate how long the interview
willlast /(

advise them you may wish to obtain
further information from other sources

obtain consent to talk to any informants
accompanyingthem

avoid traditional'consultation room'
- desk with people on either side
inappropriate

arrange the room - several comfortable
chairs of the same height

orient the chairs at an angle to each other
-less confrontational, allows eye contact
where necessary f

use a clipboard to take notes as you go
along ,X

keep a written record - crucial

write up the account as you go along-
more accurate record

vwitelegibly f

sign

date ,X

order in a standard fashion

initially you may find it helpful to write
out the standard headings on sheets of
paperbeforehand f

I
I
I
I
t .
I
I
I
I
l .
I
I
I
l '
I
t
I
I
l .
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
t '
I
l .
I
I
l .
I
I
r '
I
l '
I
t .
I
l .
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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lO Grammar test
1 tvtatch the question beginnings (1-8) with as many endings (a-h) as you can

1 Do you like -

2 Would you rather -

3 Do you dislike -

4 Would you like to -

5 Doyouprefer-

6 Wouldyouprefer-

7 Doyouhate-

8 Doyouenjoy-

having to take lots of medication?

having visltors throughout the day?

to have someone with you during the
interview?

being on this ward?

administer the painkiller yourself ?

having a Marie Curie nurse coming in to
help you at home to being in hospital?

dealing with the challenges of working
with terminally ill people?

to call another familv member?

a

b

L

A

e

f

Put the verbs in brackets into the correct form.

1 Do you prefer - (have) everything explained to you or not to be told?

2 Jennifer dislikes - (work) on her own on the ward at night.

3 I can't stand - (wait) for things to happen.

4 Would you iike - (move) into a home for a few weeks?

5 Helikes (follow) hisownroutineinthemorning.

6 I d rather - (stay) here as I feel much safer.

7 Dr Medway detests - (see) people suffer unnecessarily.

8Danie]prefers-(surround)himselfwithpeopletobeingaloneat
home with occasional visitors.

Rearrange and expand the prompts in brackets to complete the sentences.

1 (husband / not / visit / enjoy /l / my /in / hospice)

even though the environment was very pleasant.

2 (able / Andy / rather / be / work / return)

than spend time in hospital.

3 (you / this / evening / prefer / do / something / different?)

I knowyou're fed up with staying in.

4 (you / prefer / do / something physical)

than to do something mental to help take your mind off things?

5 (stand / I / can't / see / my partner) in pain like this

6 (every day / dislike / Marina / to work / travel) by public transport

7 I know (at / the / home / at / moment / she / love / be),

but perhaps she should stay with us another day or so.

f i /work/ l ike/shi f t /on

As a general rule,

/ early)

so I can have the evening free.
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ll Grammar test
I Match the two parts of the sentences.In two cases there is more than one answer.

l  Is i tOKif I

2 Wouldyoumindifl

3 Doyouthinkl

4 I'm sorryto disturb you,

5 Wouldyoulikeme

6 Excuseme.Couldyou

7 Icanseeyou

8 Doyoumindifl

a toopenitforyou?

b could possibly talk to you for a few minutes?

c but could you check this for me?

d are busy,but we needyourhelp.

e borrowedyourstethoscope?

f use this PC?

g occupythisdesk?

h help me turnthis patient?

help you move the computer?

Use the prompts in brackets to complete the sentences.

1 (mind/if)

I rescheduled the clinic slightly?

2 (I / see / busy / but)
I don't quite understand the test results.

3 (oK / if)
I borrowyour car during lunch?

4 (Excuse / could)

you move your chair just alittle?

5 (think/l/possibly)

use your roomto do some interviews?

6 (sorry/disturb/but)

you come andlook atthis patient for me?

7 (mind / if)

I helped them out in the orthopaedics clinic today?

8 (Would/Iike)

Complete the dialogues with appropriate questionsfrom 2.

I Dr Barker.It's Dr Nizam inJones Ward.

Ah. OK. Canyou give me justtwo minutes to finish
this report and I'll look at them for you.

Mmm, I'm sorry but I need to go out into town myself.
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ll Communication
-__!-r 'r r - I

Role Card 1 I Role Card 2 I
You are a GP working in a small practice. You I You are a nurse. You like all the suggestions, but :

fi have some moneyto spendto improve the
o ot waitine area for patients in vour sursery. Y

_-._ -_Do_-_-_^--- ,  ___ 
I

you are not sure that the plasma screen is the i
ng area for patients in your surgery. You i best use of money. You would like the money I

I l ikeall thesuggestionsmade,butwouldmost I spentonpostersandleaflets. I

! tite to have t[Jplasma screen for patients to I I
I  .  - -  r  I
1 watchWprogrammes. I

r l

l t l
- - -  - - - -t !

Suggestions forthe waiting area
1 plasma screen for patients to watch TV while

waiting

2 plasma screen for showing health promotion
videos

3 new leaflets designed by the people in the
surgery

Role Card 3
You are a receptionist. You think that the
plasma screen would drive you mad, with TV
or DVDs being on all day. AIso you think that
redecoration and new seating / curtains are a
priority.

Role Card4
You are a GP working in a small practrce and
think that the plasma screen is not a good idea
You think the decoration / refurbishment are
priorities, along with new leaflets.

4 new posters reflecting the ethnic mix of the
patients

5 magazine / newspaper rack and daily
newspapers

5 new curtains and seating and decorating

7 toysforthechildren

*$#

I.  .  . . . .  ;
i

* - -* . - ' l
* . - .  

I

'-L:,,:.:,

L---  r_r i
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l2 Grammar test
1 Wnat aia the people say? Change the reported speech sentences into direct speech.

1 Dr Jones said that he would finish at 5 p.m.

2 Mrs Dean asked if she could change the appointment.

3 I enquired when the clinic would start.

4 The caller said her child was very sick.

5 The nurse asked how I got there on my own.

6 The receptionist asked what the patient's hospital number was.

7 He said he had had the illness once before.

8 The doctor asked if I had ever had the illness before.

9 The patient said that the problem had been getting worse.

10 The consultant said he would come immediately.

2 Change the direct speech sentences into reported speech. Pay particular attention
to the verbs.

1 'I don't want to stay in the hospital overnight,'said Mr Harmen.

2 'Why didn't you come sooner?'the nurse asked the patlent.

3 'l'11book you another appointment,'said the receptionist.

4 'l haven't slept very well for several nights,'said Mr Connor.

5 'When did you last have a drink?'the nurse asked me.

6 'l want to get up for a while,'said the patlent.

7 'l didn't bring any bed clothes with me,'said Mrs lames.

8 'How has the wound healed?'the doctor asked.

3 Change the direct speech sentences into reported speech. Pay particular attention
to the adverbs of time and the pronouns.

1 'My wife had her operation yesterday,'said Mr Aitkin.

2 'I am leaving hospital this afternoon,'said the patient.

3 'Take the tablets until tomorrow evenlng,'said the nurse to Mrs Gonzalez.

4 'When did you first feel the pain in your left arm, Mr Jones?'asked Dr Clarke.

5 'You can book the appointment for tomorrow,'said the consultant to
Miss Downs.

6 'We can do the procedure now,'said Dr Brandt.

7 'Can you do the test today?'the doctor asked the phlebotomist.

8 'Why can't I have the operation this morning?'asked Mrs Patel.
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l2 Communication
?---  - - - . - I

l . t
r Role Card 1

! Vou are the chairperson of a hospital trust
F who is in favour of the first four items on the

o ot agenda. You think item 1 on the agenda is a
I priority and think the best way to do 5 and 6 is
I ;

I  ronaveopenoays.
I

I
I Role Card 3
I  . .
; You are a nurse and think item 6 on the agenda
r is a priority. You think an open day is a good
I idea. You also think that lifts would help

I patients and staff.
I
I

Role Card 2 I
You are a doctor in a hospital and you are a bit :
wary of item 3 because you think consultants i
should be appointed according to merit. You I
are open to suggestions. You think item 2 on I
the agenda is i priority. You don't think an :
open day is a good idea for items 5 and 6. I

Role Card4 :

You are a doctor in a hospital. You think items i
3 and4 are priorities, but you think too much I
money is spent on unnecessary events. You I
don't ihinli an open day is a goba idea for items :
5 and 6. Youthinkthere are betterways 

:
l t t

- r -l t
' Agendaformeeting

1 Building lifts for disabled patients and staff

2 Printing hospital leaflets in Braille and other
languages

3 Improving the male / female balance in the
workforce - there are more men in high
positions in consultant posts

4 Improvingthe male /female balance inthe
workforce - there are more men in high positions
in administration

5 Promoting diversity in the hospital generally

5 Reaching all sectors of the community
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Unit I
l r

2

5

4

5

2r
2

3

4

5

6

l r

2

3

4

5

6

has beenwaiting
've taught

is /'s checking

is getting
've been getting

6 wait

7 hasbeenteaching

8 talks

9 checks

10 istalking

... how long youhave hadthe painin your chest?

... whetheryou have ever had an operation before?

... howlong yourbackhas beentroubling you?

... where the pain starts off?

... whatthe pain is like?

... where you getthe pain?

What's your date of birth? / Can you tell me what
your date ofbirth is?

VVhat's your family name? / Can you tell me what
yourfamily name is?

V1/hat's the time of your appointment? / Can you
tell me what the time of your appointment is?

What's your hospital number? / Can you tell me
what your hospital number is?

Do you have any brothers and sisters? / Can
you tell me whether you have any brothers and
sisters?

What's your job? / Can you tell me what your job is?

2t
z

3

5

l r
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

t_0

Unit 3
I f (Vou) ask the patient to clench his / her fist several

times.

2 Don't forget to prepare the equipment.

3 (You) apply the tourniquet near the vein site.

4 Don't forget to check the identity of the patient.

5 (You) ask the patient to stretch out his / her arm
and rest it on a pillow.

has been

booked

finished

began

have (you)had

Have you been abroad this year?

Yes, (I have).

Where didyou go?

I went to India.

Were you sick while you were there?

No, (Iwasn't).

Have you felt sick ever since you returned?

No, (Ihaven't).

When didyou start feeling sick?

I started feeling sick two weeks ago.

(You) select the appropriate vein.
(You) introduce yourselfto the patient.

(You) clean the area with an alcohol swab.

I d like you to keep your leg nice and still for me, if
youcan.

Could you tilt your head forward slightly for me?

Now,Id like youto raise your arm a bit more for
me if you can.

Canyou just pop up onthe couch forme?

Could you roll up your sleeve for me, please?

Iust bring your knees up a bit further for me.

Canyoutellme what your date of birth is, please?

If you can, just lean forward slightly for me.

6 have fiust)performed
7 haven't received

8 caught

9 Have (you)met

10 started

6

7

8

2t

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Unit 2
I t haveregisteredregistered

2 has sonewent

3 Did vou live Have vou lived

4 didn't receive haven't received

5 were not have not been

6 hassivensave

7 haveseensaw

8 havetakentook

t has suddenly stopped suddenly stopped

L0 have arrived arrived
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9 Canyou just move a little more towards the edge
of the trolleyfor me, please?

10 Canyou standupforme,please?

Unit 4
I t isprepared,iscarriedout

2 perform

3 areled

4 is done

5 is inserted

6 are given

7 used

8 obtained,anaesthetized

t happens

10 is spent

2 t theprocedtgeisperformedbyanurseinthis
practice.

2 The / A nurse uses a spray to numb the patient's
throat.

3 The / A doctor repeats the explanation to the
patient if necessary.

4 Patients rarely react to instruments.

5 Appointments are arrangedbythereceptionist.

6 Thewoundis cleaned.

7 A painkiller is injected as required.

8 The / A doctor explains the procedure to the patient.

9 The syringe is inserted into the training manikin
just here.

10 The / A nurse examines the patient first.

2 Possible answer

ACE inhibitors,like all medications, can cause side
effects, but this does not mean that you will get
them.I am just pointing them out to you so that
you are aware of them. For example, some people
can get a drycoughwhentakingthem. Sometimes
they can also affect people's blood pressure. And in
some people,ACE inhibitors can sometimes affect
theirtaste,while others can get hives. Some people's
kidneys can be affected and some people can have a
high level of potassium intheir blood.

31can

2 may

3 can

4 may

5 can

6 can,may

7 may

8 can

2

3

lr
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

to be taken

you will be given / we'll give you

afterwards is rest for about an hour

willbe scheduled

arewrittendonm

we insert a tube down into the stomach

numbed / goingto be numbed

we askyouto lie on a couch on your left side
facingthewall

Unit 5
| 1 take... in

2 vwote out

3 got into

4 cuts... dornm

5 getup

6 Iookedat

7 pointedout

8 was taken out

Unit 6
1 could trv set awav could trv to set awav / could

trygetting away

2 cantotrvcantrv

3 should like totrvmisht Iike totrv

4 could for example took up could for example take
up

5 shouldn'tto overdo shouldn't overdo

6 oushtbeoushttobe

7 mipht like trv mieht like to trv

1b 2a 3a 4b

1 You ought to try to eat lean meat where possible.

2 You might like to try cutting out chocolate
gradually.

3 You should walk up the stairs ratherthan use the
lift.

4 You can reduce the amount of food you eat
gradually.

5 You could for example go for a walk with a friend.

6 You shouldn't go shopping by car. You should go
by bus, or even on foot.

7 You might like to try getting into the habit of
walkingeveryday.

8 You shouldn't fry food. You should steam or bake it.

L,  3,6,  8

Unit 7
f  rg 3e 5a 7h

2c 4d 6b 8f
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2 t tflane develops afever,you'llneedtobecareful.

2 If Timur loses any more weight, it will be better to
bringhimin.

3 If the doctor arrives,I'll let you know.

4 If you notice any change in Amir's condition, the
switchboard will be able to bleep me.

5 If Tom gets worse, we'Il transfer him to intensive
care.

6 If Juan stabilizes and makes a speedy recovery
we'll discharge him soon.

f hadfinished /finished

c hadgone

e was

h hadtreated

g sectioned

b hadturned

d moved

a felt

/

found

/

hadn't done

,/

was

,/

/ (had learnt is also possible)

3r
2

3

4

5

wouldbe

doesn't go

were

will probably admit

did

1-

2

3

4

5

6

7
e

1

2

3

5

6

7

8
4 1,  3,6,8

s b,d, f ,g

6 a,b,c,d, f ,g,h

7 a,b,d,g

8 a,b,d,g

5 tofollow

6 stay

7 seeing

8 surrounding

1 I didn't enjoy visiting my husband in the hospice

2 Andy would rather be able to return to work

3 Would you preferto do something different this
evening?

4 Would you prefer to do something physical

5 I can't stand seeing my partner

6 Marina dislikes travelling to work every day

7 shedlovetobe at home atthe moment

8 Iliketowork onthe early shift

Unit lO
L a,b,d,g

2e

3 a,b,d,g

4e

L tohave

2 working

3 waiting

4 to move

Unit ll
t  f  tg 3 b

2e 4c

5a

6h

7d

8 f  tg

1 Wouldyoumindif

2 I canseeyouarebusy,but

3 Is i tOKif

4 Excuse me, (but) could

Unit 8
I  tao

bc
2aC

bo
3aC

bo

o
c
c
o

c

2 1 you,me,about,your

2 you,are,at,do

3 me,more,about

4 about,your,are

5 Can (Could),the (this),more

6 did,the (your)

7 Describe,for

8 you, me, a, about, your

9 your,about

10 what,way

7a4 c8 e1 96
b2 d5 f  3 h7

4a

b

5a

b

6a

b

6 were

7 didn'tneedto

8 went

9 coulddo

10 hadfollowed

6 were

7 wouldprepare

8 needed

9is

10 willkeep

Unit 9
l r

2

3

4

5

had contacted

hadbrought

didn't have to

borrowed

allowed
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5 Doyouthinklcouldpossibly

6 I'm sorryto disturb you, but could

7 Wouldyoumindif

8 Wouldyoulikemeto

L6 2s 32 43

Unit 12
I t f i l f inishat5p.m.

2 Canlchangetheappointment?

3 Whenwillthe clinic start?

4 My child is very sick.

5 Howdidyou gethere onyourown?

6 What'syourhospitalnumber?

7 I have had the illness once before.

8 Have you ever had the illness before?

9 The problernhas been getting worse.

10 I'llcomeimmediately.

2 1 Mr Harmen said (that) he didn't want to stay in
the hospital overnight.

2 The nurse asked the patient why he / she hadn't
come sooner.

3 The receptionist said (that) he / she would book
another appointment.

Mr Connor said (that) he had not slept verywel
for several nights.

The nurse asked me when I had last had a drink.

The patient said (that) he / she wanted to get up
forawhile.

Mrs James said (that) she hadn't brought anybed
clothes with her.

The doctor asked howthe wound had healed.

Mr Aitkin said (that) his wife had had her
operation the day before.

The patient said (that) he / she was leaving
hospital that aft ernoon.

The nurse told Mrs Gonzalez to take the tablets
untilthe evening ofthe next day.

Dr Clarke asked Mr Jones when he had first felt
the pain in his left arm.

The consultant said (that)Miss Downs could book
the appointment for the next day / the day after. /
The consultant told Miss Downs that she could
book...

Dr Brandt said (that) they could do the procedure
then / atthat moment.

The doctor asked the phlebotomist if he / she
could do the test that day.

Mrs Patel askedwhy she couldn't have the
operation that morning.

5

6

7

6

3r

2

3

4

5
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A;AA

Ab

ABC

ABG

Ac

adlib

AIDS

A)(R

Bd

BM]/BII'IA

BNF

BP

bPm

Ca

ccu
CHD

CI

cNs
COPD

CPR

CRF

CRP

csF
CT

cvs
cxR
d

dl

DoH
(orDH)

D&V

DvT

ECG

Echo

ENT

ERCP

EUA

FB

FBC

FroM

g

GA

GCS

GI

GP

cu(M)
h

TIAV

Hb

HIV

HRT

Hs\I

IBD

IBW

IM

INR

ITU

iu

Iv(I)

IAMA

Kg

t

I3W

IST

TJ(KS

I^P

tUQ

negative and positive, respectively

increase4 decreased, and normal,
respectively (eg serum level)

diagnosis; AA means differential
diagnosis (Iist of possibilities)

antibody

airway, breathing, and circulation: basic life
support

arterial blood gas

ante cibum (before food)

ad libitum; as much/as oft en as wanted
(Latin for atpleasure)

acquired immunodefi cienry syndrome

abdominal x-ray (plain)

bis dfe (twice a day)

British Medical loumal/British Medical
Association

British N ational F ormulary

bloodpressure

beats per minute (eg pulse)

cancer

coronarycareunit

coronaryheart disease

contraindications

centralnervous system

chronic obstructive pulmonary disease

cardiopulmonary resuscitation

chronic renal failure

c-reactive protein

cerebrospinalfluid

computertomography

cardiovascular system

chestx-ray

day(s) (also expressed as /7)

decilitre

Department of Health (UK)

diarrhoea and vomiting

deep venous thrombosis

electrocardiogram

echocardiogram

ear, nose, and throat

endoscopic retrograde
cholangiopancreatography; see also MRCP

examination under anaesthesia

foreignbody

fullbloodcount

fullrange of movements

gram

general anaesthetic

Glasgow coma scde

gastrointestinal

general practitioner

genitourinary (medicine)

hour

hepatiilsAvirus

haemoglobin

HBsAg/HB\l hepatitis B surface antigen/hepatitis B
virus

HC\l(HDV) hepatitisCvirus(HDVishepatitisDvirus)

human immunodefi cienry virus

hormone replacemerft therapy

herpes simplexvirus

infl ammatory bowel disease

idealbodyweight

intramuscular

international normalized ratio
(prothrombin ratio)

intensive therapy unit

international unit

intravenous (infusion)

Iournal of the American Medical Association

kilogram

litre

leanbodyweight

Iiver function test

Iiver, kidney (R), kidney (t), spleen

lumbarpuncture

left upper quadrant



pg

mane

MAOI

MC&S

mg

MI

min(s)

mt

mmHg

MND

MRCP

MRI

MRSA

MS

NAD

NBM

ND

n8

NG(r)
NHS

NICE

Nocte

NR

N&V

od

OD

OHCMT

oHcsS

OHFPz

OHGPz

OHPz

OHPC

om;on

OPD

oRh-

OT

PE

PEF(R)

PERI.A

PMH

PO

PR

PRN

PV

qds;qqh

R

RA

RBC

RCT

RFT

Rh

RUQ

S or sec

SE

soB

SR

Stat

STD/STI

sv(n)
T"

TB

tds

tid

TPR

u
U&E

us(s)
WBC;WCC

wk(s)

vr(s)

microgram

morning (from Latin; the'e' may be
written'6')

monoamine oxidase inhibitors

microscopy, culture and sensitivity

milligram

myocardial infarction

minute(s)

millilitre

millimetres of mercury

motorneurone disease

magnetic imaging
cholangiopancreatography (also Member
of Royal College of Physicians)

magnetic resonance imaging

methicillin-resistant Stap hylo c o c cus aure us

multiple sclerosis

nothing abnormal detected

nilbymouth

notifiable disease

nanoSram

nasogastric (tube)

National Health Service (UK)

National Institute for Health and Clinical
Excellence www.nice.org.uk

at night

normalrange

nausea and/orvomiting

omni die (once daily)

overdose

Oxford Handbook of Clinical Medicine,Te,
OUP,Longmore et al

Oxford Handbook of Clinical Specialties,8e,
OUB Collier & Longmore

Oxford Handbookfor the Foundation
Programme,ze, OUP, Hurley et al

Oxford Handbook of General Practice, ze,
OUB Simon et al

Oxford Handbook of Psychiatry, ze, OUP,
Semple et al

Oxford Handbook of Palliative Care,OUP,
Watson et al

omni mane (in the morning); omni nocte (at
night)

out-patients department

blood group O, Rh negative

occupational therapist

pulmonaryembolism

peak expiratory flow (rate)

pupils equal and reactive to light and
accommodation

past medical history

peros (bymouth)

per rectum (bythe rectum)

pro re nata (as required)

per vaginam (bythe vagina)
quater die sumendus (to be taken 4x daily);
qqhquarta quaque hora: every 4h
right

rheumatoid arthritis

red blood cell

randomized control trial

respiratory function tests

Rh; not an abbreviation, but derived from
the rhesus monkey

right upper quadrant

second(s)

side-effect(s)

short ofbreath (SOB(O)E: short ofbreath on
exercise)

slow-release (also called MR, modified-
release)

statim (immediately; as initial dose)

sexually-transmitted disease or sexually-
transmitted infection

slmdrome

temperature

tuberculosis

ter die sumendus (to be taken 3 times a day)

ter in dte (3 times a day)

temperature, pulse, and respirations count

units

urea and electrolytes and creatinine

ultrasound (scan)

white blood cell:white blood cell count

week(s)

year(s)
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